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INTRODUCTION
Every gesture, every word involves our past, present, and future. The
body never stops accumulating, and years and years have gone by
mine without my being able to stop them, stop it. My sympathies and
grudges appear at the same time familiar and unfamiliar to me; I
dwell in them, they dwell in me, and we dwell in each other, more as
guest than as owner. My story, no doubt, is me, but it is also, no
doubt, older than me. Younger than me, older than the humanized.
Unmeasurable, uncontainable, so immense that it exceeds all
attempts at humanizing. But humanizing we do, and also overdo, for
the vision of a story that has no end — no end, no middle, no
beginning; no start, no stop, no progression; neither backward nor
forward, only a stream that flows into another stream, an open sea —
is the vision of a madwoman.
— Woman, Native, Other by Trinh T. Minh-ha

In 2019, Korean American writer Cathy Park Hong published her memoir Minor Feelings: An
Asian American Reckoning, which was received with both critical and public acclaim in the midst of a
turning point in Asian American politics. Almost unanimously, readers of Hong’s book pointed out
how it revitalized Asian American affect in the American mainstream. Critic Jia Tolentino writes:
“Hong is writing in agonized pursuit of a liberation that doesn’t look white — a new sound, a new
affect, a new consciousness — and the result feels like what she was waiting for” (“Minor
Feelings”). Accompanying Hong’s lurching momentum for “newness” is a braided homage to
forgotten and suppressed history, delegitimized affective movements in Asian American
consciousness, and existing frameworks of “minor” affects. With her lyrical polemic, Hong equips
Asian Americans with the tools to articulate their feelings as ambivalent subjects, to critique outward
and inward, and situate themselves in a position of precarity.
In this project, I follow and document the contemporary shifts in Korean Americana, how
Korean Americans perceive collective racial and diasporic identity, the intersectionality of
embodying multiple identities, and the younger, multicultural generations’ call for coalition. From
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the vocal Asian American community involvement during the 2020 Black Lives Matter movement,
especially in ethnic enclaves such as New York City’s Chinatown and Los Angeles’s Koreatown, to
the outpouring of Asian American women’s voices of fear, anger, and support after the 2021 Atlanta
spa shootings, there has been a marked shift in Asian American emotional consciousness to which
there is no return. The emotional outpouring of once repressed and silenced testimonies has
irreversibly altered our relationship to emotions. It is within this new push to redefine Korean
American affect that I situate this project. Given the marginalized position of the racialized diaspora
alongside South Korea’s successful globalization through historical film awards, music, and politics
that has recently begun to permeate the culture of the Western world, I retain a focus on the Korean
American experience, redefining how Korean Americans emote as members of a diaspora whose
homeland’s triumphs may eclipse their minor, invisible realities in America.
In Minor Feelings, Hong applies Sianne Ngai’s canonical work in affect studies, Ugly Feelings, to
the Asian American experience in what she coins “minor feelings.” Like Ngai’s “ugly feelings,” or
minorly-intense negative affects like disgust, envy, and irritation, Hong describes minor feelings as
“emotions that are negative, dysphoric, and therefore untelegenic, built from the sediments of
everyday racial experience and the irritant of having one’s perception of reality constantly questioned
or dismissed” (55). Used as a concept to summate the Asian American experience in America as
living in a country where one’s reality is constantly questioned and made invisible, minor feelings
forges an affective framework to study minoritized and diasporic expressions.
I situate this project in affect studies as affects expand beyond the scope of emotions and
offer potential to examine structures of feeling that billow beyond the conscious. In The Autonomy of
Affect, Brian Massumi points out that “[Affect’s] autonomy is its openness” and emotion is the
“most intense … expression of that capture” (96). Extending affect’s parameters, Ngai conceptualizes
the affect versus emotion distinction in that there is a “modal difference of intensity or degree ...
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[A]ffects are less formed and structured than emotions, but not lacking form or structure altogether”
(27). Studying Korean American affect enables an analysis of the transitions from one pole to the
other, how emotions denature into affects and vice versa. In Ugly Feelings, Ngai situates each minor
and unprestigious feeling in a cultural context in which the affect is especially charged or at stake.
Ngai departs from previous theorists by focusing on the relationship between ugly feelings and
irony, the production of an unpleasurable feeling about the feeling in Susan Feagin’s concept of
“meta-responses.” While Ngai focuses on affects that are racialized, feminized, and reduced in their
perceived frivolities to expose hierarchies of power, Sara Ahmed examines emotions as mechanisms
for nation-building. In The Cultural Politics of Emotion, Ahmed “tracks how emotions circulat[e]
between bodies, examining how they ‘stick’ as well as move.” Ahmed critiques the ‘inside out’ model
of emotions, whereby emotions spread from the internal body to the external environment, and
argues that emotions should be regarded as social and cultural politics and as producers of surfaces
and boundaries. Affects “stick” like-individuals together, augmenting the exclusion of certain others.
On the other hand, Lauren Berlant regards emotions as a pliable and inevitable facet of neoliberal
capitalism. In Cruel Optimism, Berlant defines cruel optimism as a condition “when something you
desire is actually an obstacle to your own flourishing.” In this realm of constraint and helplessness,
Berlant validates the concept of “lateral agency,” small acts that allow individuals to “float sideways”
as a form of suspension. Berlant discusses the aesthetics of precarity, where “Precarious bodies ...
are not merely demonstrating a shift in the social contract, but in ordinary affective states. This
instability requires ... embarking on an intensified and stressed out learning curve about how to
maintain footing, bearings, a way of being, and new modes of composure amid unraveling
institutions and social relations of reciprocity” (197). Framing Korean Americans as precarious
bodies vis-a-vis citizenship, national identity, and geopolitics, I draw on Berlant’s treatment of affect
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as a reorienting device to examine how Korean Americans are forced to reevaluate themselves
alongside other marginalized communities.
While these are primarily Western theories of affect, emotions in Korea have been
contextualized by scholars as rituals of Korean society. Notably, Theodore Yoo, in It’s Madness,
discusses how Korean kinship terms such as jeong (affection) and uri (we-ness) are feelings of
intimacy that promote in-group, collective thinking while terms such as ch’emyŏn (saving face) and
nunch’i (tact) are fundamental to norms of shame and guilt to enforce group conformity. According
to Yoo, the Korean emotional regime built on the Joseon family ethics required a knowledge of
one’s place, “hierarchy without shame, hierarchy that is self-conscious but without conscious abuse”
(84). In addition to this deeply woven tradition of gender, class and caste that embeds itself in
cultural norms, Korean American diasporic subjects find themselves confronting an additional social
hierarchy based on differences of race, ethnicity, and culture in their residence in a multicultural
America, a new racialized system of hierarchy and difference that comes to dominate their cultural
identity. While members of the diaspora may have adapted this learned conformity to grouppreserving emotional management ideals from the peninsula, they may also have diverged from
them. Thus, this project reframes the bifurcated split between area studies and diasporic studies.
Despite the transnational movement of emotions, Korean American affects often are studied as an
afterthought to Korean affects by scholars focused primarily on the nation. This project
reconceptualizes the binary framework used to contrast the country of origin and country of
residence. It endeavors to contextualize the nationalism that Korea enforces on its diaspora through
its emotional regimes as well as to demonstrate how the diaspora articulates its own emotive realities
and ideals.
Moreover, this project departs from previous studies on Asian American affect, which also
tend to borrow heavily from Western theoretical frameworks, particularly psychoanalysis, and which
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primarily focus on racial melancholia to situate the diaspora’s cleavage from the country of origin as
a permanent, reiterative loss. The Melancholy of Race, Anne Anlin Cheng’s seminal work on racial
melancholia, for instance, turns to psychoanalysis to theorize the diaspora in spiraling longing for a
past that does not exist. She looks at Asian American art as a melancholic act of rejecting and
retaining the racial other in terms of American racialization. In Racial Melancholia, Racial Dissociation,
David Eng and Shinhee Han expand on Cheng’s work by defining racial melancholia as the effect of
racial power and fixate on lost love and racial grief. Like previously discussed scholars of affect
studies, these theories center Western frameworks of emotion to explain Asian American diasporic
experiences, in effect flattening Asian American affect into the single lens of an inescapable
existential loss. By focusing on the intergenerational accumulation of affect, I recenter the Asian
American lens that shapes affective relationships and allows Asian Americans to articulate their
emotions on their own terms.
In order to uncover and reconstruct a Korean American affective consciousness, my project
is split into four chapters, each focusing on one affect. I move from shame to anger, han, and finally
love. I chose these affects because each is present as emotional responses to major events in the
collective Korean American history, and I move from each emotion to the next so as to reflect the
dynamic ways that Korean Americans endeavor to articulate these affects independently. While each
chapter is labeled by its discrete affectual categorization, these chapters are not meant to be
considered in isolation but should be read as starting points of movement and transformation. In
the range of multimedia materials I have chosen to analyze, I expand what qualifies as “literature” by
complementing my study of novels with other story mediums. Rather than focusing on one novel
per chapter, I compare multiple primary texts that vary in genre and medium, from films to plays to
essays and from animation to documentaries. These nontraditional platforms are deliberately chosen
by Korean American creators and artists to express what it means to be Korean American in that
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moment, conveying the embodiment of affect in a variety of mediums, and how the medium itself
shapes the recognition of affect.
My first chapter on shame focuses primarily on two mass American school shootings
perpetrated by Korean American men, the 2007 Virginia Tech shooting and the 2012 Oikos
University shooting, as well as the Korean/American communities’ collective responses. Drawing
from Ahmed’s “Shame Before Others” chapter, I pair Wesley Yang’s essay “The Face of Seung-Hui
Cho” (2008) with Julia Cho’s play Office Hour (2018). Yang’s essay is tinged with a misogynistic
reading of Seung-Hui Cho, the Virginia Tech shooter, as an apostrophe for the desexualization of
Asian men in America, fixating on Cho’s actions as a result of racialized sexual shame and rejection
by women. I then turn away from this representation of Cho to focus on Julia Cho’s play that
reimagines an interaction between the student Cho and a female Asian American professor,
analyzing in particular how shameful identification by shared race finds new reiterations when
embodied by the precarious female perspective. Transitioning into using Ahmed’s analysis of public
apologies as a “performative utterance,” I examine the reactions of aggrieved, ashamed Koreans in
the peninsula by translating interviews with Koreans in 2007. I extend Ahmed’s study of the apology
as a way for members of a middle-power, sub-imperial nation to “speak to” a powerful foreign ally
such as America. I also narrow my lens on a particular Korean American shame, an identity that has
to straddle both geopolitical and racially minoritized concerns, by performing a close reading on
Seung-Hui Cho’s family’s apology to the victims, America, and the world, a performance of shame
that reveals the flaws in America’s multicultural ideal. Finally, I examine Korean American
Angelenos’ belated apology during the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests for the 1991 murder of
Latasha Harlins by Korean convenience store owner Soon Ja Du and her lenient sentencing and
unapologetic defense. Shame is an affect of communication and narrative, making it necessary to
look closely for a shame that is authored and affirmed by Korean Americans themselves.
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My second chapter on anger focuses on the 1992 Los Angeles riots and the murder of
Latasha Harlins by Soon Ja Du. Anger is often an affect wrestled away from the aesthetics of the
Asian woman within white American representations, rendering it a key affect to reclaim in my
readings of Korean American texts, particularly those surfacing female voices and feelings. Here, I
focus primarily on Dai Sil Kim-Gibson’s 1993 documentary Sa-I-Gu, which features interviews with
female Korean shop owners in Los Angeles who give powerful and heartbreaking voice to the
observation that there’s “something wrong” in this country. Alongside the film, I analyze Steph
Cha’s 2019 noir novel Your House Will Pay to examine the Black-Korean racial tensions between two
families in the wake of the LA riots, in a display of how personal anger can manifest. Straddling the
different implications of externally enforced anger (obligatory thinking “I should be angry”) versus
targeted anger (“I’m angry at the police,”), I highlight the importance of Korean Americans’, and
especially Korean American women’s, ability to articulate their anger on their own terms. Thus, I
conclude the chapter by exploring how the feeling of anger is filtered through humor and satire,
which reinvigorates the negative affect’s movement toward a hopeful future. Here, I turn my gaze
toward Korean American cartoonists and bloggers who caricature the “angry Korean” persona,
from Lela Lee’s comic and animated TV series Angry Little Asian Girl (1994- ) to Eunsoo Jeong’s
zine Koreangry (2019- ). Anger becomes incorporated into the self-representational aesthetic of the
Asian woman as a tool to critique structures of oppression and also as an action-generative art that
inspires unity rather than division.
My third chapter on han focuses on Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee (1982). The Korean
word han has no English equivalent but has been interpreted as “the beauty of sorrow.” Korean
novelist Pak Kyong-ni defines it as “an expression of the complex feeling which embraces both
sadness and hope. The sadness stems from the effort by which we accept the original contradiction
facing all living things, and hope comes from the will to overcome the contradiction. In the present,
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we accept it; in the future, we will overcome it” (qtd. in Gunew 14). Sandra So Hee Chi Kim situates
han at its origins as a colonial stereotype that emerged during the Japanese occupation to articulate
cultural difference between the colonizer and colonized. Along this reading, han collapses history
with the present, as Dictee too reckons with generational inheritance and suspended vocalization. I
contextualize this affect through the theme of wholeness and fragmentation in how Cha imagines
the inscrutable, raw slippages of being South Korean and American, a postcolonial and diasporic
feminist reading of han in the relationship between the mother(land) and Korean American
daughter. I conclude with a reading of critical han by further drawing on Kim, who also turns away
from the conventional, biologistic narrative of han as an “inescapable racial essence” of Koreanness
by pointing out African Americans also express a similar aesthetic of lament. In order to examine
how Cha attaches herself to the imagined Korea of history by the stickiness of memory, I borrow
Kim’s concept of critical han, the recognition that “the term itself is embedded in a specific history
that we should not forget” (274). I argue that, for Korean Americans, han is an affect produced by
remembrance of a palimpsested colonial history that is yet vulnerable to forgetting and fracture.
My last chapter on love focuses on Lee Isaac Chung’s autobiographical film Minari (2020)
and Michelle Zauner’s food memoir Crying in H Mart (2021). While the preceding chapters have
focused on “ugly” emotions, this concluding chapter explores the generative potential of emotions, a
homage to bell hooks’s reparative book All About Love: New Visions (1999). The texts in this chapter
are openly centered on love within the multigenerational family. Minari is the story of Chung’s
childhood growing up Korean American in rural Arkansas in the 1980s. Cultural identity is not one
that is threatened by extinction or perpetual loss but sown throughout generations. In Crying in H
Mart, a more “sentimental” grief memoir, Zauner tenderly explores her emotions over losing her
mother and uses food as a metaphor for love of a culture that her Korean mother enabled access to.
Concluding the chapter with a coda on indebtedness, I resignify the concept of debt from an
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othering and orientalizing legacy, read as the product of capitalism that seeps into the Asian
American immigrant family, toward a framework of generational reconnection and self-healing. In
the autobiographical-based texts I analyze, I aim to center the lovability of Korean Americans for
and by themselves without having to route love in terms of worthiness and value through the
American white gaze or Korean national primacy. Responding directly to previous theorists in Asian
American affect and the foreground of diasporic, racialized affect as a mere vestige of melancholy
and loss, this last chapter is the most reparative one. The affect of Korean American love unpins
Korean Americans from a discourse constricted by han and enables self-representation as a
liberating, loving act in itself.
While each chapter is structured around one discrete affect, the four affects bleed into each
other naturally, almost alchemically. Residues of each affect appear within other chapters. The
thread that binds these affects together and the thread that created this project is love as a means of
survival. I weave my voice and personal relationship to each affect as a loving ode to the visibility
and presence of myself in the community I write about. This project lives breathing the affects of
shame, anger, and han, through the love that empowers the words to be written and the testimonies
to be remembered on the page.
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SHAME
I am a dog cone of shame. I am a urinal cake of shame. This feeling
eats away at my identity until my body is hollowed out and I am
nothing but pure incinerating shame.
— Minor Feelings by Cathy Park Hong
Above all, a Korean would smile over a tragedy, a humiliation, an
insult, or an injustice while he weeps inside for sorrow, shame, guilt,
and remorse. Thus, within a Korean, two conflicting entities of
human nature and emotion co-exist compatibly, simultaneously, and
transcendentally: shame and guilt intermingled, sadness and smile
coexisting, attachment and detachment interwoven, and self-control
and social-control intertwined.
— Kun-Ok Kim, “What is Behind ‘Face-Saving’ in CrossCultural Communication?”
I will never be ashamed of being hated for my race. This shame
belongs to the racist. It is not my shame.
— Min Jin Lee, Tweet 3/17/21

Introduction
Shame is an acute, double-edged, and residual affect that forces Koreans and Korean
Americans to recognize the multiple positions held as ambivalent subjects and perpetrators of
violence. Shame is certainly not unique to Koreans, but its hold on literature, art, and memory points
to a particular national fixation on it. I am not always a shameful person or ashamed of myself, but I
can’t seem to extricate being Korean American with my omnipresent and dormant shame. I
experience shame in personal, “minor” ways, as when I am hyper aware of my race in predominantly
white spaces, or when I get dirty looks by the Korean elders for showing too much bare skin at
church. I also experience shame through collective ways, as when I carry the lingering imprints of
shame on behalf of a past that I bear no witness to and on behalf of people I have no relation to.
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Shame is a practiced response that affirms the permeable flux of our positionality as people who
wield power and global capital and people wrestling to unmoor from a colonial past.
Shame does more than just reveal where we stand. For Korean Americans, who straddle the
precarity of identifying as members of a middle-power subimperial nation and being overlooked as a
less-than-one-percent racial minority, shame is not just a transient emotion or state of being, but an
affect that enacts the formation of a shared cultural identity. Shame is embodied and felt as an affect
that unifies. When one person in our community does wrong, we feel shame collectively, a fellowfeeling that allows a distant nation to stretch its hand toward the diaspora and, in some ways, to
speak onto it.
We mobilize shame as a way to speak outwardly to others through public apologies,
embodying a form of an alternative diplomacy politics. To this end, while scholars like Sara Ahmed
have defined the gestural indication of shame as the motion of retreating and bowing down one’s
head, I would propose that shame functions as a (re)orienting device. Before bowing our heads, we
first have to face and address this shame to someone. For Korean Americans, this deferred tilt may
be toward the nation of South Korea, white America, or other racial groups. In order to wrest this
affect from ethno-national impositions, Korean Americans reconstruct shame in alternative ways, by
politicizing it or framing it within a meta-feeling, a judgment of “aboutness” of whether or not it is
appropriate to feel shame.
This chapter will primarily analyze the effects of shame through the 2007 Virginia Tech
shooting that led to an outpouring of shame in the Korean American community, while branching
out into other historical moments that have instigated community-felt shame, including the 2012
Oikos University shooting and Soon Ja Du’s murder of Latasha Harlins in 1991. These events are
not the only events in Korean American history in which Korean Americans have endured public
humiliation, shame, and guilt, but they are singular, foregrounding events that organized and
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reshaped collective Korean/American responses of such affective caliber. I focus on these events
and their reactionary texts because I argue that they have formed a shamefulness that constructs the
affective consciousness of Korean Americans, in addition to defining what Korean Americans
perform and articulate shame to be. This is not to say that Korean Americans have not felt or
performed shame before these events, but that these moments have constructed a distinct Korean
American shame meant to “speak to” and “speak for” a diaspora when the eyes of Americans and
the world turn to them. While discussing the emergence of a transnational Korean shame, I am
primarily interested in excavating shame felt and defined by Korean Americans unique to a
transnational history and movement that gets muddled in layered narratives on who authorizes the
feeling of shame and polices its productive use.

“I'm too shameful that I'm a South Korean”
On April 16, 2007, lone gunman and senior English major Seung-hui Cho murdered thirtytwo people at Virginia Tech before killing himself, in one of the deadliest school shootings in
American history. This event must first and foremost be addressed as a tragedy for the victims and
their families, but it also became a sobering moment for the small, insulated population of Korean
American immigrants who felt ashamed that their visibility was thrust under media scrutiny for
being associated with a violent crime. While shame can feel like an alienating experience that turns
the shameful subject inward, the American tragedy garnered mass mourning and apologies from the
transpacific peninsula of South Korea. The shame of identifying with Seung-hui Cho united a nation
and its diasporic members in shared grief and communal responsibility.
I knew the name Seung-hui Cho, years after the actual shooting, because of my mother. I
had come back from middle school after undergoing my first active shooter drill. She whispered
“Virginia Tech shooter was Korean” softly like it was a secret, with her head lowered down. I
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looked to her for more of an explanation but she didn’t go any further than stating, “If people have
prejudices against Koreans, I wouldn’t blame them.” Her comment displays a dual positionality. My
mom’s quiet shame, as a Korean immigrant, comes from identifying with the shooter’s Koreanness
while simultaneously viewing Cho, and by extension, ourselves, through the eyes of non-Koreans.
This self-repulsion is a mirrored gesture reminiscent of W.E.B. Du Bois’s concept of double
consciousness, the “sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others.” In order to
protect the Korean American ego, we desire to articulate our difference from this unstable, criminal
Korean, but in order to do so we must admit some degree of sameness with him. While these dual
positions seem irreconcilable, turning inwards and looking in from the outside, both positions
function to reaffirm Korea as a uniform group. Regardless of the vantage point, Cho’s Koreanness
facilitates kinship identification with others of Korean descent.
In the aftermath of this discovery, I Googled Cho’s name to come across the infamous
photo of Cho’s face, with his glistening forehead, nerdy oval glasses, and small round mouth. He
looked recognizable and unspectacular, an average Asian male face. There was something about
visual identification (“he could be one of us”) and seeing a three-syllable, rarely visible Korean name
on a list of infamous school shooters in the U.S. that pulled me into the shared circle of shame and
guilt, many years after 2007. It was a combination of feeling exposed, feeling overly conscious that I
might share too much with this evil, universally hated person, and an anxious impulse to apologize. I
felt ashamed by the level of sameness between us. I fixated on the fact that Cho was a senior
English major, that he was a quiet child growing up, two qualities I could empathize with. These two
shared attributes are not unique to me and Cho; there must be thousands of English majors out
there and hundreds of thousands of quiet children, let alone the fact that I was born sixteen years
after Cho. But our sameness was compounded by the fact that we were both Korean American.
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I was not alone in this practice of ethnic identification, self-projection, and imagination.
Korean American essayist Wesley Yang, in his canonical essay “The Face of Seung-Hui Cho,” writes
about his reaction seeing Cho’s face for the first time on the news: “I felt, looking at the photo, a
very personal revulsion. Millions of others reviled this person, but my own loathing was more
intimate. Those lugubrious eyes, that elongated face behind wire-frame glasses; He looks like me, I
thought” (104). Like my mother, Yang simultaneously expresses sentiments of repulsion to and
identification with Cho’s face, and perhaps both are determined by feeling obligated to react this
way. As a man of Korean descent, Yang cannot escape this racial and gender sameness, and as an
American, Yang must despise this perpetrator of one of the deadliest American massacres. For
Yang, these shared markers of identity do not allow him to fully reject his likeness to Seung-hui Cho.
Instead, Yang fixates on what he perceives to be the source of Cho’s loathability, the way Cho
treated women and the way he wasn’t aware of how unattractive he was to them:
It’s not an ugly face exactly; it’s not a badly made face. It’s just a face that has
nothing to do with the desires of women in this country. It’s a face belonging to a
person who, if he were e-mailing you, or sending you instant messages, and you were
a normal, happy, healthy American girl at an upper second-tier American university
— and that’s what Cho was doing in the fall of 2005, e-mailing and writing instant
messages to girls — you would consider reporting to campus security. Which is what
they did, the girls who were contacted by Cho. (106)
Young Korean American male writers reacted in shame when confronted with a post-Virginia Tech
fear that they’d appear like “the next school shooter” to their non-Asian counterparts. Bound across
the realms of racial and sexual shame, Cho was an example of what happened to frustrated Asian
male bodies. For Yang, his identification with Cho feels like a tug-of-war game where the only way
to divert the ugliness of shame was to displace it somewhere else. First, Yang’s approximation of the
disgusted female gaze upon Cho oversimplifies his female classmates’ reporting of Cho’s stalker
behavior as a response to his lack of physical appeal. Yang describes Cho as “a pimply friendless
suburban teenager whom no woman would want to have sex with,” which is an utter misreading,
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suggesting that if someone had had sex with Cho, he would have been less angry and less inclined to
make the choices that he did. Second, Yang’s reachable grievances seem to focus on race and
gender, the ways in which he and Cho are alike, without giving space to the intersecting ways that
Cho’s resentments around class could have affected his worldview as well. In a “multimedia
manifesto” that Cho had mailed out, they included videos of him decrying his classmates as “'brats'
and 'snobs' with 'Mercedes' and 'trust funds’” (Windrem).
Instead, Yang’s essay pivots into reading like a cautionary tale for women who reject
unhinged loners, as he brings up the example of his former classmate, Samuel:
[H]is abiding rage was closely linked to the fact that he was fat and ugly in a uniquely
unappealing way, and that this compounded with his unappealing rage made him the
sort of person that no woman would ever want to touch. He seemed arrayed in that
wild rancor that sexual frustration can bestow on a man, and everything about his
persona — his coruscating irony, his unbelievable intellectual snobbery — seemed a
way to channel and thus defend himself against this consuming bitterness. (113)
Yang pits these undesirable Asian men as passive subjects of the female sexual gaze and victims of
sexual frustration, invoking the language of incel — “involuntary celibate” — culture. A distinct
bitterness characterizes Yang’s descriptions of both Cho and Samuel, and this negative affect is
channeled not to the self, seen as lacking, but toward women, for being fickle and judgmental. As Jia
Tolentino counters, “It is men, not women, who have shaped the contours of the incel predicament.
It is male power, not female power, that has chained all of human society to the idea that women are
decorative sexual objects, and that male worth is measured by how good-looking a woman they
acquire” (“The Rage of the Incels”). In Yang’s reading of Cho, women are used as apostrophes for
where men contort their views on where power lies in society. Rather than questioning why Asian
American men would seek out sexual attention from specific — attractive, American — women in
the first place, male writers sling out grievances about the nature of women.
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Yang is not alone in believing that a shared gendered anger and frustration created a pattern
of Seung-hui Cho’s. Korean American writer Jay Caspian Kang draws a connection between Seunghui Cho and his unresolved racial anger when discussing the 2012 Oikos University shooting:
Last year, I published a novel in which the main character ruminates at length about
Seung-Hui Cho and about his own volatile yet always suppressed anger. The book
was an intensely personal endeavor, born out of an irrational but unshakable
implication I felt, as a young Korean man in America, in the Virginia Tech killings.
Oikos brought all that back, and because I still did not understand why I felt so
implicated in the actions of two random Korean-Americans, I flew up to Oakland
with no plan in mind other than to try to talk to One Goh and the people he left in
his wake. (“That Other School Shooting”)
Kang is less explicit about sexual rejection than he is about pointing out a rage-filled fate for Korean
American men. For Kang, the anger is cultural: “volatile yet always suppressed,” his shame seems to
come from this feeling of implication and there is a subtle threat of non-suppressed anger. The
feeling of kinship with these mass school shooters suggests racial, gendered, sexual, and in Cho’s
case, class shame about Korean men who grow up in America. These responses from Korean
American men who saw some part of themselves in Cho, whether it be sexual (un)desirability, lonerness, or abject cynicism about their place in society, are ways to displace ugly feelings of shameful
identification toward a reachable target, women. As a result, these commentaries on Seung-hui Cho
by Korean American men punch down, directing their audience to scorn not the overlapping factors
of racism, imperialism, and white masculinity that produce an inescapable racial insecurity, but
instead defaulting to misogyny, placing blame to the women who aren’t attracted to them. The
projection of shamefulness that these writers feel may be misplaced, but Yang and Kang speak
toward the contradictions of their positionality. As men, they hold patriarchal authority, and as Asian
Americans, they are disenfranchised and neglected, and as Asian American men, they face
emasculation and shame of feeling belittled when they should be the ones to wield power. With no
outlet or alternative expression of resolving this shame, the writers cannot write off this shame by
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fully embodying the ruling class nor can they writhe in victimization. Shame becomes the affective
manifestation of internalizing the conditions of oppressor and oppressed in one body.
As an alternative representation of Seung-hui Cho, Julia Cho’s play Office Hour fictionalizes
Cho’s relationship to an empathetic female writing professor, Gina. According to an interview with
South Coast Repertory, Korean American playwright Julia Cho says that she was inspired to write
Office Hour “because the [Virginia Tech] shooter was Korean. I did not want to write a play about it,
but I wanted somebody to write about it. Nothing came out, so I thought, well maybe I should write
it” (“From the Playwright and Director”). Like essayists Wesley Yang and Jay Caspian Kang, Cho’s
Korean identity stirred some sort of ownership and stake in the tragedy. Even sharing the same last
name as Cho, she may even have felt a greater deal of shame or identification in proximity to the
mass shooter. However, Julia Cho’s identity as a Korean American woman led to a departure from
her male counterparts’ interpretation of Cho. Her particular vantage point chooses to focus on the
fictional troubled male student and empathetic female professor dynamic, coming from an
experience reading an essay published by a university teacher who had a student that scared her with
attributes of a potential school shooter. According to Cho, “That really clicked with me because, as a
graduate student, I had spent time teaching undergrads. I remembered that time of my life very
easily and could completely see the scenario. That was what got me to write the play” (“From the
Playwright and Director”). Julia Cho did not identify with Seung-hui Cho’s misogyny and gendered
rage, and instead her shameful identification takes the form of imagining herself as a sympathetic
adult figure who could have helped de-escalate. Moving beyond the totality of Korean American
shame attached to masculinity, by examining how Julia Cho attaches ethnic shame by identification
to empathy and healing, there emerges an intersectional lens to study affect. The affects pushing
forward Julia Cho’s play are distinct from Yang’s and Kang’s self-loathing and resentment. Cho’s
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emotional response to the mass shooting, both her identification and repulsion, leads her to imagine
a fictional world where a semblance of understanding can take place.
In the play, protagonist Gina is the presiding Asian American adjunct faculty member and
the primary character that the audience is intended to identify with. Her fellow faculty members
encourage her to speak with the reclusive Dennis during office hours to discuss his violent writing
and to find a way to understand him because of her access to a “shared” cultural sensitivity. After
sitting in silence with the stubbornly standoffish Dennis, Gina observes:
You’d think someone who’s not talking, not looking at anyone, you’d think those are
the actions of someone who’s trying to disappear. Be invisible. Withdraw. Disengage.
But the thing I realized was it wasn’t that at all. It was about power [...] You know
the quieter you are, the more unsettled everyone feels. And I bet you know exactly
what people say about you; I bet you are completely aware of what they think. I
think you encourage it because it’s the only way you know how to feel like you have
some power. And everyone needs that, especially men. (18)
Rather than framing Cho-as-Dennis solely in the language of victimhood of sexual undesirability,
Julia Cho reads his existence as a tooth-and-nail grapple for power. She recognizes that Dennis’s
“strangeness” and quietude is somewhat cultural as actor Raymond Lee (who plays Dennis) notes,
“he spoke funny according to other people because he was from Korea,” and not necessarily a
subject of female disinterest (qtd. in Kell). Cho does not divorce the multiplicity of factors or fixate
on a single one that could have led to Seung-hui Cho’s social alienation.
At the same time, Julia Cho does not ignore the sensationalized root of Seung-hui Cho’s
vendetta against society, rejection. Dennis angrily spills, “No girl would ever touch me. I tried...I try.
They look at me with...revulsion. Like I’m a rotting corpse. Yeah, you’d think I was a corpse the way
they look at me. The sight of me hurts them. So fine, I cover it up so they won’t be so disgusted.
Doing the world a favor. Not that the world cares” (20). Dennis’s consciousness of women’s
repulsion mirrors how Yang also imagines the plight of men “kicked” to the bottom of society.
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When Gina tries to console Dennis by placing her hand on his shoulder, Dennis tries to kiss her,
which she blocks, and he subsequently erupts in anger. This scene, in which an authority figure
attempts to reach out to a troubled student is met with a professional transgression where the
student attempts to nonconsensually kiss his instructor. Gina, as an adjunct professor, also occupies
an institutionally precarious position, leaving little to the imagination of the limited options she had
to respond. Gina is immediately flustered, ashamed that she confirmed Dennis’s suspicions, and
tries to backtrack her physical rejection into something gentler. While we can sympathize with
Gina’s response, it is harder to feel that her shame is justified. Julia Cho, in her reconstruction of a
portrait of Seung-hui Cho, reveals that to prioritize the male perspective is to have the female
subject’s option to say “no” to his advances taken away. Here, the discomfort of Cho’s female
classmates is actually validated rather than dismissed as superficial. Cho shows how male privilege,
and still when racialized, imposes itself over female affective responses.
To this end, it is not surprising that Julia Cho focuses less on the condemnation of women
and more on Dennis’s nonchalant response after his assault. After Gina uncomfortably dodges his
kiss, Dennis continues his monologue with barely a pause, “I was born to be hated. I was born to be
kicked. That’s my function. Society needs people like me just as much as it needs the leaders, the
celebrities, the admired. I should be thanked. I should be given an award. Without people like me,
civilization would break down. You all should be grateful I exist” (24). Dennis’s narcissism and
perceived nobility seem most true to this desire for control and power by a man denied them. He
needs to be seen as a person with value to society, and women’s aversion to him is a way to contort
who we envision as irreplaceable members of society as himself. Few Korean American women
have had a platform to voice their opinions about Seung-hui Cho and male writers who
sensationalize his misogyny. Julia Cho refutes the vilification of women that serves to displace male
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frustration, and instead, contains it in Cho. Understanding whose affects are contained and whose
affects are shared, we can examine shame in terms of its personal and public iterations.
Korean Americans, once realizing Seung-hui Cho’s Korean identity, felt drawn to and turned
off by him. These responses to Cho from reactive Korean American writers all show patterns of
how shame allows us to peer at ourselves in both a mirror and through a window. In Minor Feelings,
Cathy Park Hong writes that “Shame gives me the ability to split myself into the first and third
person. To recognize myself, as Sartre writes, ‘as the Other sees me’” (61). Cho’s Korean American
identity makes his actions recognizable as our first-person-collective action, or failure of action,
which makes it impossible to absolve ourselves of responsibility. While simultaneously perceiving
Cho’s actions as a shared fault, shame allows my mother to justify Virginia Tech-related hostilities
toward Koreans. Just feeling shame isn’t enough but the shame is also complemented by a need to
relieve others of the same harshness. Michael Breen advised, “It will be very instructive to Koreans
to watch the reaction of Americans. They know it's more gracious than their own reaction would
be” (qtd. in “Sympathy and shame in South Korea”). The blame projected inwards is
disproportionate to the amount of shame diffused outwards. Compared to the violence committed
by countless white perpetrators, why do Koreans and Korean Americans feel so much more selfpunishing? Why are we so quick to point the finger at ourselves before the finger is pointed at us?

“We did it again.”
The fear of being recognized “too much like” a Korean American mass murderer was not an
unfamiliar sentiment. When people first saw Cho’s face or heard that he was Asian, they murmured
“I hope he’s not Korean.” Korean American students such as Yoon Jeon, a graduate student at the
University of Pennsylvania, hoped, “All of my friends and I were just like, 'Don't be Korean. Don't
be Korean’” (qtd. in Tobias). As members of a racial minority in which the actions of one is feared
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to be substituted for the psyche of the entire community, Korean Americans reacted by fantasizing
and producing this ethnic difference between this Asian mass murderer and themselves. By hoping
that this criminal belonged to a different ethnic group, this Korean American fear of sameness
comes from a desire to avert shame. For American-dwelling Koreans, there was an immediate fear
of reprisals of anti-Korean, and more generally, anti-Asian hate — although in America, the racial
distinction of an Asian criminal does not matter in preventing hate crimes against any
phenotypically-Asian-passing person.
This fear of being associated with Cho by nationality extended beyond domestic anxieties.
South Koreans in the peninsula shared the same degree of dread. For days, South Korean
newspaper headlines were solely littered with updates from America. On a diplomatic level, within
two days of the shooting, the South Korean president had expressed his condolences in three public
instances (“S. Korea Remembers Cho Family”). South Korea’s strong, but always conditional,
allyship with the U.S. elevated the stakes of how Koreans would be perceived by Americans.
“Koreans still remember the riots in L.A., so we are worried about some revenge against Koreans,"
says Seoul web designer Kim Hye Jin (qtd. in Veale). "We are really worried about the image of our
country.” Even in the public sphere, on South Korea’s popular social networking site Naver, one
user named iknijmik wrote, “I'm too shameful that I'm a South Korean … As a South Korean, I feel
apologetic to the Virginia Tech victims” (qtd. in “Gunman’s Family”). Regardless of the distance
and estrangement from Seung-hui Cho himself, South Koreans felt a great deal of culpability. Not
based on personal responsibility or guilt, this shame came from the simple, undeniable fact that Cho
was of Korean descent. At the same time, the reason for this outpour of solidarity seemed to also
come from a desire to ensure that South Korea was still reputable as a “model minority nation” and
as a model Asian ally to the United States. The concept of “saving face” did not just apply to
intimate family settings, but to a nation as a whole (Y. Kim). Within this anxiety, good news came in
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the form of relief that the global reporting of the tragedy focused on U.S. gun culture and Cho's past
psychological problems as the main factors. Koreans were relieved that his Koreanness was not the
center of attention. Relieved from the burden of having to prove a nation’s innocence for an
individual’s crime, Koreans instead focused on building solidarity. Through this single tragedy,
transnational public displays of sorrow and anguish unified a diaspora with its motherland.
It seems an extreme response that the fact that Seung-hui Cho was a Korean American
caused an entire nation to feel culpable on his behalf. Cho was also American. It is unimaginable for
white Americans to feel this degree of national responsibility and guilt anytime any American
perpetrator commits an egregious crime, but for South Koreans, tragedies operate on a level akin to
kinship politics. Yook Dong-In, editor of social issues at The Korea Economic Daily notes that
“Koreans are perhaps unique in their sense of a singular national identity, molded through a long
history of invasion and occupation.” In support of this point, other experts suggest, “The
heightened sense of having one ‘blood’ or ethnic race has led to a hypersensitivity about foreign
perceptions” (qtd. in Ho). This blood essentialism of the Korean race, however, did not just arise
without context. It was specifically tied to Korea’s history of colonization and the nation’s past and
ongoing fear of being wiped out by foreign rule. Therefore, this blood-by-Korean ideology can be
read as a postcolonial response.
With South Korea constantly grappling to establish itself in global affairs, its relative middlepower status cannot help but invoke its layered histories of a colonial past. This insistence on a
shared, unbreakable Korean essence evokes the language that revolves around han, an untranslatable
term that is roughly described as “the beauty of sorrow.” As I will elaborate in Chapter 3, the
concept of han originated from Korea’s history of repeated colonization, poverty, cultural erasure,
and fragmentation, but is used referentially to mean everything between the general pattern of pain
and injustice and individual, everyday life circumstances. In examining why there is such a
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transnational collective response of sorrow to Seung-hui Cho’s actions, the specifics of defining han
are less exigent than looking to the efficacy of han as postcolonial nation-building. Scholar Sandra
So Hee Chi Kim writes that there is an insistence that han is biological in Korean culture — one is
born with han; it courses through the blood of the people, and cannot be escaped. Kim points to the
colonial origins of han as being produced in the colonial articulation of cultural difference in order
to reclaim authentic Koreanness. This understanding that there is something inherently shared, lying
dormant across all Koreans, may explain why the de facto response of South Koreans was to feel
shame-by-proxy.
This belief of an essential, inherited Koreanness also emerges in the minds of the Korean
American diaspora. When tragedies inflicted by or on a small community reoccur, they trigger
patterns and memories of non-closure. And for Korean Americans who knew their American
acceptance was conditional and contingent on good behavior, Korean-inflicted tragedies are
devastating for both sides of the invisible hyphen.
On April 2, 2012, former student at Oikos University, One L. Goh, murdered seven people,
the fourth deadliest university shooting in United States history and the second Korean male name
on the list. In his essay published in The New York Times Magazine, Jay Caspian Kang recounts
reading a Korean friend’s email: “‘We did it again.’ I knew what he was talking about the moment I
read it. ‘We,’ indeed, had done ‘it’ again, and ‘it’ required no further explanation. We first did it five
years earlier, on April 16, 2007, when Seung-hui Cho massacred 32 people at Virginia Tech
University. This phrase may sound cynical and callous, but it speaks to a truth shared among
immigrants whose people have done terrible things. Nothing quite welds a group together as
immediately and as forcefully as these moments of collective trauma.” The title of Kang’s essay was
“Should it matter that the shooter at Oikos University was Korean?” For Korean Americans, it did
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undeniably matter, but Kang seems to implicitly ask, “Why was it so tragically familiar… and so
soon?”
When Kang draws the obvious thread between the Korean American college student in
Virginia with another Korean American shooter in California, it was uncanny and haunting. It was
haunting to see how shame functions in memory in the friend’s use of the collective first-person
pronoun: “We did it again.” Back in 2007, Korean American responses to the actions of Seung-hui
Cho made it obvious that the diaspora felt bound together in shame. The “we” comes to no
surprise. But the addition of the “again” with the second shooting sounding like an echo of the first
felt even more wrenching. It is a reminder that the wound of the first tragedy is still open. Sara
Ahmed writes about how shame travels and mutates through history:
Shame is posited as an overcoming of the brutal history, a moving beyond that
history through showing that one is ‘moved by it’ or even ‘hurt by it.’ The desire that
is expressed is the desire to move on, where what is shameful is either identified as
past (the ‘brutal history’) or located in the present only as an absence (‘the shame of
the absence of shame’). Such a narrative allows the national subject to identify with
others, so pride itself becomes the emotion that sticks the nation together, an ideal
that requires the nation to pass through shame. (111)
When placing these two shootings alongside each other and considering the lingering affects of
unresolved shame, it is clear that this “pass[ing] through” shame is not quite fully occurring but is
rather accumulating. It is also haunting how these associations form quickly into a shame-filled chain
of remembrance of like-events.
Kang further explains his personal unsettlement knowing that he witnessed two shootings by
Korean men within a couple years of each other:
One week after the Virginia Tech massacre, I sat in a bar in Upper Manhattan with
the same Korean friend who would later send me that four-word e-mail about Oikos
and One Goh. He confessed that he felt violently angry nearly every day but couldn’t
understand why. He wondered if Cho had felt the same way. His honesty upset me. I
said some platitudes about how one maniac doesn’t represent an entire people, but
even back then, I felt I was lying. I agreed in theory, but I did not believe it was
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actually true. I don’t mean to say that there’s something faulty and irreparable in the Korean
psyche, but these shootings have become part of our identity, and they come, at least in part — and
possibly in large part — from a place that many of us know instinctively. [Emphasis mine]
Kang’s declaration that “these shootings have become part of our identity” is reminiscent of the
colonial origins of han. Branching off onto a Korean American context, he seems to be
reconstructing Korea’s response to its history of occupation and colonial impositions in a specific
Korean American framework. These mass shootings, perpetuated by Korean Americans, have
embedded something in Korean Americans who witnessed and lived through them. It is marked as
Korean American, not Asian American or shared with another ethnic group. It is also distinctively
“hyphenated” or hybridized. The positionality of being both Korean and American are tied to the
particular shameful identifying markers shared with each other.
While the formation of a unified ethno-national identity bridges the distance between a
diaspora and its motherland, there must be critical examination in what is lost in this transnational
felt-shame. Koreans, in solidarity with Korean Americans, may mourn together and share concerns
of American retaliation or misunderstandings, but we must also ask who remains in control of, and
possesses authority over, this collective response. A nation can easily speak over, or perhaps speak
for, its diasporic members who constitute a racial minority in their homeland. By considering how
shame is spoken by Koreans and Korean Americans in public apologies, we can examine the
nuanced ways that shame is used to speak to a higher power.

Public apology and creating the model nation
The nature of the public apology is to speak to someone or some other power, a type of
performative utterance. To complement this definition, we can turn to scholar Geoffrey Nunberg,
who writes, “You can find no end of lists of conditions that an utterance has to satisfy to count as a
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true apology: the speaker has to regret the act and its consequences, feel sorry about it, accept
responsibility for it, vow not to repeat it, and so on. But few of them explain how an apology
actually makes the world different, unlike mere expressions of regret, remorse or penitence.” An
apology is different from expressions of regret, remorse and penitence made public because an
apology must land somewhere. It opens a dialogue between the speaker and addressee, and it is the
latter who decides how to respond. Apologies can be generative, transforming new feelings
following these expressions of shame and remorse.
In the days following the Virginia Tech shooting, Cho’s older sister Sun-Kyung Cho wrote
an apology letter on behalf of her family. She was a Princeton graduate working for the U.S.
government, described as a “bright daughter” that any Korean immigrant family would boast about.
In their public apology, published in The Associated Press, Cho opens with a wrenching sense of
remorse, “We are so deeply sorry for the devastation my brother has caused.” The ownership of her
shame is deeply rooted in acknowledging Seung-hui Cho as her brother, unlike other nonpersonalized addresses of apology. Predicating with “my father, mother and I pray for…”, Cho
names all 32 victims in the shooting. The person-by-person specificity of Cho’s apology primarily
creates an inner circle of those directly impacted by the mass murder before extending outwards:
“We pray for their families and loved ones who are experiencing so much excruciating grief. And we
pray for those who were injured and for those whose lives are changed forever because of what they
witnessed and experienced.” Cho’s family’s apology is a public, personal one, as close to the
perpetrator as one could possibly get. Cho’s sister does not flaunt her group identification as a
Korean American or an immigrant, but delineates this crime as an egregious family tragedy. In
words, she squares Cho’s actions firmly on this single nuclear family’s shoulders. While apologizing
for her brother’s actions is an utterance that carves out and segregates the family from the rest of the
world, the admittance of shared pain conjoins the family with the larger world. Sun-Kyoung Cho
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forms a macro-togetherness from their family’s pain: “We grieve alongside the families, the Virginia
Tech community, our State of Virginia, and the rest of the nation. And, the world.” Sun-Kyoung
Cho is conscious of the inevitable, rippling devastation of this individual’s actions to stretch beyond
Virginia. This apology stretching beyond the United States, the country where this tragedy took
place, is an indication of the self-perception of the immigrant as a global representative for their
native motherland. As a Korean American immigrant, Cho committed an international crime.
In addition to Cho’s family’s apology, South Koreans from the other side of the world were
apologizing and showing their solidarity for Americans. South Korean president Roh Moo-hyun
expressed his condolences: “I and my fellow citizens can only feel shock and a wrenching of our
hearts … I hope US society can get over such immense sadness and find a sense of composure as
soon as possible” (qtd. in Kim). In Seoul, more than 1,000 people sang hymns and prayed for Cho’s
victims at Myeongdong Cathedral where white flowers, candles and a U.S. flag adorned a small table
in the center of the chapel. Seventy-year-old South Korean citizen Nahm So Seob, of no relation to
Cho’s family, even expressed her remorse in an interview: “I and all of South Korea want to
apologize to all Americans about what happened” (qtd. in Choe and Onishi). Beyond shared
expressions of grief and mourning by strangers simply because they identified as Korean, there were
even invitations of religious displays of self-abnegation and punishment. Lee Tae-shik, the Korean
ambassador to the United States, suggested that Korean American Christians fast for 32 days to
mourn the 32 people Cho killed.
While some global outpouring of support for the victims may have come from a reaction to
the onslaught of felt associated shame of being ethnically related to a murderer, an editorial in the
leading Chosun Ilbo newspaper told South Koreans that "this is a sensitive time [...] We must ensure
that our true intentions, to share the sorrow, can travel across the ocean and reach the hearts of
grieving Americans" (qtd. in “Sympathy and shame in South Korea”). This statement reveals that as
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much as apologies can be transnational and unify a diaspora with its motherland, an apology is
always oriented toward someone and meant to control some sort of narrative. This call to action to
remain faithful to “our true intentions” is inherently performative. It intends to police what the right
intention should be and especially what should come across to the audience, not what should be felt.
Situating this need to perform in the context of South Korea, a small peninsula the size of the U.S.
state of Indiana, this statement plays into the diplomacy of public affect, conscious and fearful of
misreadings. There is a clear power dynamic here, a smaller nation apologizing to a much larger and
powerful one. Furthermore, this statement muddles and conflates the Korean American response to
the shooting. The South Korean public response conflates the essentialized Korean shame with the
Korean American one. We get reactions from South Korean religious leader Cardinal Nicholas
Cheong Jin-suk, “As a South Korean, I can’t help feeling apologetic about how a Korean man
caused such a shocking incident” (qtd. in “South Koreans Balance Sympathy and Shame”). For
South Koreans, there was an eagerness to take on this shame as their own, overlooking Cho’s
hyphenated status as a Korean American. The Korean American experience is left behind, assumed
to be absorbed into either a South Korean one or an American one.
While an outpouring of solidarity was happening across the Pacific Ocean, in the days after
the shooting, the Korean American community was mourning, in disbelief, and organizing. The
Korean American Coalition had established a fund for Virginia Tech victims. David Han, president
of the Korean Society of Maryland announced, "We are not taking ownership of this tragic event,
but we wanted to show that we are good citizens of the community. But we could not pretend that it
was none of our business. The whole nation is showing sorrow and pain” (qtd. in Brewington). In
this statement, Han sounded more aligned with the fact that this was an American tragedy and that
in order to be seen as “good citizens,” mourning must be performed together. Unlike other accounts
of South Koreans and Korean Americans feeling personal guilt and shame or some form of
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complicitness, Han announced that on a “technical,” “rational” level, that this event does not
represent all Koreans. Han continued, “Everyone asks us, 'Why?' Well, if we didn't do anything,
people would be looking at the Korean community asking, 'Well, why are they being so quiet?
What's wrong with the Korean community?’” As president of the Korean Society, Han seemed
especially concerned with performing sorrow because it allows us to align Korean Americans fully
with American values and prove their Americanness during times of precarity and distress. In the
aftermath of the Virginia Tech shooting, feeling Korean American shame meant being mindful of
both the nationalist South Korean narrative and the model minority narrative of Asian Americans.
Public apologies exposed the precarity of what it means for immigrants to consider themselves
“global citizens,” endeavoring to prove exceptionalism on levels of their home country and new
home.

Apologies and the formation of a model nation
The initial “ugliness” of shame may predispose us to think about shame as a form of selfabnegation or self-hatred, but in fact, feelings of love bleed into shame. The worry over how Korea
is perceived by Americans after this tragedy comes from our belief that South Korea (and South
Koreans) are unequivocally good. Ahmed writes, “If we feel shame, we feel shame because we have failed
to approximate an ideal that has been given to us through practices of love” (106). Shame comes from a failure
to achieve a constructed ideal and we can see how this ideal both unravels, but is eventually
reaffirmed, in the media attention on Cho’s family. According to interviews with Cho’s grandfather,
neighbors, and friends, Cho’s parents ran a used bookstore and moved to the United States to
provide better education for their children. They relocated to Virginia and bought a three-bedroom
house in Centreville for $145,000 in 1997. They “kept a low profile in the small town, attending
services at the Korean Presbyterian Church and planting lettuce in the backyard of their home.”
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Their next-door neighbor, Abdul Shash, told The Associated Press, “They're very quiet, very nice
people. ... They worked very hard for him. It's very sad.” President of the League of Korean
Americans in Virginia Jeff Ahn describes Cho’s parents, "They were hardworking. They valued
education, just like any other parents in this country, and they worked sometimes 12, 13 hours a day
to send a daughter to Princeton and to send their son to Virginia Tech" (qtd. in Baram). The family
was a clear example of diligent Koreans who lived the American Dream, their children rising up in
the ranks of society with the opportunities they may never have received otherwise. Cho’s family
was constructed as the ideal Korean American immigrant family that other working-class families
aspired to approximate before this idealized portrait crumbled. Cho’s family was also proof that
America’s multiculturalism exists, and that America was a space that nurtured the benevolence of
multicultural coexistence.
In South Korea, the portrait of the diligent model Korean immigrant family carried over. In
the South Korean consciousness, where the U.S. was a strong ally in forming its nationhood, the
goal of immigrating to America to send their children to prestigious colleges became an ongoing
forward-looking fantasy for many families. The American Dream is an ideology exported into
postcolonial countries that develop their immigrant mythologies of America. Subscribing to the
optimistic view of America as the democratic land of boundless opportunity, my parents also
immigrated to the United States, not to better their own lives but to better mine and my brother’s.
The perception was that raising your children in America would make them better and more
successful. Raising your children in America for them to become a mass murderer was
unfathomable. In downtown Seoul, where a crowd was awaiting newspapers to read about the
shooting, 51-year-old Kim Ae Ja incredulously said, “The parents went to the United States, and did
everything to raise and educate their children. And then the son does something crazy like this” (qtd.
in Choe and Onishi). South Koreans had an overwhelming sense of sympathy for Cho’s self-
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sacrificing immigrant parents while condemning Cho as an individual. There was barely a collective,
verbal sense (at least publicly) of “the parents must have raised him wrong,” because Cho’s family fit
the successful example of a model immigrant family. Painting Seung-hui Cho as the ungrateful, crazy
son would preserve South Koreans’ faith that America equaled a better future by framing Cho as an
exception to the ideal. Although Cho’s family was an example of the disgraced immigrant, the
subject of humiliation rather than pride, the selective excising of Cho-as-anomaly from the good
parents and successful daughter, works to preserve the model minority narrative in the face of
tragedy.

A “Typically Korean” shame
Discussing the stakes that shame holds in nation-building, Ahmed writes about shame and
its temporality: “Shame in exposing that which has been covered demands us to recover since
recovering would be a recovery from shame” (104). Ahmed’s point to “recover,” in some capacity, is
at odds with the prolonged, long-term aftermath of Korean American responses to these tragedies.
The years after the 2007 Virginia Tech shootings have been discussed in hushed tones by the
Korean American community, and Cho’s family after their apology has quietly retreated, boarding
up their windows and closing themselves off in self-isolating punishment. The 2012 Oikos shooting
also experienced similar hushed messaging, in addition to being a much less sensationalized media
frenzy. In Kang’s essay, an interview with psychiatrist Winston Chung underscores the cultural
implications of growing up “typically Korean” in which “his parents attended a Korean church,
suppressed traumatic events and rarely showed emotion, save the occasional angry, even violent
outburst.” Kang retells the story of the suicide of a Korean woman Chung’s family knew: “The
refusal of anyone within the small Korean community of Naperville to discuss the suicide or to offer
any sort of consolation to the woman’s three daughters stuck with Chung throughout his life. ‘It was
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like it never happened,’ Chung said as he inspected the school’s windows for bullet holes. ‘Everyone
just went silent.’” A similar response happened in the aftermath of the Oikos shooting as Kang
interviews 18-year-old Eagle Scout Kinsa Durst, who decided to plant a garden for his final project:
“Durst told me a story about a Korean woman who, when he was raising money for the garden,
discouraged him from commemorating the space. ‘She said building something at Oikos would just
remind everyone of what had happened,’ Durst told me. ‘She said I should just allow the school to
keep it buried.’” Ahmed discusses how shame is both exposing and concealing; silence and this
desire to move on seems to reign in the older generations of the Korean community in America.
However, Winston Chung’s incisive condemnation of the Korean/Korean American
community’s reactions to tragedies as not enough should be revisited in this particular moment,
especially as public stances can emerge belatedly.
During the 2020 Black Lives Matter movement, Korean American Angeleno Llyn Stransky
revisited the injustice of Soon Ja Du’s murder of Latasha Harlins in 1991. I will discuss this event at
greater length in the next chapter using Steph Cha's novel, Your House Will Pay. Stransky published a
public, nearly 20-year-belated apology for Soon Ja Du’s murder of Latasha Harlins, entitled “In the
matter of Latasha Harlins: A Regrettably Late Apology.” The apology begins by relaying the tensions
between Korean shop owners and Black employees, exacerbated by factors such as class and the
model minority narrative. The apology condemns shop owner Du’s testimony in court as a lie while
expressing collective remorse:
With our deepest sympathies and regret, we, the Korean American community,
express our sincere remorse for the murder of Latasha Harlins and our failure to
aggressively and overwhelmingly pursue justice on her behalf. Moreover, we are
deeply regretful for the ways our actions upheld a despicable disregard for Black life.
We are sorry for the pain caused by Latasha’s death, and especially, for the
devastating grief this caused her family, her friends, and the larger Black community
of America. Most of all, we are sorry that Latasha Harlins lost her young life.
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Notably, the apology speaks in and for the collective Korean American “we.” This implies more
than just that the speaker’s words are representative of the entire group; the “we” suggests that the
emotions are shared unilaterally. Furthermore, the explicit naming of the Korean American
community carves a group identification that untethers a diaspora from its motherland that has not
been prominently present in previous apologies. While anti-Blackness does not solely exist as a
Korean American issue, this statement, centered on the unjust murder of Latasha Harlins, isolates
events of Korean American history from external involvement by South Korea. The apology
articulates Korean American faults and a Korean American essence separate from impositions by
the larger nation.
Furthermore, we must also address the delayed timing of this apology. The apology is
written in the present tense for an event that occurred in the past, but it does not police
chrononormativity. As someone who wasn’t even born when Du shot Latasha, I still felt compelled
and implicated in the guilty and remorseful “we.” While it is a shame that this apology was issued
later than it should have been issued, it does not detract from its sincerity or potentiality. This
belated apology is a sign of the belatedness of a distinctly Korean American configuration of shame.
The content of the apology is one thing, but the issuance of the apology signifies that at last Korean
American shame can define its own parameters and relations independent of South Korea’s and
white America’s scripts. Here, Korean Americana carves out a proper “minor” shame rather than a
model-minority-nation shame.
Reflecting on Geoffrey Nunberg’s challenge of how apologies make the world different, we
can observe how this belated apology takes something performative into an active commitment. The
apology continues: “We fully accept responsibility for the ways in which our ignorance, cowardice,
apathy, and learned antiblackness widened the cultural divide between Black and Korean American
communities. Our greatest hope is that we may make amends for these grave injustices and bring
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about increased equality and respect for Black life.” An apology that moves beyond the present must
acknowledge what comes next. This apology displays the potential of performative utterances,
especially when reading them outside of a pessimistic angle and instead a hopeful one. At the
bottom of the apology, there is a request: “Please add your name to the apology and affirm your
commitment to justice for all Black people.” Currently, there are six pages of names and zip codes
of those who committed publicly online. Combining the arguably passive act of agreeing with the
validity of an apology with the active act of endorsing and committing to something better, the
belated “In the matter of Latasha Harlins” statement opens the performative utterances of apology
into being lived as a sincere one.

Coda
In Minor Feelings, Cathy Park Hong discusses various incidents in which people of color
experience shame in America, whether it be watching her parents being disrespected for their clunky
English or unknowingly wearing a Playboy bunny t-shirt to elementary school. These episodic,
transient moments of shame often come from feeling out-of-sync and incompatible with the coded
hierarchies of a patriarchal, white supremacist, capitalist society. But Hong directs our attention to a
particular existence characterized by shame.
In the chapter “The End of White Innocence,” Hong defines the particular, lived shame that
she feels as a Korean American: “My shame is not cultural but political. It is being painfully aware of
the power dynamic that pulls at the levers of social interactions and the cringing indignity of where I
am in that order either as the afflicted — or as the afflicter” (60). Hong does not fixate shame as
solely coming from a place of powerlessness but understands its mutability, the permutations of
feeling shame as also an afflicter. Hong’s book, subtitled “An Asian American Reckoning,” contends
with the shamefulness that comes with being able to enjoy success and privilege while reinforcing an
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oppressive system. Hong specifies her Korean American experience as one that does not represent
the diverse Asian American one, given the hierarchies within Asian America that place greater
cultural capital on East Asian countries and members of their diasporas. Hong’s shamefulness is
centered around her ambivalent position in knowing her existence is inextricably tied to the ongoing
act of oppressing others.
Even as the communal feeling of shame unifies, shame is still an ugly, undesirable feeling.
The agreed-upon refusal to feel shame is also a medium for building a community of resilience and
care. On March 16, 2021, a 21-year-old white man targeted Asian-owned spas in Atlanta, Georgia to
exact revenge on female workers he thought were the reason for his “sex addiction.” He murdered
eight people, six of whom were Asian women, including four Korean women. The shooting was an
American tragedy that led to an outpouring of testimonies of racism, sexism, and harassment by
Korean American, and, more broadly, Asian American women. Unlike the previous testimony by
Winston Chung of how shame would circulate in Korean American communities through modes of
silence and secrecy, the accumulation of racialized and gendered shame burst open into uninhibited
circulation of stories, emotions, and experiences held within.
Korean American author Min Jin Lee, in the morning after the Atlanta shooting tweeted out
(and still has pinned to her public Twitter profile): “I will never be ashamed of being hated for my
race. This shame belongs to the racist. It is not my shame.”
When considering how displays of shame can be used and manipulated to speak to power,
this blatant refusal to feel shame or display shame can also be used to speak and resist against power,
or to displace blame normally absorbed as the burden belonging to marginalized people onto the
oppressors. These blatant announcements of refusing to feel shame are an example of Korean
Americans taking back ownership of the obligatory nature of feeling shame. Shame is not just feeling
shame, but can also signify what we feel about the shame we feel, a meta-feeling. In her book Ugly
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Feelings, Sianne Ngai discusses meta-responses to feelings. Ngai writes that there is a relationship
between ugly feelings and irony in that there is an unpleasurable feeling about the feeling (for
example, “I feel ashamed for feeling envious”). For marginalized groups, personal truths run counter
to the idealism filtered through oppressive voices of authority. Cathy Park Hong similarly writes
about the self-gaslighting of the negative feelings experienced by the racialized subject: “Oh, that’s all
in your head” (55). Ugly feelings that spur discomfort are tied to a need to minimize their existence
because there is an awareness that their negativity come from the sense that they shouldn’t be felt.
Hong continues, “Minor feelings are also the emotions we are accused of having when we decide to
be difficult — in other words, when we decide to be honest. When minor feelings are finally
externalized, they are interpreted as hostile, ungrateful, jealous, depressing, and belligerent, affects
ascribed to racialized behavior that whites consider out of line. Our feelings are overreactions because
our lived experiences of structural inequity are not commensurate with their deluded reality” (57). In
this way, shame, conceptualized as ugly, minor, and meta, can allow Korean Americans to imagine a
just reality.
For Korean Americans crafting their own unique position in America, while members of a
“hip,” globally palatable sub-imperial nation, there is a defiant shift to tap into understanding that we
can form a meta-response toward shame. This is not to say that Koreans or Korean Americans prior
to this moment have not already been articulating an “aboutness” of shame, but that a collective
movement and purpose for these meta responses are becoming more public, open, and politically
mobilized to define and assert a Korean American voice. The voicing of meta-affect is an act of
minor(ity) agency.
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ANGER
Right now, I’m angry at everybody, at the country, at myself. To
whom, to where I should be angry at? I'm totally confused. Totally
confused.
— Koreatown liquor store owner Young Soon Han, Sa-I-Gu

[…] To be Korean
is to house rage. Palpable rage.
Our people, collectively unwilling
to let go, believe we share
a turbulence, a complex emotional cluster.
— Eugenia Leigh, “Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder with Han
(한 / 恨)”

Introduction
Like the affect of shame, locating and understanding the circulation of Korean American
anger proves its challenges. This diasporic affect is obfuscated by both the emotional regimes of the
Korean nation, characterized by feelings of aggrievement in the context of East Asian geopolitics
and Korean colonial history, and the emotional regimes of America, of which anger is publicly
addressed through the upholding of the hegemonic authority of patriarchy and whiteness (Yoo). In
this chapter on anger, I will examine how Korean American artists rearticulate their own aesthetics
of anger that encourages inter-community coalition and seeking justice when it is diverted.
When possessed by communities that are unused to wielding power or being heard by the
ruling group, anger is both a highly controlled, “ugly,” burdensome emotion and a delimiting one,
validating the ability to judge and take ownership of perceived self-truths and realities. In
recuperating moments of history in which the affect of anger has been flattened, we must also
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consider the positionality of the angry subject. Examining Sianne Ngai’s arguments on anger
alongside “unprestigious negative affects” proves useful, especially when the grand affect of anger is
diluted into minor irritation and frustration for the Korean American diaspora. Ngai points to Philip
Fisher, who argues that “anger in its legitimate form has its source in the … perception of injustice.”
As she further discusses, “the observation that justice conversely requires anger, and cannot be
imposed solely by reason, underscores the passion’s centrality to political struggles throughout
history” (182). By examining what events make us angry in the face of apathetic others, we can
observe how feelings overstep structures of power and how feelings can consolidate a community of
people to vocalize resistance against further exploitation.
In this chapter on anger, I will focus on the 1992 Los Angeles uprising as the major event
that instigated a collective rage in the Korean American community. I will turn away from the
prevailing model of Korean anger as solely rooted in mainland Korean history by examining the
legacy of a public and commemorative Korean American anger felt by members of the diaspora.
Alongside the political resonance of this event, the ensuing riots incurred a resurgence in Korean
American creative expression and aestheticization of feeling that responded to the complexity of
race relations in Los Angeles and America at large that had not been confronted previously. I argue
that the 1992 Koreatown riots was a uniquely singular event that created a notion of collective
Korean American anger. From Dai Sil Kim-Gibson’s 1993 documentary film Sa-I-Gu: From Korean
Women’s Perspectives to Steph Cha’s 2019 contemporary crime noir novel Your House Will Pay, Korean
Americans turn away from being known as an isolated community to a community that is constantly
hybridizing the political effect of anger alongside other communities of color. Thus, I read these
texts as arenas of reconstructions of Korean American anger, symptomatic and generative from the
momentum of the anger from the riots. Although I will be referencing other moments such as the
2021 Atlanta spa shootings, this chapter will point to the aftermath of the Koreatown riots as a
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critical turning point in the alignment of a galvanized Korean American politics whose efforts we are
witnessing come to fruition today.
While it is easy to fixate on macro social movements generated by anger, I will also direct the
reader’s attention to the value of personal expressions of anger. The anger as experienced in the
aftermath of the riots has opened up possible reconsiderations of anger as an affect that does not
have to be justified by destruction, but as an affect to protest any and all perceived “minor”
injustices. Subsequently, this chapter will analyze the animation of anger by Korean American artists
and writers. Through self-published comics, blogs, and zines such as Angry Little Asian Girl and
Koreangry, Korean American artists turn the personal into the political. By creating alter egos and
caricatures of the angry personas of themselves, these Korean American artists recuperate a right to
feel angry that often gets policed by respectability politics and diluted by appeals to the “universal.”
This creative manifestation of anger contains a gendered element, especially for Asian American
women, whose emotional experiences are neutralized and made invisible in the public sphere.
Anger’s presence in art and writing, as a tenet of responding to daily life as an Asian woman, grants
writers the ability to author themselves as angry, for good reason and for the purpose of insisting on
a better future. Considering the anger of Asian women alongside the familiar tropes of the “angry
Black woman” or “angry Brown woman,” Anne Anlin Cheng suggests:
What makes the yellow woman the exception in the larger category of WOC is
precisely the precariousness of her injury .... In our contemporary culture of
grievance, itself gendered (women "complain" while men "identify problems"), anger
seems to be the one emotion that grants the woman of color visibility on the
sociopolitical stage. Yet while many people might say that they are familiar with or
have met the "angry black woman" or the "angry brown woman," they rarely speak
of the angry yellow woman. This is not because she does not exist, but because
jagged rage has not been in keeping with the style of her aesthetic congealment. At
most, Asian female anger exists on the American public stage in a peripheral,
miniaturized, and cutified cartoon version. (“Ornamentalism” xi)
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The “aesthetic congealment” of Asian female anger is present in Lela Lee’s Angry Little Asian Girl, in
which anger is acknowledged and made palatable when miniaturized and humorized. Expanding
upon Cheng, who uses the framework of ornamentalism, “the forging of the sense of personness
through artificial and prosthetic extensions,” (436) to develop a yellow feminist theory, I will
examine how artists toy with the artifice of the angered Korean female body. Simultaneously, this
ownership of Korean anger by subverting existing aesthetic tropes of the Asian women by
embracing her “ugliness,” as seen in Eunsoo Jeong’s zine Koreangry, exposes how artists can
complicate the power dynamics of America and the racialized, postcolonial subject through satire
that involves self-aware knowledge of her marginalization. Broadening the personal into political
activism, Korean Americans use their anger as a point of access to create radically emotional art that
generates unity, comfort, and coalition.

Below the ‘rooftop Koreans’: The Los Angeles Uprising of 1992
On April 29, 1992, four white Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) officers were
acquitted for the beating of Black motorist Rodney King. Riots immediately broke out in the streets
of South Central Los Angeles, a low-income, primarily Black and Hispanic neighborhood. The
verdict, given the public dissemination of a viral video of the beating, was compounded with another
acquittal awarded Korean shop owner Soon Ja Du, who shot and killed fifteen-year-old Latasha
Harlins after falsely accusing the child of shoplifting. In Los Angeles’s Koreatown, the longstanding
tension between Korean merchants and their Black customers imploded in a night of looting, arson,
and death. For three days, LAPD did not arrive at the scene (Wallenfeldt). Instead, the police
abandoned the riot zones and opted to protect and block off wealthy white neighborhoods including
Beverly Hills and West Hollywood (I. Kang). In one particular incident outside Park’s Wilshire
Jewelry, owner Richard Park was calling for medical assistance for his injured sister and sister-in-law,
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who recounts, “I scream: ‘Please call ambulance. Please, somebody hurt. Somebody crying. Please
call ambulance. Ambulance [...] But when a lot of shots were fired, everybody left. I don't know if I
am wrong or not. People say I am wrong. What am I going to do? Just sit down and die? I am going
to protect my store and my family and myself’” (qtd. in Mydans). Subsequently left to defend
themselves, Korean business owners formed a “vigilante Korean security force,” composed of
Korean men who had been trained in the Republic of Korea Armed Forces armed with M1
carbines, Ruger Mini-14s, pump-action shotguns, and handguns, and patrolled rooftops (Kivisto).
These men were previously trained under South Korea’s mandatory 21-month military conscription
that was meant to protect against potential threats from North Korea. But during the riots, these
men used their training not to fight off invasion but to substitute for the law enforcement that had
abandoned them. The fear generated by the images of the makeshift Koreatown militia with Korean
men brandishing guns the length of their torsos on their hips can also be read as the residual fear of
Cold War orientalism. The yellow peril of North Korea as a militarized, political enemy could seep
toward the South Korean peninsula, and eventually the diaspora, to represent the continual threat of
Korean bodies in America, gendered as a dangerous Asian masculinity saturated with anger. After
five days of riots, more than sixty people were killed, more than 2,300 were injured, and thousands
were arrested. About 1,100 buildings were damaged, and total property damage was about $1 billion.
Korean-owned businesses sustained half of the damage in the entirety of South LA.
Koreans were not the sole victims of the riots, nor was there a clear distinction between
victim and perpetrator, but an overwhelming amount of testimonials of the Koreans who lived
through the riots were marked by grief and anger. The Koreatown immigrants’ dreams, livelihoods,
and faith in American justice had been burnt down. The riots were coined Sa-I-Gu after the
numerals 4-2-9 in Korean for the date April 29. This numerical naming of the riots follows the
South Korean custom to refer to events by their dates, such as the March 1 movement (Sam-il 3-1),
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the protest movement by Korean people and students against the forced cultural assimilation
policies during Japanese imperial rule. Aligning the event to the larger history of the Korean
homeland, the riots were not only cemented in Korean American consciousness but followed a
tradition that originated in the motherland.
The destruction of Koreatown forced Korean immigrants to recognize their precarious
status as racialized “Other” in America, a recognition shaped by a clear sense of perceived injustice.
One Korean American Angeleno, Chang Lee, who had immigrated to the United States as a child,
recalls how the riots were a turning point in understanding that his rights were conditional: “I truly
thought I was a part of mainstream society. Nothing in my life indicated I was a secondary citizen
until the LA riots. The LAPD powers that be decided to protect the ‘haves’ and the Korean
community did not have any political voice or power. They left us to burn” (qtd. in Lah). The anger
that Korean Americans harbored was one of betrayal and disillusionment at their expendability. The
racial positioning of Korean Americans was made unequivocally transparent, leaving behind scars on
a community that was forced to recognize that no one would protect them if they did not protect
themselves. While the Korean anger embodied in the image of the male “rooftop Koreans” is coded
within a language of machismo and a duty to protect, Korean anger was also filled with a general
sense of anguish and loss for whatever semblance of progress that they had been working towards as
new Americans. Lee’s statement also reveals how the LA riots was a galvanizing event that shattered
his belief that he was “a part of mainstream society.” Rather than minor moments of perceived
injustice that built up an accumulated Korean American consciousness of white supremacy’s hold on
America, this large-scale rupture was seen as the shift. This is both telling in the strength of the
Koreatown enclave as a self-contained haven for Korean culture to flourish apart from the rest of
America, and the ways that Korean Angelenos had never felt discriminated before, or at least
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overlooked “minor” instances of racial unrest, until a violent event had erupted onto their
community.
The anger of Korean Americans, as dominated by the circulation of images of the rooftop
militia, obscured how Korean women were angered by, and learned to articulate, their emotions
about the violence. A year after the uprising, Dai Sil Kim-Gibson’s documentary Sa-I-Gu (1993)
features newsreel footage and interviews with Korean American shopkeepers, centering in particular
the voices of Korean women who tell stories about their dreams, their families, and the lives they
had been remaking in America before April 29th.
The film was created as an immediate response to the riots. In 1992, Kim-Gibson was in
Washington, DC, watching the news coverage of the riots. Frustrated that the victims “were turned
into statistics and issues,” three months later, Kim-Gibson flew to Los Angeles “in anger, fury, and
sorrow” (qtd. in J.Y. Kim 144, 145). She wanted to center the voices of first-generation Korean
Americans who were largely neglected by the media because of the language barrier that only
enabled the second or third-generation English-speaking children to be heard. Without formal
training in film, Kim-Gibson turned to the genre of documentary filmmaking to tell the stories of
Korean women during the riots, adhering to a conventional style of using filmed interviews and Broll cuts. Attesting to the narrative-authorship potential of documentaries, Kim-Gibson says, “The
documentary film is a form in which facts can be presented by human beings with their fully
embodied minds, spirits, and souls. It is a form in which full human emotions as well as ideas run
through whatever information is conveyed” (qtd. in J.Y. Kim 146). Documentary films transform
fact and history into human stories. They offer an alternative way information is told and circulated
by embracing humanity in its multiplicity of subjects and perspectives. Kim-Gibson remarks that her
interviewed subjects act as their own narrators to make the filmmaker as invisible as possible, but in
Sa-I-Gu, she performs some of the narration to let the viewers know that she is also part of the story
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as well. For Kim-Gibson, in an immediate reaction to a violent, turbulent event, Sa-I-Gu places the
marginal voices of older Korean women and businessowners in Koreatown as the epicenter of
emotional unrest following the riots.
Before the film formally introduces the riots, Kim-Gibson opens by illustrating the women’s
daily lives before the riots and adapting to life in America. “We raised our son as if we were passing
a marathon baton,” says one mother who runs through her repetitive daily routine balancing work,
childcare, and household chores. Family market owner Choon Ah Song says, “I thought America
was perfect, since she helped others abroad.” Others describe the America they envisioned through
television shows and movies that aired in South Korea: glamorous with clean streets, people with big
noses, white faces, and blonde hair. While these immigrants’ working-class realities did not match
the country they had dreamed about, it wasn’t until the riots that their American reverence became
extinguished. Choon Ah Song admits, “After the riots, I feel there is a huge hole in America.” Jung
Hui Lee, a clothing store assistant and mother of Edward Jae Song Lee, the eighteen-year-old
Korean who died when accidentally mistaken for a looter, mirrors this sentiment as she says, “At the
time, I thought it was one man who shot my son...but it is not just an individual matter.” Instead of
condemning the shooter who murdered her son, Lee broadens her criticism to the structural flaws
of America: “Something is drastically wrong.”
These Korean women’s statements cut deep through the myths of American optimism. Song
points out there is an empty “hole” in America while Lee points to “something wrong.” These
declarations of truth, as a product of their lived experiences, relate heavily to Sara Ahmed’s
discussion on the contingency of pain:
It is through such painful encounters between this body and other objects, including
other bodies, that ‘surfaces’ are felt as ‘being there’ in the first place. To be more
precise the impression of a surface is an effect of such intensifications of feeling. I become aware
of my body as having a surface only in the event of feeling discomfort (prickly
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sensations, cramps) that become transformed into pain through an act of reading and
recognition (‘it hurts!’), which is also a judgment (‘it is bad!’). (24)
When Song and Lee articulate their critical gaze upon a country they once were enamored with, they
implicitly acknowledge the place they inhabit in America as non-white, middle and working-class
immigrants. Los Angeles was a contact zone for Black, Hispanic, and Asian American communities,
defined as “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts
of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they
are lived out in many parts of the world today” (Pratt 8). Korean immigrants had to adapt to a
racially diverse neighborhood where racism and economic barriers affected communities of color
disproportionately. Even in the shared Korean community, dissenting testimonies arose. One shop
owner narrates, “We had two full-time black employees, and sometimes kids in the neighborhood
worked for us if they wanted to. They treated us like family.” Korean businesses facilitated events
like the Fourth of July barbeque. However, other women testify to the opposite, revealing the
learned racial prejudices, particularly anti-Blackness, that had been festering. One woman describes
the rioting in terms of the non-Korean demographics: “At first, it was 100% black. They went in and
began to demolish. We watched it, hiding. Inside, they destroyed, shot — it was like a war zone.
Two hours later, the Mexicans came. Mexicans and Blacks joined forces — 200 of them… maybe
more — looting all night.” In one narrative, the South Central Los Angeles neighborhood offered
a sort of symbiotic multicultural utopia, while in another, the multiculturalism lends itself to the
story of Blacks and Mexicans as racialized perpetrators of violence and Koreans as victims. The
racial tensions were also not one-sided as one woman recalls the comments that Black Angelenos
would make about Korean shop owners, including, “They don’t speak good English,” and their
accusations of mistreatment, such as “You don’t treat us as human beings” and “Koreans are
brainwashed by white people.” These comments allowed for the popular reading of the source of
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Black-Korean conflict as the middleman minority position of Asian Americans, where Koreans are
conceptualized as a buffer between the aggrieved community and the oppressors too powerfully out
of reach (Blalock and Bonacich).
The riots facilitated a painful encounter between the Korean American body and the logic of
a white-and-Black America. Just as Ahmed discusses that feeling pain is a reminder of the inhabited
body, the outpouring of rage and loss in the Korean American community was a reckoning of the
underlying, phantom racial tensions that were left forgotten or willfully ignored. Pain spurs
recognition (the reality behind the myth of a benevolent America) along with judgment (this is not
fair and unjust). The respective reactions of the previous statements by Song and Lee mirror this
two-step realization. Song realizes that there is something missing in America, something missing in
its soul and its compassion. Lee passes judgment on this hole; something is wrong, she sagely says.
Furthermore, the feeling of being wronged and obstructed justice was pivotal to the feeling
of anger that permeated the Korean American community after the riots. In one interview, a Korean
granny exposes the targets of her anger: the inaction of the police and the United States government
and the lack of repercussions on them. She incredulously says, “[The police] just watched them take
things and arrested nobody. They watched people breaking windows and getting in. I am really angry
with the police.” Many narratives around the 1992 riots, and the subsequent media coverage on
Asian America as a whole, presumed the older immigrant generation’s passivity to political events.
Even younger generations of Korean Americans have scathingly criticized the private emotional
repression by older adults. One mother recounts her son scolding her: “Mother, because of people
like you, we Koreans have been stricken. If Koreans are all like you, it will happen again in ten
years.” The second generation’s pointed criticism that there is a right way to express one’s anger, a
right way for anger to be used, and that an anger that is loud enough could prevent the vilification of
working class people of color, is a misguided tool of white supremacy. Nonetheless, these voices of
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young Korean Americans who witnessed the destruction of their parents’ hard work within hours
associate public, explosive anger with making things right and making up for a silent past. To this
end, the younger generations of Korean Americans — those born in America and those who learn
English as their first language — may quest for certainty and rightness of anger as a compensatory
effect of Korean American minor feelings.
In the Korean granny’s grievances toward the police, the act of complaining, demanding
accountability, and refusing to forget mistakes and systemic failures actively resists the myth of
America as propagated by the state. Ngai’s argument that “legitimate” anger is rooted in perception
of injustice can be applied to the anger felt by Korean Angelenos. There was a collective expression
of pointing out who they felt wronged by, though there was no single, agreed on target. Another
Korean woman interviewed reflects, “When I think about it, I am most angry at white people. If the
government had watched over the Blacks better… this would not have happened to us.” In this
statement, there is a dual ambivalence of active complaint and passivity. Race relations and “bad”
racial behavior, to this interviewee, must be quelled and neutralized by the government. Besides this
individual’s explicit anti-Black statement, this reveals that there is an equating of white people with
the U.S. government, as a metonymy. This comment reveals an astute observation about the lack of
Asian American representation in governance and the dependence on order based on whiteness.
Regardless of whether the targets of these women’s anger are effectively aimed to restore order or
made to feel ashamed, the solitary act of acknowledging and admitting anger publicly is rebellious. It
is a testament to the ability to perceive and feel injustice, independent of the national narratives
attempting to appease it.
For Kim-Gibson, the Korean women who are part of Sa-I-Gu perform both a corrective
function and a future-demanding one. “They tell their stories to correct historical and political
memories and inspire us to work in the present toward a better future,” she says (qtd. in J.Y. Kim
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146). While there is no claim for a singular “truth” of the riots or a representative experience, the
stories that Kim-Gibson includes add texture to the Koreans who lived in Koreatown during the
riots not as voiceless victims and suffering immigrant subjects, but as emotional entities who feel
exploited, hatred, pain, anger, and insistence for restoring not just their businesses but the “huge
hole in America.”
Cathy Park Hong, in her memoir Minor Feelings, notably discusses the LA riots as someone
who was born in Koreatown before moving out to a wealthier neighborhood. She remembers Ktown with a familiar homeliness but acknowledges that, when the 1992 LA riots happened, her
family lived nowhere near the neighborhood due to their privileged class status. Hong recalls her
viewing experience of Sa-I-Gu:
Interview after interview, the women in the film tell their stories of abandonment. I
experienced another shock of recognition watching them. They are like my aunts.
Their pain is centuries old. They have been victim to the dark force of power in their
homeland and recognized it almost immediately here. They are enraged yet also wary
and resigned that no one will ever hear their rage. (63)
Hong feels communion with these older women’s rage and anger but acknowledges her distance as
someone who cannot identify with them. These women are not like herself, but resemble her aunts.
This distance preserves and prescribes value to the Korean women’s anger, whether or not it is
heard by those who should hear it. To be angry when others are unfazed displays a refusal to obey
the conventional narrative that structures of power and exploitation feed communities intended to
be silenced. It also resonates with the distance in class that separates Hong’s family from the
memories of working-class Koreans in Los Angeles whose businesses were destroyed. Affect
becomes embodied in multiple registers, whether from firsthand witnesses of the destruction or in
identification with the Korean women aggrieved by abandonment. Also significantly, their pain
becomes symbolic, part of a national memory of Korean Americanness, yet largely remains
unacknowledged and unrepaired.
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For contemporary Korean American writers who have returned to the riots to reflect on the
progress made in race relations since, reimagining the riots have been approached with
understanding and self-admonishing shame. As a child when the riots occurred, writer Steph Cha
confronts and reconstructs her community’s history as an adult with a newfound understanding of
race in America in her crime noir novel Your House Will Pay (2019). In the novel, Cha fictionally
retells the deferred justice for the murder of teenage Latasha Harlins and the Koreatown riots. In an
interview with NPR, Cha discusses how she began writing the novel after Michael Brown’s murder
in 2014 and her retrospective reflections. “This is not about the past at all — this is about right
now,” Cha says:
I felt this sense of guilt and shame even though I don't know Soon Ja Du. Just being
part of the same community with her, and knowing that she is a Korean woman who
lives in Los Angeles, and that there is a high chance that I went to church with
someone who went to church with her — there's something about being part of a
minority group or a tight-knit ethnic group in America that kind of makes you adopt
these group emotions ... And I think this is something that is common to people in
minority groups — that you feel anger as a group, or you feel grief, or shame. Asians
get hit with this image of quietness and meekness and politeness, whereas black
people get hit with "you're angry," "you're violent." These stereotypes are — you
know, even if they're both groups of stereotypes, one set is much more damaging
than the other, and results in different outcomes in the criminal justice system, also
in education. (qtd. in Chang)
The guilt by association that Cha feels as a Korean American growing up in close proximity to the
racial uprisings catalyzed her desire to literally rewrite the narrative in an ahistorical way. Generations
after the riots, Cha sees herself as an active reparative agent partly because she feels complicit in its
nonclosure. Cha attributes her draw towards Soon Ja Du to the contagion of “group emotions” felt
by people in minority groups. Cha also tries to make sense of the stereotypes that escalate Black
anger and neutralize Asian discontent. The riots are not merely an issue of police or rioters
victimizing the Koreans, but the product of an overarching system that imposes dangerous
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stereotypes discriminately and incommensurably to communities of color. With this understanding
that the riots were not a “Korean issue,” Cha chooses to narrate the novel through two alternating
perspectives — twenty-six-year-old Grace Park, whose mother Jung-Ja Han had shot and killed
Black teenager Ava Matthews after accusing her of shoplifting, and Shawn Matthews, the brother of
Ava. Alternating between these two families grappling with opposing sides of the tragedy, Cha
plunges into the racial tensions between Black and Korean Angelenos.
As the grieving brother to a murder that has never been justly tried, Shawn’s anger manifests
in a religious context as it is the only way to imagine justice when it has been deferred and neglected
in reality. Calling out for some sort of divine intervention, he remembers:
Koreatown — it was where the Koreans were. Jung-Ja Han’s people. The people
who believed and supported her, who thought Ava was Han’s bad fortune, a thing
that had happened to her, like a car crash or a storm. It made sense to him, to take
this outcry to Koreatown. They would bring this judgment to them. To her
community, her family. To her. (204)
In Cha’s depiction of Shawn’s anger, she roots the affect in the perceived sense of injustice. “When
the law didn’t come, the lawless spread out,” Cha writes. Koreatown was a target for Shawn’s anger
because it was associated with the murderer of his sister and the guilty community that had
protected the murderer Jung-Ja Han. The church that Han had attended in Koreatown had raised
money to pay for her legal fees, and many Koreatown business owners and family friends testified
on Han’s behalf. When Han was found not guilty by the jury, the anger erupted at the homogenized
source of Shawn’s community-felt pain. Shawn’s anger casts a wide net, presuming that targeting the
general community will trickle down to the one woman who murdered his sister. Ironically, when
anger is felt as an impulsive response to inaction, relieving anger by its expression is deeply rooted in
action. “They would bring this judgment to them,” Shawn says. When reading Shawn’s anger
alongside Cha’s point as the dangerous stereotype of the “angry Black man,” Cha proceeds with a
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cautious deliberacy. Shawn’s anger is not rash or irrational or the failure of his own abilities to
control his emotions, but justified by the murder of his sister.
Alternatively, in Cha’s portrait of Grace, she grounds Grace’s anger in her belated discovery,
denial, and shame for her mother’s crime, all symptoms of the incriminating characteristics of
ignorance. When Grace rewatches the video footage of her mother shooting Ava, she first only sees
Ava Matthews punching Jung-Ja Han. Grace thinks, “This girl — she was obviously crazy. She
wasn’t some innocent little angel … Her righteous anger gave her a tiny jolt of courage; she felt
more equal now to what was still to come” (113). Cha’s description of Grace’s anger as “righteous”
suggests that anger, in order to be appropriated, must be warranted by some logical reason. Anger
here is considered a survival response for preserving an ignorant sense of self. Anger is fueled by
what one wants to perceive, not what is perceived. However, when Grace confronts Darryl, Ava’s
teenage cousin who shoots and kills Grace’s mother, Grace’s anger transforms into a grief that
mirrors Shawn’s anger. Grace tells Darryl, “She was my mom. You have a mom. You know what that
means. That’s what you took away from me” (295). Cha describes the emotions that pass Grace:
“Grace hated him. This fragile, pathetic, sobbing boy who’d had strength enough to shoot to kill.
Sixteen years old. The age his aunt had been when she died” (295). While Steph Cha remains mostly
faithful to the events of Latasha Harlins’s murder, she decides that the Korean shop owner
murderess should be murdered by a relative of the teenage girl. While this is not an example of
justice, it does offer an equalizing potentiality, closure, and forgiveness that may not be possible
otherwise for both parties. Indebted to the form of a historical fiction novel, this conclusion offers a
reconciliation that has still not occurred. There is no permanent distinction between Shawn and
Grace as victim or perpetrator, but they are depicted as two people who are part of communities in
which power moves in constant flux.
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Beyond the characters’ expressions of anger, Los Angeles as the geographical site of anger is
significant as it demonstrates how anger does not exist in a vacuum. Anger cannot be contained
indefinitely and even when it is finally expelled, there is no distinction between perpetrator and
victim. In Cha’s novelistic reimagining of Soon Ja Du’s murder of Latasha Harlins, Los Angeles is a
significant postcolonial character that subsumes the expression of racialized anger. The final pages
reflect on an aerial view of Los Angeles:
Los Angeles, this was supposed to be it. The end of the frontier, land of sunshine,
promised land. Last stop for the immigrant, the refugee, the fugitive, the pioneer. It
was Shawn's home, where his mother and sister had lived and died. But he had left,
and so had most of the people he knew. Chased out, priced out, native children
living in exile. And he saw the fear and rancor here, in the ones who'd stayed. This
city of good feeling, of tolerance and progress and loving thy neighbor, was also a
city that shunned and starved and killed its own. No wonder, was it, that it huffed
and heaved, ready to blow. Because the city was human, and humans could only take
so much. (297)
This passage about Los Angeles contains feelings of disillusionment that is present in the Korean
women’s testimonies in the Sa-I-Gu documentary, a discrepancy between the aggrandized illusion
and reality of the City of Angels. Los Angeles represents a mythical apostrophe for America. It is
not the figure of multicultural exceptionalism, but a real city inhabited by people forced to collide
with one another. Jinah Kim writes, “Los Angeles is a fallen figure in these narratives, offering a way
to racially cognitively remap Los Angeles as symbolizing the end of the promise of the United States
as a location of recovery from the violence of colonialism and premodernity” (44). While Cha’s
imagining of Los Angeles does seem like a fallen figure, especially in her decrepit, apocalyptic
imagery of Koreatown after the riots, it is also the site of potential rebirth.
Cha does not redeem Los Angeles, the city that “huffed and heaved” in trying to contain its
anger, displacement, and racial tensions, but she emphasizes the city’s futurity. Your House Will Pay
revisits the legacy of the L.A. riots in defining Korean Americans in the larger context of American
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civil rights and social justice history as a way to redefine and rechannel the past anger associated with
the riots into one of mutual understanding for both Black and Korean American communities. The
ending is wistful in Cha’s resurrection of the city as Shawn’s and Grace’s families stand side-by-side:
“Soon, they understood, they would have to figure out what came next — what to say, what to do,
how to live with what they knew. Until then, they shared this torched landscape. The fever, the fire.
The dancing boy spinning and spinning, now leaping through the air” (299). Fire as a dual symbol of
destruction and rejuvenation is a meditation on Los Angeles as a palimpsested landscape. Just as this
burning Los Angeles is “shared,” the burden of rebuilding is also shared. Cha makes it clear in her
open-ended conclusion that the real work, the real healing and forgiveness, can only be done off the
page.

The sociality of anger
While anger can be instinctively or intentionally felt on an individual, personal level, in the
way that the anger of Edward Lee’s mother will be a different kind of anger from a rooftop
Korean’s, the post-riot anger displays the multiple ways that anger collectively orients people toward
each other and away from certain others. Extending Ahmed’s study of the contingency of pain to
the contingency of anger, we can examine the sociality of feeling angry. As Ahmed points out,
“While the experience of pain may be solitary, it is never private” (29). We can track all the contact
points where our angered bodies touch and ricochet off of external surfaces. Ahmed parses through
what it means to be contingent through her close analysis: “The word ‘contingency’ has the same
root in Latin as the word ‘contact’ (Latin: contingere: com, with; tangere, to touch). Contingency is linked
in this way to the sociality of being ‘with’ others, of getting close enough to touch” (28). Ahmed
emphasizes the sociality of pain, its delineation of outside from inside, and how it can act as a reorienting device. Ahmed further analyzes the movement of coming closer and simultaneously
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moving away: “the differentiation between attachments allows us to align ourselves with some
others and against other others in the very processes of turning and being turned, or moving
towards and away from those we feel have caused our pleasure and pain” (28). For Korean
Americans, the L.A. riots stirred a necessity to reevaluate the status they occupied within the
American racial hierarchy. In this instance, the Korean American Angeleno community was brought
closer together by community-felt anger and betrayal, an alliance coming naturally when their fellow
people’s experiences mirrored their own reality. But in this unified anger, there was a clear turning
away from American institutions that claimed justice, layered on top of a rejection of bodies
perceived as causes of pain. In one New York Times article published after the riots, Carl Rhyu voices
his grievances against the Black community: “I think the black people are jealous of the Koreans [...]
They're lazy; we are working hard. They're not making money; we are making money” (qtd. in
Mydans). While Rhyu’s sentiment does not represent a uniform anti-Blackness embedded in all
Korean Americans at the time, his public and blunt angry articulation of who he, as a Korean,
detaches himself from, demonstrates the divisiveness of anger when aligned with and against racial
groups. Rhys attributes Black-Korean racial tensions to essentialized differences of economic
progress and racist stereotypes, exacerbated by the physical proximity of these two communities.
While these conflicts can be traced to racist zoning regulations and the ventriloquism of white
supremacy, Korean American anger also exists as an accessory of how a marginalized group benefits
from oppressing others.
These inorganic fractures between marginalized communities expose the particular dangers
of anger in the aftermath of the tense year of 1992. The city of Los Angeles had promised a
campaign that would “rebuild LA” that had not happened, and many Koreatown merchants were
scrambling to file for government aid. In the months following the riots, more than 250 Korean
American merchants demonstrated outside Los Angeles’s city hall to call for reparations for their
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lost businesses and slow recovery aid. The Korean-American Victims’ Association urged the federal
government to speed up and simplify the application process for aid “to no avail.” The media
described the Koreans’ call for reparations as “emotional” when Edward Kim “ran up the steps on
the south side of City Hall and pounded on the glass doors, screaming. He writhed on the concrete
in front of the doors and appeared to faint.” Another Korean business owner Jeong K. Cho, who
had lost his electronics business during the riots, was still waiting on his FEMA grant application to
be approved: “They just sent me a letter asking for more information. I sent them everything — my
electric bill, my telephone bill, my income tax. I don’t know what more they want.” In contrast, Cho
angrily notes, “I see in the papers they are giving millions to the Los Angeles police for overtime. I
can’t believe this. They just stood and looked at the looting” (qtd. in Mcmillan). In Kim-Gibson’s
documentary, one woman mourns:
I saved money in Korea and worked very hard here. All that money turned to ashes
in one morning. I think we have the right to demand government compensation.
Because we’re not getting it, we demonstrate. I realize that they don’t feel any
obligation to help us. Because we are Koreans, Americans and Blacks treat us like
this. I feel so resentful...The government did not give us what we lost. It was our
personal property... So they owe us.
When considering the question of what anger does and what anger generates, it is
unavoidable to talk about the demand for reparations. In each of these aggrieved Korean
perspectives, alongside an anger founded upon perceived injustices, there is the question of what
expressing discontent and anger can motivate the perpetrators of anger to do for its victims. Ahmed
touches upon this culture of compensation when referencing Nietzsche’s model of resentiment and
wound fetishization in subaltern politics. Ahmed argues, “The political claims become claims of
injury against something or somebody (society, the state, the middle classes, men, white people and
so on) as a reaction or negation” (32). The demand for reparations insurrects a target for anger.
Rather than being a shapeless affect, the anger sharpens itself to its intended audience. In this case,
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Korean merchants directed their demands for financial compensation to governmental aid
organizations. At the same time, Ahmed implies that caution must be executed when considering
this need for anger to be “legitimized” as deserving of reparations as “the legal domain transforms
pain into a condition that can be quantified as the basis for compensation claims. The problem of
wound fetishism is the equivalence it assumes between forms of injury” (32). Reparations and
compensation inevitably place an over simplistic currency on injuries that may not be equal.
The 1992 Los Angeles uprisings impacted Korean and Korean American lives, impressing
itself on an open wounded history that continues to be wrestled with today. Strangers across the
state, the country, and even on the peninsula, were angry alongside the Korean merchants and
Angelenos who lost everything they worked for when caught in a racial crossfire they were not
equipped to de-escalate. But this wound fetishism and over-empathetic identification is dangerous as
it runs the risk of inadvertently transforming others’ anger into personal sadness and grief unrelated
to the original source of that anger. Ahmed captures the impossibility of anger as a unifier, even if
encouraged out of solidarity. She writes:
The impossibility of ‘fellow feeling’ is itself the confirmation of injury. The call of
such pain, as a pain that cannot be shared through empathy, is a call not just for an
attentive hearing, but for a different kind of inhabitance. It is a call for action, and a
demand for collective politics, as a politics based not on the possibility that we might
be reconciled, but on learning to live with the impossibility of reconciliation, or
learning that we live with and beside each other, and yet we are not as one. (39)
Anger may allow access points to feel in communion with people of like-experiences, but anger
cannot be assumed to be uniformly experienced. Ahmed’s inclination to examine pain, and by
extension, anger's impossibility rather than possibility, allows us to contextualize anger unbounded
by singularities. Consequently, the focus of this chapter will shift from a macro collective anger to
multiple incidents of micro personal anger in order to question not just what a mass feeling of anger
does for a community, but what an individual’s anger can inadvertently open up.
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This emphasis on personal anger is particularly exigent because, with studies of the personal,
Korean Americans are able to command control and ownership of an affect that is fetishized out of
its context. In recent years, the iconic image of “rooftop Koreans” has circulated widely outside of
the riots. Once heralded as an image that displayed the protective immigrant community as angry,
prideful defenders against unruly Black and Hispanic rioters and looters, the image has been coopted by the right-wing right-to-bear-arms community. Edward T. Chang, a professor of ethnic
studies at the University of California, Riverside, points out the image’s re-emergence during the
Black Lives Matter protests. “What we see here are white supremacists using ‘rooftop Koreans’
images and videos to justify their own position,” says Chang (qtd. in Wong). This, once again,
displays a pattern of narrative manipulation that wrests the expression of Korean American anger
out of the community’s hands and into one that bolsters white-centric and divisive narratives.

Permission to be angry: Animated anger in new mediums
In contrast to the images of Koreans being co-opted by media and groups intent on using
Black-Korean racial conflict to uphold white supremacy, Korean American artists have been
claiming artistic control over their anger. The personal becomes artistic and the artistic becomes
political through the creation of the “angry Korean” persona. These alter egos showcase a Korean
American selfhood that is unable to exist uninhibited in reality, displaying the limitations that both
spur and constrain the artists’ imagination. Ironically, in the process of authoring one’s selfrepresentation, its political message can enable one’s ability to become more selfless, less fixated on
self-survival and more fixated on the thriving and uplifting of many communities. Focusing on the
art produced by Korean American artists, the visual, animated forms of Lela Lee’s cartoon Angry
Little Asian Girl and Eunsoo Jeong’s comic-zine Koreangry caricature the angry Asian American
woman. She is born out of this figure’s real impossibility and an angry meta-response of the denial
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of personhood for Asian women across racial and gender lines. By analyzing the experimental media
forms used across Angry Little Asian Girl and Koreangry, alongside Sianne Ngai’s discussions of
animatedness, we can examine how Korean American artists unravel their suppressed anger to a
like-audience, opening up their personal experiences into sources of comfort and solace.
Cartoonist Lela Lee’s animated show Angry Little Asian Girl confronts racism and sexism in
her lived experiences as a Korean American woman. Lee’s deployment of the visual allows her to
challenge not just the idea of the timid, shy, neutral Asian woman, but also the aesthetics of her as
well. With the framework of Anne Cheng’s theory of ornamentalism, the “conjoined presences of
the oriental, the feminine, and the decorative” and the processes that hybridize thingness and
personhood (429), the visual animation of the angry Asian girl offers her emotion, history,
personality, and flaws to an objectified subject of artifice. The cartoon vitalizes an Orientalist trope
of the Asian woman and her sexual fetishism, in a manner that writing cannot accomplish.
Lee created the character of the “Angry Little Asian Girl” in 1994 when she was a
sophomore at UC Berkeley. Lee had attended Spike and Mike's Sick and Twisted Festival of
Animation but left feeling angry and bitter (Chang). She recalls her negative experience facing
insensitive material: “I came out of there, I was really mad. And I said, ‘I did not enjoy any of those
cartoons. They were all making fun of colored people or ethnic people, and they were sexist and
even though it's a cartoon, it's still not funny to me’” (qtd. in “Searching for Asian America”).
Immediately afterwards, Lee used Crayola markers to draw a grade-school Korean American girl
named “Kim” and filmed a video of her animation. Spurred by a need to express her anger in the
form that had previously angered and excluded her, Lee gave voice to the persona of the Angry
Little Asian Girl.
While the origins of her cartoon was at a racist conference in 1994, the angry Asian girl had
existed prior to that. Lee recalls that ever since childhood, “her frustration with race and being a girl
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built up” (qtd. in Noguchi). The animation was her way to vent and Kim was the alter ego where
Lee was able to express herself. She admits, “The character is sort of based on me, and I had a bit of
a short temper, where I was just really mad at the world for the imperfect world that we all sort of
inherited. And sort of mad at the illusions that my parents and teachers and my schools had sort of
fed to me.” Lee was the youngest child born into a Korean American family and sent off to her
grandparents' chicken farm in Korea when she was six months old. When she returned to her family
in America, she felt like an outsider and could not express her feelings. “You didn't get angry in our
house,” says Lee. “If you got angry, you were a bad child. The cartoon is my therapy” (qtd. in
“Searching for Asian America”). Not only is anger a defense strategy for Korean Americans to weld
and communicate externally, but it is also a mental health outlet that processes emotional turbulence
in the context of a multigenerational and immigrant family. Distinct from the Korean
ethnonationalist meaning of anger, which aims to articulate Korea’s unique cultural difference from
other groups, this Korean American representation of anger belongs to the individual. Rather than
the overambitious feat of articulating the inside and outside of an entire nation, Lee articulates her
own feelings, distinguishing them from the actions and feelings of others. This concentration on the
personal can also be read as a form of self-care, the removal of the responsibility to the collective
from an individual artist’s shoulders.
Furthermore, it is worth dissecting Lee’s artistic choices in the creation of Kim. Outlined in
simple, unfussy, Magic Marker curves, Kim has black, shoulder-length hair with bangs, wears a red
dress in the early cartoons, and later, a red shirt with a black skirt. For her moniker, Kim looks
unexpectedly cute and innocent. This charm is also subversive in itself, addressing two polarized
dimensions of flattened Asian women. One critic notes, “Kim is a refreshing twist on the tough
Asian girl image (lethal Lucy Liu in ‘Charlie's Angels,’ the ever-acerbic Margaret Cho). Kim is angry,
Kim is explosive, but Kim is also really cute” (Y. Chang). Korean Americans rarely are given the
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chance to author their own image, and Lee displays an awareness of the meager representation she is
up against. However, Cheng points out this angry Asian girl is an example of how “Asian female
anger exists on the American public stage in a peripheral, miniaturized, and cutified cartoon version”
(xi). While Lee can be read as continuing to obscure what Asian female anger really looks like in her
adorable cartoon, the angry cuteness can also be an art of subversion. Lee defamiliarizes cuteness
from its typical associations with passivity, submission, and weakness and instead links it to
aggression and anger.

Lee, Lela. Get it yourself asshole. 1998. Angry Little Asian Girl. Web.
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When Kim gets angry, she opens her mouth and unleashes a torrent of rage and angry
words. Her eyes, neutrally round, turn into angry lines slanted downwards. In an early cartoon, when
Kim’s new grade school teacher compliments Kim’s “good English,” Kim explodes: “I was born
here, you stupid dip s*?%@! Don't you know anything about immigration? Read some history
books, you stupid ignoramus!” (“Searching for Asian America”). Through the mouthpiece of a child,
Lee confronts microaggressions with overdramatic aggression. The verbal words exist incongruously
against the mouth they are coming from. One critic, Kevin Thomas, describes Kim’s “unleashed
rage [as] at once hilarious — so much tough talk from such a little girl — and therapeutic... Lee
leaves you suspecting that Lee's feisty heroine is saying out loud what a lot of Asian Americans... are
often feeling but not saying.” This freedom of being angry and exploding in an angry outburst calls
to attention the way Asian Americans and Korean Americans are obligated to police their feelings
and behavior, or at least dilute them for the public eye. By coupling this angry persona that is able to
“unleash” or “liberate” their emotions along with their racial identity, this interpretation suggests
that Asianness is a signifier for some sort of repression or restraint. Furthermore, Thomas’s
description of Kim’s rage as “hilarious” undercuts the real significance of this anger founded on
racial trauma. Thomas treats the discrepancy between the cuteness of this little girl and her potty
mouth with amusement whereas existing negative stereotypes of the comparative “angry Black
woman” are derogatory ways to punish Black women for being a “threat” to whiteness and
patriarchy. Perhaps there is something inherently so unthreatening about Asians, especially Asian
women, that a self-labeling and self-caricaturing of them as angry does not alter their impenetrable
model minority status but simply makes them absurd and the subject of mismatched hilarity.
It is abundantly clear that the medium of Lee’s cartoons must be addressed in terms of its
racialization. Angry Little Asian Girl was an animation series in the 1990s, picked up by Mnet in 2014,
and continued as a comic strip thereafter. While Lee could have arguably chosen any platform to
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express her anger, she specifically chose animation. In Ugly Feelings, Ngai examines animatedness in a
racialized lens and argues:
Whether marked as Irish, Jewish, Italian, Mexican, or (most prominently in American
literature and visual culture) African-American, the kind of exaggerated emotional
expressiveness I call animatedness seems to function as a marker of racial or ethnic
otherness in general [...] To be ‘animated’ in American culture is to be racialized in
some way, even if animation’s affective connotations of vivacity or zealousness do not
cover every racial or ethnic stereotype. (94)
Ngai’s argument of animatedness touches both on the excess of emotional expressiveness, especially
when it comes to markers of Blackness, and the deficit of expressiveness that is often attributed to
markers of Asianness. If emotional animatedness is a metric of a racial or ethnic otherness, then
what is emotional unanimatedness a metric of? Of whiteness? For Lee, the animated Asian woman
not only attempts to redistribute emotional expression to a flattened and muted racialized woman
but also inherently questions why Asian women are not animated. Both a symptom of sexual racism
in the stereotype of the Asian woman’s passivity and a symptom of the model minority myth, the
angry Asian girl challenges the idea of the “Good” Asian. Her goodness doesn’t come from her
neutral emotions, but her goodness comes from expressing anger that she feels justified about.
While Ngai’s argument on animatedness rests on racial implications, Lee’s work also features
misogyny as a major reason for her anger. Women are attributed this same kind of “exaggerated
emotional expressiveness” and Lee’s caricature confronts this presumption. In one comic strip, a
boy is sitting side-to-side with Kim on a couch. He asks, “What do you look for in a man?” Kim is
silent in the next panel before deadpan answering, “A high threshold for pain” with downwardpointed eyebrows. Kim has an emotionally hard stoicism to her; her angry persona does not soften
up in the presence of a love interest.
Why do people enjoy Angry Little Asian Girl so much? Maybe it’s clear that it’s the humor,
but Lee hypothesizes, “The stereotype is something that we all experience, but we never put words
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to it. We talk in the privacy of our friends and in hindsight think, ‘I wish I could have said this.’ But
this comic strip character says right at the moment what she is feeling. And that's what people
enjoy.” Interviewers have noted the discrepancy between Lee the creator and Kim the artistic alter
ego. Perhaps the pleasure comes from the joy of embodying these polarized identities without being
vilified as duplicitous. One critic points out that Lee has a sunny, cheerful voice. ‘“That's the beauty
of animation,’ she chirps over the phone. ‘Because it's a cute, small character, it diffuses it more than
if it was actually me talking’” (qtd. in Noguchi). Ngai’s observations on how animations can act as
subjects of ventriloquism is relevant here:
We thus move from a human character who is ‘all choked up,’ rendered inarticulate
by some undischarged feeling, to a situation in which the ‘lump’ responsible for this
rhetorical disempowerment suddenly individuates into an agent capable of speaking
for the human character — and, more dangerously, in a manner contractually
binding him to others without his volition. (92)
The animated Kim is not primitively a “lump.” She is an agent who speaks for the human creator.
The establishment of a distance endows Lee greater liberty with her voice. Perhaps this explains the
phenomenon of how Lee’s self-representational selfhood enables greater possibilities of selfless
politics.
While many Korean American artists have been creating art for Korean American audiences
that appeal to Asian American concerns, Eunsoo Jeong, the Los Angeles based Korean American
artist behind the zine Koreangry, uses her characters to politicize her readers beyond her personal
feelings. Jeong created the zine in 2016 after the election when she was overcome with feelings of
anxiety and insecurity after being laid off. Moving beyond Lee’s representations of Korean women,
Eunsoo Jeong confronts overlapping identities rarely seen in Asian American artistic visibility. Jeong
immigrated from South Korea to California when she was thirteen. She was a DACA recipient and
became politically involved while attending a United We Dream conference. In an interview, Jeong
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speaks about feeling emboldened for the first time to speak about her immigration status. She
admits in an interview:
My comic also helps me work through the anxiety I still suffer from having been
undocumented. I arrived in the U.S. from South Korea at 13-years-old. I lived
undocumented for nearly a decade and I still suffer anxiety in the middle of the
night. I get random bursts of nervousness where I’m like OMG. I used to scream in
the middle of the night and had night terrors where I would wake up in a cold sweat.
That fear and anxiety is still very much a part of my life, but I think I’m better at
living with it. My comic has helped so much, it has helped to calm my nerves. (qtd.
inGuanuna)
Jeong’s zine is a product of her self-reflection and as introspective as it is outward-speaking. The
zine exists outside what Jeong wanted to convey to an audience; above all, the zine has been a
critical part of the artist’s ways to quell fear and anxiety from growing up undocumented.
Intertwining self-care with artistic creation and political activism, Jeong’s angry Korean alter ego
offers a multitude of ways in which healing can occur. The following figure is an excerpt of Jeong’s
sketchbook:
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Jeong, Eunsoo. Behind Scene Koreangry Armature. 2016. Koreangry. Web.

In her first sketches of the Koreangry figure, Jeong scribbles her persona’s attributes in the
bottom left corner. Jeong writes, “FRUSTRATED-Foreigner, Frustrated-immigrant, Frustrated-non
American KOREAMERICAN CONFUSED FRUSTRATED CONFRUSTRATED.” As Jeong
brainstorms the portmanteaus she can form with the hybridity of emotions and identities she has as
a Korean American woman, this sketch pad becomes a canvas and container for her. There is a
centralized gender component; Koreangry is not angry just because she is Korean American, but
angry because she is a Korean American woman. In the center, Jeong scribbles, “I wish I had a dick
so I can make sweet gentle love to all the woman that deserve.” In these early sketches, we get a
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glimpse of a Korean American female artist's statement; Jeong intends on articulating the
intersectionality of racialized and gendered anger.
Particularly unique to her artistic process, Jeong uses clay to create three-dimensional models
of her Koreangry world. Her Koreangry female figure has a head the shape of a lopsided potato,
voluminous black hair tied in a ponytail, bushy furrowed eyebrows slanted downward, and a
perpetual scowl. She wears an office-appropriate outfit, donning a white blouse, black skirt, and red
tie. As a figure with movable limbs, the clay figurine of the angry Korean woman opens up gestural
possibilities. Koreangry can be physically animated, and subsequently can open the affective
possibilities just as Ngai writes, “The connection between animation and affectivity is surprisingly
fostered through acts resembling the practice of puppeteering, involving either the body’s
ventriloquism or a physical manipulation of its parts” (98). But unlike true animation, Jeong’s
Koreangry zine is created by taking photographs of the three-dimensional figure in various positions
and settings, and frozen in a specific motion and point in time to be printed in a two-dimensional
insert. This fragmented animation enables multiple forms of narratorial authority to exist. Jeong can
puppeteer her clay figurine’s limbs and Jeong can choose the specific shots in which to take
photographs from. Jeong authors the character and she authors the world her character lives in.
Attesting to the joys that world-building provides her, Jeong discusses how stop-motion pictures
inspired her to use clay in her art:
I was always enamored with Wallace & Gromit and that old-time textured stopmotion. During college, I took a CSU Summer Arts program for toy design and
stop-motion. I really enjoyed hand-made props and armature. I like building things
using recycled materials and experimenting with different mediums. I like that my
puppet/armature is completely imperfect and bit grimy — just like the content of my
work, which is a bit smutty and sarcastic. Building small props and sets for the world
of Koreangry and physically seeing the work just gives me joy. (qtd. in Fay)
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Just as Jeong is interested in the animated human and the animated consciousness, she is also
interested in the “imperfect and bit grimy” props and sets that contextualize her character. The
backdrop for Koreangry is composed of clay miniatures, including instant ramen, the signature green
soju bottles, LA kalbi (Korean short ribs), Yakult, and banana milk that Korean aunties carry in
delivery carts around Korea. In this way, Jeong’s Koreangry sets can be considered archives of the
nostalgia that Korean Americans, particularly immigrants or first-generation Korean Americans,
possess about their childhoods in South Korea.
There is a clear playfulness in Jeong’s world, which she echoes in her ethos of humor. As she
acknowledges with hope: “That’s why I want to make more work that’s uplifting and funny. I use
humor to make light of hard situations. I don’t want people to be depressed by my work and it
wouldn't feel good for me either, so let's just make fun of this weird situation that we are all in
together.” In the following zine, Jeong riffs on a Playboy magazine spread:

Jeong, Eunsoo. Smutty Magazine. 2021. Koreangry. Web.
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Jeong uses both Korean and English in her zine, a playful flirtation with bilingualism. The front page
spread on the right says, “This month’s playmate Koreangry. Breathe nature. Drink nature. Her day
with nature” (translation mine). Although it is written in the Korean alphabet, the characters mimic
the phonetics of English, a quite apt adoption of “Konglish” (Korean-English) that many Korean
American immigrants and children of immigrants refer to as their mismatched language. The back
page spread on the left is an advertisement for Korean snacks. The bold yellow says, “We love
Korean snacks!” while the bottom right text describes how American snacks are unable to compare
to the tasty, addictiveness of Korean snacks (translation mine). Jeong does not offer translations for
these pages, keeping her audience strictly Korean/American, and includes cultural symbols — foods,
brands, product placements — that could quintessentially only be understood by the Korean
diaspora or adjacent members. The cheeky Koreangry zine is art produced by a Korean American
creative independent of any gaze but her own and other readers of the Korean American diaspora.
Jeong also discusses the multidirectional and fluid relationship she has with her art and
audience and materials. She describes her struggles with identity and how creating zines has allowed
her to do research for the purpose of her own self-knowledge. In her eighth zine issue that focuses
on Korean American history, Jeong conducted a six-month personal research project to learn about
immigration history, the Civil Rights movements, and the work of Black activists. Jeong’s research
moved beyond the factual and toward empathetic understanding as she comments:
I also understood the complexity of the older generation of Korean Americans’ fear
and discomfort toward black people largely due to internalized racism and the
trauma from the LA Riots in 1992. I was angry that many of the Korean journals I’d
found on the riots focused on the property damage and violence, while “Rooftop
Koreans” were glorified and Latasha Harlins was forgotten. Then I thought about
the older generation of Korean Americans who may be suffering from trauma and
may not fully understand what the Black Lives Matter movement is about. So I
drafted a letter addressing what I had learned –– I carefully researched, cross
referenced, and chose specific words in the translation process as if I were talking to
my own grandma. I was extremely nervous sharing this and the response was
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absolutely overwhelming. I had many folks who thanked my work and have shared it
with their family members and friends. I also had many hating Korean folks who
were ashamed that I was Korean. (qtd. in Wing)
As I discussed at the end of the first chapter, Korean American artists today even more willingly
take on the responsibility of educating through their art, the history that is overlooked and
misremembered. The artists direct their anger now, not at their fixation of being victims, but at the
forgotten tragedy of Latasha Harlins’ murder. Korean American anger that had once been directed
at Black Americans is being recuperated over time, reframing events to be independent of national
agendas, and shifting towards honoring victims of injustice. The 1992 Los Angeles uprisings
continue to possess a nascent centrality in carving out Korean American memory in contemporary
literature. Jeong emphasizes the educational possibilities of her art, not as a tool of power, but as an
act of filial love for her community. She admits, “I carefully researched, cross referenced, and chose
specific words in the translation process as if I were talking to my own grandma” (emphasis mine). For
Jeong, creating Korean/American art for her community is an act of care. As a result, these new
imaginings and hopefulness of the Korean American community shift anger and resentment toward
sympathy and empathy.

Coda
During the 2020 nationwide Black Lives Matter protests, discussions of the 1992 LA riots
began to reemerge. Within the twenty-eight-year gap, generationally, much had changed, but at the
same time, little had changed. When businesses began to board up their windows, Korean
Americans couldn’t help but be reminded of the 1992 protests coupled with the riots that resulted in
the destruction of Koreatown. On Korean websites and across KakaoTalk group chats, many
Korean parents clucked their tongues at the protestors, secretly fearful that riots would destroy
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livelihoods again. The older Korean American generation’s experiences during the riots had left an
acute impression on their bodies, an imprint that throbbed sharply when remembering, again.
Ahmed describes how the body holds onto its memories of pain:
The sensation of pain is deeply affected by memories: one can feel pain when
reminded of past trauma by an encounter with another [...] It is not just that we
interpret our pain as a sign of something, but that how pain feels in the first place is
an effect of past impressions, which are often hidden from view. The very words we
then use to tell the story of our pain also work to reshape our bodies, creating new
impressions. (25)
In 2020, a picture of Korean American Angelenos of all ages marching through Koreatown went
viral. The image told a story of catharsis and hopeful potential for community-based healing. When
taking place in the neighborhood that had been the source of a legacy of racial conflict, fear, and
pain, this image takes on greater significance. In order for this event to predicate a need for healing,
there needed to be an acknowledgement that in the past, there was something wrong. Ahmed points
to bell hooks, who writes, “our task would be ‘not to forget the past but to break its hold’” (qtd. in
Ahmed 33). Without moving past, Korean American anger, founded on vocalizing witnessed
injustice and a reflexive awareness of its peripheries, privileges, and impressions, is moving forward.
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HAN
“내 손톱이 빠져나가고, 내 귀와 코가 잘리고, 내 손과 다리가
으깨져도 그 고통은 이길 수 있사오나 나라를 잃어버린 그
고통만은 견딜 수가 없습니다 … 내 나라에 내 목숨을 바치는
것밖에 할 수 있는 일이 없는 것이 이 소녀의 유일한
회한입니다.”
— 유관순
“En la femme se recoupent l’histoire de toutes les femmes, son
histoire personnelle, l’histoire nationale et internationale. En tant que
combattante, c’est avec toutes les libérations que la femme fait
corps.”
— “Le Rire de la Méduse” par Hélène Cixous

“The ink spills thickest before it runs dry before it stops writing at all.”
— Dictee by Theresa Hak Kyung Cha

Introduction
My study of affects in Korean American literature would not be complete without examining
the erasure and veiling of histories that inform the Korean American fractured consciousness.
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s magnum opus Dictee is an inexhaustible repository of the affect of han.
There is no English translation for han and no encompassing interpretation for an essence
that is presumed to be innate to Korean national identity. Korean novelist Pak Kyong-ni describes
han as “an expression of the complex feeling which embraces both sadness and hope. The sadness
stems from the effort by which we accept the original contradiction facing all living things, and hope
comes from the will to overcome the contradiction. In the present, we accept it; in the future, we
will overcome it” (qtd. in Gunew 14). While han’s angered, resigned weight tends to permeate the
characterization of Korean aesthetics, han is nonexistent without hope, a certain forward-oriented
utopianism that characterizes han’s fluid temporalities. Moving beyond the peninsula, I am
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interested in han as it relates to the Korean American diaspora as it inhabits an entirely separate
context, broken up by geographical distance, generational inheritance and silence, the conditionality
of American citizenship, and the American myth of multicultural nationhood. To this end,
approximating studies on postmemory, scholar Sandra So Hee Chi Kim defines han as “an affect
that encapsulates the grief of historical memory — the memory of past collective trauma — and
that renders itself racialized/ethnicized and attached to nation” (253). This chapter will examine the
colonial origins of han as a cultural stereotype, constructed to differentiate colonizer from colonized
subject, and the history that latched nationhood onto a social construct. Like Kim, I will turn away
from the biologistic framework of han as essentially Korean and instead recognize the affect of
critical han within the emotive Korean American diaspora.
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s genre-bending book Dictee, and its aesthetics of fragmentation and
brokenness, square the reader against the blank pages, grammatical errors, and the code switching of
narrators and languages. The text forces the reader to confront irresolution as Cha’s Korean
American narrator implicates Japan and the United States in the colonial erasure and imposition
over Korean American existence. Evoking “the beauty of sorrow,” Cha probes into themes of
shared national identity and personal history in a distinctly feminist tradition. Dictee recovers voices
that were silenced and unheard; they still remain inaccessible and buried to readers who don’t
recognize the emotional residues of shared historical trauma, and that is quite the point when the
affect of han is grounded in history that is distinctly unknowable. Dictee recognizes that the only way
to reproduce cultural and historical loss is the mutilation of voice itself. Thus, by contextualizing my
analysis of han in Dictee through broken world thinking and reversing the processes of repair and
production, we can piece together Cha’s restoration of a shattered identity.
Furthermore, Dictee focuses on a feminist experience of han, seizing the affect of resentment,
feeling wronged, and ethnonationalist melancholy that was often gendered. Scholar Jae Hoon Lee
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writes, “The discrimination against females in that society [the Yi dynasty] was so extreme that the
existence of femininity is often directly identified with han” (qtd. in Gunew 16). Cha redefines han
not as female lack but as female strength as she invokes the nine muses in Greek mythology, honors
female martyrs that span Western and Eastern contexts, and gestures repeatedly to a childlike
earnestness of reaching for the mother(land).
Lastly, Cha does not delineate or chronologize her family’s movement from refugees in
Manchuria to South Korea to the United States, but interweaves instead the narratives of cultural
movement, displacement, and homeland, reflecting on the postcolonial afterlives of han. As I read
Cha’s voice almost forty years after Dictee’s publication, the transference of a racial melancholy and
loss still haunts me. When I read Dictee for the first time, I was unprepared for the psychosomatic
experience that would accompany me. While Dictee explores the trouble of speaking, I physically felt
the struggle of swallowing. Reading Dictee, my throat clenched and my stomach filled, not by
sustenance by food, but by the consumption of Cha’s words until I couldn’t eat. The guttural
earnestness of the inflected voices weighed heavily in my mind. I spent my evenings quietly alone
with Cha, my life threaded into hers. Similarly, poet and essayist Cathy Park Hong admits in her
chapter “Portrait of An Artist” this similar wistful imagining of Cha: “I’m imposing myself onto her,
filling her in with myself as if I were some kind of cotton ticking. If her portrait is in danger of
fading, I can interject, But here I am, at least, to compensate!” (172). On days I would read Dictee, I
found myself staring at the black-and-white photograph of Cha, where she is wearing a black
turtleneck, arm resting on the window, hand tucked into her jeans, and staring out into the distance.
Deep in the throes of Dictee, I started to dress like Cha, tucking a dark turtleneck under the
waistband of my jeans. In some ways, it was intentional, maybe experimental. Perhaps my replication
of Cha can be read as some form of performance art. When I walked, costumed, into the dining hall
for lunch, “You look like a writer,” my friends commented in awe as if they noticed something
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different about me, but also in the realm of someone I could become. “You look like you belong in
New York.”
This sorrowful irony, the voice and influence of Cha, is not lost on me. This chapter is
dedicated to the perennial, evocative, and radical afterlives of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha.

“The pain of speech the pain to say”: Reformulating silence from colonial legacy
The tension that commences the fractured narrative of Dictee is the pain of speech and the
impossibility of recovering history that is already lost. The book begins with the voice of
“DISEUSE,” a woman who is a skilled reciter, who is unable to speak. Instead, in her invocation,
“she resorts to mimicking gestures with the mouth.” Cha defamiliarizes speech in the mechanization
of the body. The diseuse can only approximate speech by imitating its stereotypical gestures. Lisa
Lowe writes, “The subject of Dictee recites poorly, stutters, stops, leaves verbs unconjugated. She
fails to imitate the example, is unfaithful to the original” (39). I had initially perceived this
introduction as the impossibility of speech, equating the guttural brokenness with failure. However,
reimagining Dictee through the lens of reparative work, this invocation can also refer to the process
of learning how to speak. We catch diseuse in media res, speech-forming not speechless.
Furthermore, Cha contextualizes the speakers’ technical flaws not as failure but as not necessitating,
perhaps refusing, correction: “unfaithful to the original.” Regardless of the imperceptibility of verbal
communication, Cha indicates the internal embodiment of speaking, “It murmurs. Inside is the pain
of speech the pain to say. Larger still. Greater than is the pain not to say. To not say. Says nothing
against the pain to speak. It festers inside. The wound, liquid, dust. Must break. Must void.” With
the sentiment that the words to communicate are lodged inside, waiting to be excavated, Cha does
not presume silence to be empty and nonproductive. In her chapter dedicated to the portrait of Cha,
Hong remarks, “[Cha] developed an aesthetic out of silence, making it evident through her elisions
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that the English language is too meager and mediated a medium to capture the historical atrocities
her people had endured. It was more truthful to leave those horrors partially spoken, like Sapphic
shrapnel, and ask the reader to imagine the unspeakable” (165). Cha does not settle for the slippages
in language to account for a history that has already slipped our grasp and instead both unlearns and
rejects the language that fails it.
Cha’s work defies a singular, complete reading as Dictee evades footnotes, elaborations, or
labels for historical events that enable the reader to distinguish whether Cha is referring to South
Korea, Catholic doctrines, or personal history. The reader’s inability to access Cha’s work mirrors
the question of Dictee: Can figures of the past speak to us? Are we able to listen? In the tangible
melancholia of Cha’s work, we barter for the voices of the past, and grappling with silence is central
and necessary to this project. It is possible and even expected for Cha’s work to fall into flatness.
For me, I came into reading Cha with my own sense of muddled gaps of knowledge as a Korean
American immigrant woman. To understand Cha’s fractured lyric, I offered my limited Korean
language skills, details of my family history reluctantly divulged, and the national history I felt guilty
not knowing. This is not to say that a reader with a fragmented sense of identity makes a fragmented
narrative complete, but this shared experience intertwines my psyche with Cha’s work to form and
remake an identity that had not existed before.
Before excavating the ruptures across speech/silence, erasure/recovery, past/present in
Dictee, I find it useful to draw a direct line from han’s colonial origins to Cha’s imagination of the
figures and images that haunt her Korean American consciousness. Sandra So Hee Chi Kim’s essay
astutely examines how han emerges from a colonial stereotype. Kim points out that the need to
differentiate a particular Korean aesthetic historically emerged because of Japanese imperial rule, and
this differentiation was established and authored by the colonizer. The Japanese “expert” on Korean
colonial ceramics, Yanagi Muneyoshi, claimed that “because Koreans are childish, primitive, and
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lacking in intellect and taste,” Japanese artists cannot simulate Korean pottery. In this statement,
Yanagi established an inherent cultural difference between the Japanese and Koreans while also
positing Japanese aesthetics as superior, advanced, and intellectual, above Korean art. Yanagi also
contended that “the prevalence of white in Choson ceramics and Korean clothing was evidence of a
national despondency, which he aestheticized as ‘sorrowful beauty’ and ‘the beauty of that which
perishes’” (260). What differentiates Korea from Japan became a tool to establish racial superiority
and inferiority. To this end, Kim points out that han’s origins as an articulation of colonial difference
accomplished two things: “First, by implying that melancholy as a national attribute preceded the
Japanese occupation, it naturalized the suffering of the colonized as something inherent and
inevitable. Second, insofar as the melancholy was linked to an idea of Korean helplessness and
naivete, the discourse of the Korean ‘aesthetics of sorrow’ also supported a rationalization of Japan’s
position of authority” (261). The colonizers’ subjection of Korea to its rule was made to seem
inevitable through an ontology of racial affect.
Moreover, Kim describes the necessity of such characterizations of Koreans as the symptom
of colonizers’ fear of misrecognition as “the indistinguishability of the colonized from the colonizer
led to increased colonial anxiety of the invisible enemy within” (261). Homi Bhabha explains:
[T]he enunciation of cultural difference is produced in the colonizer’s attempt to
dominate in the name of cultural superiority, and that such an enunciation often
exhibits the problematic of how, in signifying the present, something comes to be
repeated, relocated and translated in the name of tradition, in the guise of a pastness
that is not necessarily a faithful sign of historical memory but a strategy of
representing authority in terms of the artifice of the archaic. (qtd. in S. Kim 262)
The Japanese’s efforts to locate the Korean psyche in a primitivity distant from their own is used to
construct racial difference and establish hierarchy, especially in the growing imperceptibility between
colonizer and colonized subject.
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In Dictee, Cha articulates this anxiety about looking “the same, but not quite” in her inclusion
of a report of the murders of 32 unarmed volunteers near Suwon, South Korea on September 26,
1907 by Japanese troops. Cha writes:
The ‘enemy.’ One’s enemy. Enemy nation. Entire nation against the other entire
nation. One people exulting the suffering institutionalized another. The relationship
becomes abstract. The nation the enemy the name becomes larger than its own
identity. Larger than its own measure. Larger than its own properties. Larger than its
own signification. For this people. For the people who is the enemy. For the people
who is their ruler’s subject and their ruler’s victory. (32)
The passage follows the clarifying point: “We may mention that this news does not come from
native sources; it comes from European.” Contextualized within the European perspective that has
reported the conflicts between Korea and Japan, Cha clarifies the blurry identification markers
between the colonized (Korea) and colonizer (Japan). The enemy is indistinguishable, belonging to
two East Asian nations whose metropolitan citizens are beginning to converge. Cha fixates on the
concept of the “enemy,” fixating on opposition so extensively that it becomes meaningless. Cha
continues the motif of the fractured relationships between signifier and the signified: “Japan has
become the sign. The alphabet. The vocabulary. To this enemy people. The meaning is the
instrument, memory that pricks the skin, stabs the flesh, the volume of blood, the physical substance
blood as measure, that rests as record, as document. Of this enemy people.” Here, Cha mourns the
irreparable loss of Korean culture under the weight of the Japanese imposition. Japan has replaced
Korea as the signifier under Japan’s colonial policy of kominka, or unified oneness, that rewrote
Korean history, outlawed Korean language and native religious practices, and forced a Korean
adoption of Japanese names. Moreover, attesting to the transnational movement of the Korean
diaspora, English is Cha’s primary language of publication, acting to further displace and voice over
both Korean and Japanese. Cha questions in this case what there is left to uncover, and she points to
the carnal imprints of memory and violence on the body as testament. She compares memory to
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official records and documents whose authority is undermined when filtered through the colonizer.
In some ways, Dictee must be written imperfectly in order to sustain its mission, with grammar errors
and spelling mistakes, as a published work in its authorized perfection is often the reproducer of
colonial linguistic violence.
Like the emergence of han as an example of Koreans defining themselves with the
colonizers’ words, Dictee is a work where a Korean American woman blurs herself with historical,
largely anachronistic and impersonal, fragments. Referring to Cha’s altered autobiographical form,
Anne Anlin Cheng writes, “It is with the echo itself that the echo identifies. Origin and any
identification with it are seen as infinitely regressive, infinitely displaying others-in-place-of-the-self.
Dictee offers an autobiography in the form of cultural dictation, but a dictation whose source is
significantly mournfully, and strategically unlocatable” (162). The narrator cannot be relegated to a
single voice or a single point in time. There is no linear trace-back of the present time in a series of
overlayed and destroyed histories, not to mention divorcing an “origin” from the ethnonationalist
narrative being pushed by belonging to a diaspora of a minoritized East Asian power.
Returning back to the transformation of han as a colonizer-imposed construct to an
aesthetic that asserts nationhood, understandably, nationalist Koreans latched onto these established
characterizations of racial difference. According to Kim, the construction of han was meant to “also
authenticate their feelings as part and parcel of a racial imaginary that distinguished Koreans from
Japanese in an essential, biologistic way” (264). The word han itself is borrowed from Chinese and is
reiterated in multiple translations in other Asian cultures: “the Chinese character han is hen (‘hate’) in
Chinese, kon (‘to bear a grudge’) in Japanese, han (‘frustration’) in Vietnamese, horosul
(‘sorrowfulness’) in Mongolian, and korsocuka (‘grief’) in Manchurian,” and yet han has taken on an
essentialist tone for the Korean context (257). Instead of heralding han as a collective feeling
inhabited in the blood of all Koreans, essentialized and passed along through bloodlines, Kim points
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out how han is an adopted suture meant to stitch up the Korean national ideal when confronted
with the need to reclaim authentic and traditional Koreaness. Theodore Jun Yoo discusses how han
can shape a collective national identity through William Reddy’s concept of the emotional regime:
“the set of normative emotions and official rituals, practices, and ‘motives’ that express and inculcate
them: a necessary underpinning of any stable political regime’” (80). As the affect of han has become
absorbed as a metonymy for Korean cultural identity, it is important to acknowledge its twofold
function as a way to articulate personal grievances and sorrow as well as a way to situate the Korean
individual in the larger narrative of nationhood. By aligning han to the emotional regime, it is
important to acknowledge han as a regulatory force, with standards of normativity and expected
productive function imbued into what it means to feel han as a person of Korean descent.
Subsequently, han occupies a unique positionality in affect studies. Kim argues, “The affects
of loss need to be examined in light of how postcolonial languages and cultures are in ‘the
translational process of being dismantled, abandoned, reorganized, and/or reclaimed’” (265).
Koreans took the racialized differences articulated by their colonizers that set them apart as “docile,
ignorant, naive, and complacent subjects of empire” and transformed them into qualities that
deserve a right to nationhood. The importance of studying han’s iterations is that “Han is an
example of how the colonized worked with the contradiction inherent in the colonial enterprise”
(265). Moreover, as Sara Ahmed points out in her discussion of the cultural politics of emotion,
affects stick to surfaces and transform in response to continuous reflections on histories that only
accumulate. As Yoo further points out, “Historically speaking, those living on the Korean peninsula,
who for centuries have had to endure foreign invasions by neighboring states as early as the Han
period, followed by the incursions of the Khitans, the Mongols, the Jurchens, the Japanese, and
most recently the Americans and the Soviet Union, who contributed to a bloody civil war and
national division, all cite han as evolving from these encounters” (88). To this end, han as the result
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of foreign invasions becomes bloated with overlapping historical injustices and erasures. The very
nature of han is haunted in this way, a concept that carries the weight of repeated foreign
impositions, the reverberations of “post” colonialism, in order to contain the inarticulable. Jinah
Kim analyzes how postcolonial grief circulates in Asia:
The violence in the Pacific Arena is compelled to silence, despite the intimate and
deeply embedded nature of U.S. imperialism there. Instead of disappearing, this
violence emerges as a bloated, palimpsestic haunting. Rather than just a bad memory
that cannot be shaken, this describes living with the fear that a future of violence is
inevitable. (2)
In Dictee, Cha’s deconstruction of speech mirrors this unshakeable feeling that the past is speaking in
the present. The only possible temporality to express the present is an anachronous time. As Laura
Hyun Yi Kang writes, “Identity and personal history for Cha is embedded in other persons and
histories. Her own ‘story’ has a pre-text — the Japanese colonization of Korea and the Korean
War. To express herself, she must retell these stories” (79). Contrary to Western imaginations of
how representing the self means representing the individual, Cha exposes the fallacy of an individual
personal history and instead constructs an autobiography that is a mosaic of the self, others, and
narratives that complete us.

History suspended/reaching for wholeness
Beyond the colonial policies that forced itself onto Korean culture, life, and national identity,
systematically erasing and halting the formation of a nation, the fracturing of the Korean peninsula
into two Koreas irrevocably created a fissure in the Korean psyche. Not only does han exist in the
context of articulating cultural difference from the colonizer, but affects doubled in the wound of a
nation become further fractured. Cha personifies this internal fissure and the Korean civil war:
“SHE opposes Her. SHE against her” (87). The female pronouns refer to the same Korea but also
different ones; this opposition occurs across chronologies as the imagination of a unified Korea is
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split back and forth from wholeness to two Koreas and back again. I will extend the discussion of
the affect of han by examining the affects that arise from fragmentation, loss, and longing to
establish wholeness, and the gaps inbetween each process. I will draw a connection between
affective suspension — the lapse of time when an event occurs and effect is felt — and the feeling
of incompleteness.
For Cha, memory, the personal and collective historical, is neither perfectly accurate nor
perfectly whole, but an embodied consumer and attacher to associations. Cha describes memory in
an imagal sense: “A single atmosphere breaks within it. Takes from this moment the details that call
themselves the present. Breaking loose all associations, to the very memory, that had remained. The
memory stain attaches itself and darkens on the pale formless sheet, a hole increasing its size larger
and larger until it assimilates the boundaries and becomes itself formless. All memory. Occupies the
entire” (131). Cha’s sense of memory, and specifically what is defined as “present,” is embedded
with distrust. Like much of her book, Cha grapples with the present as non-original, but something
that “call themselves the present,” where a shaping to become the present occurs. In this new
attachment, the present must break from the previous surface it had been attached to. Cha’s
description of memory as a stain demonstrates its intensification in the space it takes up until it
“occupies the entire.” The nature of the present is the unrecoverable erasure of the past, as what it
was before is replaced without a trace. Cha continues her distrust in understanding temporality by
expressing a quotidian attempt to preserve it: “All too quickly the form and the skin that resembles a
past. Any past. With this, there would be no more rehearsals. No more memorization… If to
appease was too much to ask for, then, sooth. Painless, at least numb. To keep the pain from
translating itself into memory. She begins each time by charting every moment, the date, the time of
day, the weather, a brief notation on the events that have occurred or that are to come” (140). Cha,
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in her desire to preserve a present-felt pain, finds comfort in recording. There is a fear and dread of
a future that loses its sense of the past in the fact that pain is translated into memory.
Juxtaposed with this desire to preserve the quotidian acts that represent “true” life are
Dictee's gestures toward female martyrs and revolutionaries. Cha intercuts personal history and the
narrator’s collection of images with events and female historical heroines central to South Korean
history. Alluding to the activists leading the March 1st movement in 1919 that called for
independence from Japan and resisted forced assimilation into the Japanese way of life, Cha writes,
“[Guan Soon] is given seven years prison sentence to which her reply is that the nation itself is
imprisoned. Child revolutionary child patriot woman soldier deliverer of nation. The eternity of one
act. Is the completion of one existence. One martyrdom. For the history of one nation. Of one
people” (37). The repetition of “one” overwhelms the reader, lauding the nation’s fate on this
singular female figure. Cha folds the fragmented narrative of Dictee and the split peninsula into this
language and yearn for wholeness and singularity. However, before this declaration and call, Cha
uses multiple tags to describe Guan Soon, compiled together that makes it impossible to assume
what descriptions are compounded or standalone. For example, Guan Soon, a sixteen-year-old
activist, is a “child” and a “child revolutionary” and a “revolutionary child,” exposing the multiple
ways readers can interpret this series of tags. Guan Soon is also a “child,” “child patriot,” a
“woman,” a “woman soldier,” and “deliverer of nation.” Cha’s containment of the multiple facets of
Guan Soon into “one martyrdom” complicates our relationship to the female martyrs we assign
meaning to and assimilate for the cause of serving a cohesive, larger narrative of nationhood.
While there is a certain clarity imposed onto the martyr figure of Guan Soon — there is a
certainty of knowing who she is and what she embodies — Cha also grapples with the difficulties of
memory deferred. Cha articulates, “It is you waiting and knowing to wait. How to. Wait. It is you
walking a few steps before the man who walks behind you. It is you in the silence through the pines,
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the hills, who walks exactly three steps behind her. It is you in the silence. His silence all around the
unspoken the unheard, the apprenticeship to silence. Observed for so long and not ending. Not
immediately. Not soon. Continuing. Contained. Muteness. Speech less ness” (106). Waiting is
equated to silence as silence is speech waiting to be expressed. In this passage, there is potential for
imbuing the concept of postmemory. Refusing to accept the narrative of silence as nonproductive
and nongenerative, Cha prioritizes the presence of silence in Dictee. By naming the “unheard” as the
apprenticeship to silence, Cha acknowledges the power that relegating someone to the position of
being silent contains, articulating a distinction between being without speech and being without
audience or ear. Dictee’s project exposes the way readers are uncomfortable and disoriented by
silence as a nulling effect. Without necessarily giving voice to the silent, Cha exposes the ways that
silence exists and circulates in histories that are retold and recorded.

Feminist han: Korean mother(land) and the Korean American daughter
Cha’s work prioritizes a central relation in history that has been repeatedly overwritten,
matrilineal history. Dictee opens with an inscription of Korean characters addressed to Cha’s mother:
“Mother, I miss you. I’m hungry. I want to go home” (translation, mine). The invocation of the
mother in Dictee emphasizes the significance of female inheritance and lineage. With the father in
absentia, the mother figure is significant in Cha’s work. Not only is she another vocal spokespiece
for Cha, but the mother functions as the loaded signifier of tethering the diaspora to its homeland.
Scholar Seo-Young Chu considers this relationality through the literary device of metonymy, the act
of substituting a word that denotes something with another word that is a property associated with
the original word:
Metonymy is literalised as the genetic transference of han-filled memories from a
Korean mother to her unborn Korean American child (to whom she is literally
contiguous and closely related by blood). Apostrophe is literalised as extrasensory
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mind-to-mind communication between two people separated by temporal,
generational, and geographical distance. Lyric time is literalised as the simultaneity of
past and present within the Korean American psyche. The invocation to the muse is
literalised each time the ghost of a Korean ancestor uses a descendant’s organs of
speech to vocalise experiences that happened before the descendant was born. (15)
Speaking specifically to the futurity of the Korean diaspora, Chu relegates the mother to the figure
that reminds us of the motherland. Subsequently, the Korean American daughter, compressed
between two cultures, one as biological birthright and the other as an adopted homeland, inherits
the “han-filled memories.” The daughter is an extension of her mother, not just an example of filial
piety but a testament to the contingency of memory, especially memories that are not recorded,
spoken, or outwardly immortalized. Instead of disappearing, these memories are passed down onto
progeny. Specifically in Dictee, the chapter “Calliope” begins as an address to Cha’s mother: “Mother,
you are eighteen years old. You were born in Yong Jung, Manchuria and this is where you now live.
You are not Chinese. You are Korean. But your family moved here to escape the Japanese
occupation” (45). This second person narration allows Cha’s voice to converge and stand in place of
her mother’s silence without co-opting her mother’s experiences as the daughter’s. The second
person can easily feel like a pedantic recitation, but given how Cha frames it with the tenderness
between daughter and mother, this perspective feels like an alternative way to speak memory into
truth, diverting speech from the one who bears witness to experiences toward the daughter who has
inherited it. Narratively, Cha’s second person voice reconstructs her family history without the
constraints of obeying chronology. Cha begins with her mother at eighteen years old before
discussing her birth and ethnicity and concluding by situtating her mother as part of a larger family
movement to escape the various foreign and domestic wars. Cha has no interest in telling history
moving toward recency but compounds time.
Beyond just these straightforward, objective biographical details, Cha also focuses on her
mother’s perseverance and interiority. Cha writes, “Your father left and your mother left as the
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others. You suffer the knowledge of having to leave. Of having left. But your MAH-UHM, spirit has
not left. Never shall have and never shall will. Not now. Not even now. It is burned into your everpresent memory. Memory less. Because it is not in the past. It cannot be. Not in the least of all pasts.
It burns. Fire alight enflame” (45). In this movement away from “objective” truth to the speculative
truth of a daughter’s imagined reconstruction of her mother’s youth, there is an inherent emotive
filter. The repetition of “left” in this passage characterizes Cha’s mother as someone always left
behind, placed within the crux of memory. Despite this, Cha invokes the hopeful partition of han,
that under the pain of everyday living, there is beauty even though the pain is not left in the past.
Cha introduces the Korean word MAH-UHM as spirit, as the residue of the beauty of sorrow. Dictee
is filled with han, but it is a distinctively hopeful han. It is anger, sorrow, and resentment that do not
weigh Cha down but “alight enflame.” In this reparative reading of han, Cha finds comfort that in
the face of all this leaving, that her mother’s spirit has not left: “Never shall have and never shall
will. Not now. Not even now” (45). Remembrance is a radical act. Especially since Cha relegates this
liberation to a place without physicality or embodiment, but the “spirit,” she continues the thread of
undermining how history worth recording must be predicated by visible action.
Furthermore, while history is a narrative that must be sifted for reality, memory does not
strive for objectivity. When children write about their parents in the past, particularly mothers, they
are often relegated to the trope of being a melancholic, tragic, self-sacrificing, and all-good figure. In
Dictee, Cha confers her mother’s speech to a place of confinement:
They have sheltered you from life. Still, you speak the tongue the mandatory
language like the others. It is not your own. Even if it is not you know you must.
You are Bi-lingual. You are Tri-lingual. The tongue that is forbidden is your own
mother tongue. You speak in the dark. In the secret. The one that is yours. Your
own. You speak very softly, you speak in a whisper. In the dark, in secret. Mother
tongue is your refuge. It is being home. Being who you are. Truly. To speak makes
you sad. Yearning. To utter each word is a privilege you risk by death. Not only for
you but for all. (45-46)
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In Cha’s reconstruction, or retelling, of her mother’s memories growing up under the Japanese
imperial rule, Cha imagines a counterhistory built upon her reverence for her mother. Here, this
passage demonstrates Cha’s mother’s outward obedience to the forced language assimilation of the
Japanese. While placed into this corner, Cha creates room to consider possibilities of lateral agency,
to recuperate the agency of the silenced. A concept coined by Lauren Berlant in Cruel Optimism,
lateral agency is the condition where:
[I]n the scene of slow death, a condition of being worn out by the activity of
reproducing life, agency can be an activity of maintenance, not making; fantasy,
without grandiosity; senience, without full intentionality; inconsistency, without
shattering; embodying, alongside embodiment … It can produce an experience of
self-abeyance, of floating sideways. (100)
Instead of delineating a requirement of agency that must move the subject forward or upward,
productive beyond their means, lateral agency considers all quotidian, internal acts and feelings of
resistance. Cha’s mother is constrained in her outward linguistic obedience to the Japanese, but as
Cha writes, “You speak in the dark. In the secret. The one that is yours. Your own. You speak very
softly, you speak in a whisper. In the dark, in secret.” Even though Cha’s mother’s speech is not
heard by anyone, she does speak. The secrecy is repeated later on as Cha documents:
You write. You write you speak voices hidden masked you plant words to the moon
you send words through the wind … From one mouth to another, from one reading
to the next the words are realized in their full meaning. The wind. The dawn or dusk
the clay earth and traveling birds south bound birds are mouth pieces wear the ghost
veil for the seed of message. Correspondence. To scatter the words. (48)
Cha does not confine the words of her mother’s secret speech but frames them in a way that
gestures toward liberation and propagation: “you plant words … you send words through the wind
… From one mouth to another.” Words are not spoken in isolation but possess a rippling effect as
they speak “to” someone or something. Cha’s use of metaphor to describe the scattering potential of
words like seeds carried by birds emphasizes both the breadth of impact and its unknowability.
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Extending the community-felt impact of words, Cha moves beyond the responsibility and
desires of the self when she turns to the repercussions of what it means for her to vocalize and be
heard. Cha writes, “To utter each word is a privilege you risk by death. Not only for you but for all.
All of you who are one, who by law tongue tied forbidden of tongue. You carry at center the mark
of the red above and the mark of blue below, heaven and earth, tai-geuk; t’ai-chi. It is the mark. The
mark of belonging. Mark of cause. Mark of retrieval. By birth. By death. By blood” (46). The stakes
for a single disobedience are grave as Cha acknowledges the inevitable collective punishment. At the
same time, Cha finds a way to resist the law that forbids the utterance of the Korean language.
Koreans must keep silent, referring to the idiom “tongue tied,” a malfunction of the tongue, as well
as referring to the “forbidden of tongue,” to erase the presence of the tongue altogether. Cha
continues with the image of the Korean flag, marked by the red and blue spiral, tai-geuk. She
continues unraveling the multiple significations of the symbol as cause, retrieval, birth, death, and
blood. Belonging to the nation seems biologistic in this way; Koreans are marked. Cha continues the
motif of MAH-UHM, translating the Korean word as “spirit-heart” in English. She writes, “You
carry the mark in your chest, in your MAH-UHM, in your MAH-UHM, in your spirit-heart” (46).
The word “MAH-UHM” spoken aloud also sounds like “mom” in English, as well as the expression
“keep mum,” that rhetorically yokes mother to silence.
Cha also points out the psychological confusion that results in the impossible substitution of
a foreign tongue over the mother tongue. She writes, “You are Bi-lingual. You are Tri-lingual. The
tongue that is forbidden is your own mother tongue.” As Cha struggles to articulate what it means
for her mother to “code-switch” pressured by colonial influences, she seems to act as her mother’s
stand-in biographer. Lowe comments, “By renarrating her mother’s silence during the colonial
period, to the mother, the daughter names and historicizes the loss of Korean language to her mother
and to herself, and constitutes a retrospective mode of address — between ‘postcolonial’ and
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colonial subject, between daughter and mother — which interrupts the unilateral dictation of the
subject by the colonial state” (48). The narration of Cha’s work dismantles the staggered times
between colonial subject and the postcolonial progeny and instead allows for a bidirectional address.
Cha continues the imaginary reconstruction of her mother:
You take the train home. Mother...you call her already, from the gate. Mother, you
cannot wait. She leaves everything to greet you, she comes and takes you indoors and
brings you food to eat. You are home now your mother your home. Mother
inseparable from which is her identity, her presence. Longing to breathe the same air
her hand no more a hand than instrument broken weathered no death takes them.
No death will take them, Mother, I dream you just to be able to see you. Heaven falls
nearer in sleep. Mother, my first sound. The first utter. The first concept. (50)
Cha talks at once about her mother and her grandmother, making the mother figure ambiguous. The
mother is defined by her relation to her mother, continuing the contingency of womanhood. This is
made even more significant with the line “You are home now your mother your home,” in which
Cha equates the mother to the home. Mother is not a specific person but a placeholder for nation,
and later, “my first sound. The first utter. The first concept.” As Lowe comments, “Rather than
conforming to a nationalist narrative requiring an identification of the subject with the ‘original’
nation, the subject addresses the mother through a paradox which at once both thematizes this
identification by posing the mother as a figure for the homeland, and yet figures the mother as a
metonym rather than a metaphor, ‘re-membering’ her as partial, disembodied, and missing” (49).
The mother is a figure threatened to weather away — her hand is not a hand but “instrument
broken weathered no death takes them.” In the state of the mother’s incompleteness, the impetus
falls on the daughter to restore her.
In the final pages of Dictee, Cha writes, “Dead words. Dead tongue. From disuse. Buried in Time’s
memory. Unemployed. Unspoken. History. Past. Let the one who is diseuse, one who is mother who waits nine days
and nine nights be found. Restore memory. Let the one who is diseuse, one who is daughter restore spring with her each
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appearance from beneath the earth. The ink spills thickest before it runs dry before it stops writing at all” (133). Like
the story of Lazarus, how Jesus raised the dead to life, Cha begins with the repetition of death and
disuse, using word play to toy with “disuse” (words not used) with the homonym “diseuse,” a callback to the female entertainer who says monologues. Speech that is buried and suppressed is
revitalized by diseuse, the daughter. In some ways, this can be read as an act of filial piety, the
daughter given the responsibility to recuperate her mother’s memory. However, Cha’s last line “The
ink spills thickest before it runs dry before it stops writing at all” seems to counter this need and
immense want of preservation.
In order to complement Cha’s work, we can also examine Suji Kwock Kim’s poetry
collection Notes from the Divided Country. Kim ruminates about the matrilineal inheritance in her poem
“Translations from the Mother Tongue”:
I want to know what survives, what’s handed down
from mother to daughter, if anything is,
bond I cannot cut away, that keeps apart what it lashes together.
And I want to know what cannot be handed down, the part of you
that’s only you, lonely fist of sinew and blood,
deep in your gut where cords lash bone, nerve, breath, the part of you that first
began to sing.
The speaker of the poem does not necessarily want what the mother has but simply wants to know
“what cannot be handed down.” Kim separates from perceiving the daughter as the contingent part
of the mother as the speaker admits that there is a part of her mother that only exists in her own
body and experiences.
In Cha’s feminist project, it is necessary to contextualize her work in the larger construction
of nationhood. As Laura Hyun Yi Kang writes:
These questions are further complicated for Asian American women. What does
‘official, taught language’ and ‘correct writing’ mean for a Korean immigrant female
subject who is always in the process of negotiating and (re)constructing different
identities, languages, cultures, and national boundaries? (75)
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While situating Dictee as a work that exemplifies the affect of han and han-filled memories of a
daughter writing a multi-genre (auto)biography, it must also be read as a work that defies the
patriarchal implications of han. What does it mean for an Asian American woman to retell her
ancestral nation’s histories? Dictee is not a representational work, whether in its effect and intent. But
conversely, it can be framed as an impossibly representational work. Dictee exists to articulate and
speak into existence and immortality the past histories of women unable to be heard themselves.

Critical han
Shifting to the redefinition of han in a Korean American context, Korean American studies
scholars have been applying the affect and aesthetic to nascent moments and legacies of anger and
injustice, including the reparations and acknowledgment for Korean comfort women during the
Japanese invasion and the psychic and community damage of the 1992 Los Angeles riots. We see
this further manifest in the ways that members of the Korean diaspora feel a “‘stronger attachment
to ethnic Koreans living in foreign countries’ than to ‘ethnic non-Koreans living in Korea,’”
attributed to Korea’s blood-based notion of citizenship (qtd. in S. Kim 267). Han, wrested from its
colonial context, is still used to bolster notions of nationhood and ethnic birthright. Tethering a
geographically displaced diaspora to its homeland, han clearly becomes a narrative rather than a
reality, and if unfettered, can devolve into notions of Korean exceptionalism.
Sandra So Hee Chi Kim warns against the inclination to revert to han to explain moments of
Korean American racial injustice, reparation, sorrow, and melancholy in America as if these are
moments only experienced by ethnic Koreans. The colonial experience and its unresolved,
intergenerational reverberations are not unique to Korea. In fact, African American writer Richard
Wright articulates a similar racialized affect in his community: “‘most Negroes had embedded in
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their flesh and bones some peculiar propensity towards lamenting and complaining” (qtd. in S. Kim
271). During moments of collective trauma, the body does keep score, even felt by generations
thereafter, as Marianne Hirsch has articulated with the concept of postmemory. Instead of using han
as a point of essentializing Koreanness, Kim moves to an alternative point of analysis, critical han,
which “aims to repeatedly emphasize how the term itself is embedded in a specific history that we
should not forget” (274). Han is a valuable concept that provides a framework and example of “where
phenotypical racialized resemblance synergizes with historical grief to produce a racial sense of
affect” (274). In han’s ability to be felt individually and shared collectively, as are the other affects
discussed in this project, I want to emphasize the potential of han to stretch beyond Korea to create
“horizontal connections of empathy and identification.” The “historical grief” complements the
racial melancholia experienced by those of Korean descent, a specific grief that comes from a loss
that cannot be recuperated. Distinctively for han, an affect that is “sticky” with grief, it has come to
signify a racial identity and kinship.
At the same time, han is an affect that centralizes South Korean history and the ethnic
majority on the peninsula. Instead of folding the Korean American position into a narrative for
South Korea that already exists, Kim argues that the Korean diasporic position of suspension is
“aggravated by its position as a racial other with an ‘other’ racialized history that haunts it. That
‘other’ history itself has made a trans-Pacific crossing from a nation that has its own form of racial
melancholia; Korea may not be white-dominant but it has forms of racial grief and loss” (273).
Rather than the affect of han being used as a liberating, reclaimed tool that signals a national
progression and exceptionalism, han’s mutations in the Korean American diaspora are a testament
to a desire to name this affect within a larger framework that can encapsulate belonging and
splitting. For the Korean American diaspora, sharing the affect of han is ambivalent; it is part of a
desire to “link” oneself and one’s geographic isolation from the homeland, but also a concept that
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may undercut one’s racialized experiences in America. Cha’s Dictee uses images and anecdotes
centered on citizenship for the Korean American diaspora as a source of tension and an example of
a narrative conducive to an analysis of critical han.
Cha’s images of citizenship resemble performance where Cha places distrust in this legal
process that is expected to subsume foreign bodies into a new homeland. She writes, “One day you
raise the right hand and you are American. They give you an American Pass port. The United States
of America. Somewhere someone has taken my identity and replaced it with their photograph. The
other one. Their signature their seals. Their own image” (56). Cha distinguishes the second person
“you” with the third person “they,” the repetition of each pronoun meant to delineate what was
yours has become theirs upon gaining citizenship status. Cha also satirizes the surface-level process
of transformation, with the quick “One day you raise the right hand and you are American,” the
faux simplicity of the process of becoming American eventually becoming at odds with
Americanness actually being imposed on you. The citizenship process is akin to a baptism or a
cleansing, with Cha’s language of replacing a culture with another. In her analysis, Anne Anlin
Cheng writes, “If [the narrator] were coerced by the image of American ideal citizenship, she is
equally divorced from a ‘native’ image of herself. These moments not only question the construction
of citizenship, but they also profoundly incapacitate the narrator’s autobiographical capability (her
own ability to place her self in relation to history and community)” (124). The process of acquiring
citizenship induces the splitting of one’s identity into national allegiance or the cruel optimism of the
promise of US citizenship. Citizenship, more a process of legality, does not resolve or quell the
cultural anxieties of immigration. Cha’s disillusionment with America is revealed when she writes
about her life after being naturalized:
You return and you are not one of them, they treat you with indifference. All the
time you understand what they are saying. But the papers give you away. Every ten
feet. They ask you identity. They comment upon your inability or ability to speak.
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Whether you are telling the truth or not about your nationality. They say you look
other than you say. As if you didn’t know who you were. You say who you are but
you begin to doubt. (57)
Cha exposes the flimsiness of citizenship as articulating nationhood, especially when the legal
definition of citizenship is not transcripted into the surface of a racialized appearance. There is
another distinction between “you” and the statement that “you are not one of them.” Even with the
papers, being a visible racial other in America, you are constantly being articulated as a stranger.
Lowe writes, “In the ‘naturalization’ of the Korean immigrant as equal citizen, the subject is asked to
internalize an isomorphic analogy in which the relationship of identification between the Korean
immigrant and her Korean family is displaced first by an abstract identification between citizensubject and the American state” (52).
Cha couples this experience of estrangement with the discomfort of the “homecoming”
narrative of the immigrant. As she writes, “You leave you come back to the shell left empty all this
time. To claim to reclaim, the space. Into the mouth the wound the entry is reverse and back each
organ artery gland pace element, implanted, housed skin upon skin, membrane, vessel, waters, dams,
ducts, canals, bridges” (57). As Stuart Hall has articulated in his essay “Cultural Identity and
Diaspora,” the return to one’s homeland as one imagined it is impossible because it has been
irrevocably changed in one’s absence. Cha defines this return in terms of loss, writing, “There is no
destination other than towards yet another refuge from yet another war. Many generations pass and many deceptions in
the sequence in the chronology towards the destination” (80). This could be a reference to Cha’s own family
history of movement in order to evade wars, foreign invasion, and oppression. Simultaneously, this
understanding that there is no final “destination” where rest, or completion, is possible can also
refer to the position of the diaspora, estranged from their homeland. Cha writes, “Our destination is
fixed on the perpetual motion of search. Fixed in its perpetual exile” (80). The only fixed state for
the children of the diaspora is the fixed promise that they will never find the origin they are seeking.
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Cha continues, but the narrator shifts quickly to frame the daughter talking to her mother:
“Eighteen years pass. I am here for the first time in eighteen years, Mother. We left here in this
memory still fresh, still new. I speak another tongue, a second tongue. This is how distant I am.
From then. From that time” (85). Cha feels estranged by the language barrier that acts as an easily
noticeable reminder of her separation as a Korean American from South Korea. Cha measures
distance in language, a measurement that is continued throughout Dictee as she confronts the
colonial impositions on Korean language as what it means to come back “home” but to a place that
speaks a language different from yours. To articulate the difficulties of feeling at home, Cha writes
about the frailty of preserving memory, writing:
The Japanese were defeated in the world war and were making their descent back to
their country. As soon as you heard, you followed South. You carried not a single
piece, not a photograph, nothing to evoke your memory, abandoned all to see your
nation freed. From another epic another history. From the missing narrative. From the multitude
of narratives. Missing. From the chronicles. For another telling for other recitations. (81)
Cha ruminates on the documentation that is saved and left behind. Cha mourns the pieces and
records that are missing, unable to be unearthed from the archives but must be resolute in the fact
that they will remain buried and lost. In Dictee, Cha imbues critical han in her autobiography, her
work a personal account of histories that can only be embodied and accumulated in hybridized
cultural presences.
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LOVE
“We’re all searching for a piece of home or a piece of ourselves. HMart is where you can find your people under one odorous roof,
where you can have faith that you’ll find something you can’t find
anywhere else.”
— Crying in H Mart by Michelle Zauner
“I love you more than they hate us.”
— Kalaya’an Mendoza
“원더풀 원더풀 미나리.”
— Youn Yuh-Jung in Minari

Introduction
The affects examined in the previous chapters — shame, anger, and han — do not exist in
isolation. Emotions overlap, coexist even in contradiction, and they evolve in relation to each other.
All three affects can be considered undesirable “ugly” feelings, but they are not reducible to pure
negativity or categorizable as singular totalities. This last chapter, dedicated to love, will examine an
outlying affect that appears to be positioned on the opposite side of the spectrum in its positivity
and grandiosity but that in fact, I argue, has been omnipresent as a requisite precursor to all the
previous affects.
Love has been central to the affective representations of Asian Americans by dominant US
culture. From the mid-twentieth century onward, Asian Americans have been constructed as welladjusted model minorities and contented immigrants (Hsu; Wu). At the same time, Asian American
labor is often affectively coded as love work, given Asian Americans’ hypervisibility in service
industry roles that provide care labor for primarily white consumers. Further overreaching across the
Korean American experience, the recent global export of Korean popular culture, especially with
beautiful Korean pop singers or “idols” — multi-talented celebrities — can be read as a metonym
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for Korea as a new object of transnational love. For the Korean American diaspora, however, the
lived reality of community love is significantly different from these politically and socioeconomically
instrumentalized, or else grandiose and glamorized capitalist visions of admiration and desire. The
nation, and more importantly, its national products, are loved differently from the way a people, and
a diasporized people, love each other. In this chapter, I focus on how recent Korean American
works — Lee Isaac Chung’s coming-of-age film Minari (2020), Michelle Zauner’s memoir Crying in
H Mart (2021), and Cathy Park Hong’s essay memoir Minor Feelings (2019) — reclaim love for
themselves in ways that are generative and multigenerational, intimate and self-replenishing, and
ultimately, without conditions and defined by their own terms.
In current frameworks of love, affect theorists Sara Ahmed and Lauren Berlant consider
love as the result of ideological production, albeit examined for different purposes. Ahmed reads
love as a necessary affect involved in nation-building and appeals to power. She argues that love is
crucial for individuals to form collectives in order to align themselves with an ideal. Even though
love demands reciprocity, the deferred, and sometimes impossible, reciprocity only intensifies the
love in waiting. Drawing on Freud, Ahmed points out how love is essential to the idea of the
multicultural nation:
Love becomes crucial to the promise of cohesion within multiculturalism; it becomes
the ‘shared characteristic’ required to keep the nation together. The emotion
becomes the object of the emotion. Or, more precisely, love becomes the object that
is ‘put in the place of the ego or of the ego ideal.’ (135)
On the other hand, Berlant considers love as the result of constructing a nation as a capitalist
machine. Love requires people to subscribe to and reproduce the neoliberal promises and ideologies
of the nation, the most relevant being the American Dream and its construction of the “good life.”
In order to imagine alternative realities for the neoliberal subject who is worn out by the demands
and activity of reproducing life, Berlant conceptualizes the idea of lateral agency, defined as the
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“experience of self-abeyance, of floating sideways.” Here, agency becomes “an activity of
maintenance, not making; fantasy, without grandiosity; sentience, without full intentionality;
inconsistency, without shattering; embodying, alongside embodiment” (100). Situated within these
models, immigrant love is typically framed as the affective product of the forces that exploit
immigrants and their labor. As a byproduct of these critiques of the white-centric and capitalist
nation, theories of Asian American affect are often dominated by the rubric of melancholia and the
Asian American subject as the subject of flaws. In their seminal work on racial melancholia, defined
as “histories of racial loss that are condensed into a forfeited object whose significance must be
deciphered and unraveled for its social meanings,” David Eng and Shinhee Han push to
depathologize melancholia and situate it instead within historical and political “structures of feeling,”
extending Freud’s theories toward Asian immigrants’ losses of motherland and nationhood (4-5). In
this framing, Eng and Han follow Anne Anlin Cheng’s psychoanalytic approach to Asian American
affect and racial melancholia as the political effect of race and racial power, one that is lived out
primarily through racial grief and fixated on measuring lost love, especially as filtered through the
projection of white culture. This approach, while deeply illuminating of the psychic wounds of
racism, ironically recenters white power and constructs Asian American feelings as its derivatives. In
this chapter, I spotlight instead works by Korean Americans that both showcase the harm of that
ideological love and also reclaim love as an agentive emotion through the lens of family and
intergenerational intimacy. This critical examination of love will shift our understanding of Asian
American affect as, above all, self-generative practices of lateral politics for minor survival.
The matrix of love I select for analysis here is an affect that is largely independent of the
hegemonic gaze, that is not simply a reactive feeling for speaking “out.” Instead, the Korean
Americanized affect of love I examine here is felt and is transmitted from and within the
community. By centering on love and care within the Korean American diaspora, and how love
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allows Korean/Americans to speak to each other, I will argue for love as an affect that resists
cultural erasure. Love is a powerful vehicle for constructing Korean Americans’ affective autonomy
and primacy, to feel toward each other as central subjects whose lovability does not require routing
through the white majority or the Korean nation. This thesis is a loving ode to my “minor” family
history, my Korean American diasporic community, and the major geopolitical emotional regimes
and events that have been embedded in what it feels to be Korean American. This thesis is a project
that aims to document and memorialize the contemporary words, feelings, and histories to articulate
these minor feelings when they appear to be slipping away.

Minari: A self-sustaining agrarian dream
Lee Isaac Chung’s 2020 film Minari is a coming-of-age story inspired by Chung’s own
childhood growing up in rural Arkansas in the 1980s. Here, in the director’s portrait of a
multigenerational, transnational-now-proximal family structure, Chung establishes cultural
knowledge and belonging as things that can be sowed, nurtured, and grown. In the film, the
protagonist David tries to make sense of his father’s relentless pursuit of agricultural prosperity in
America and his tumultuous relationship with his Korean grandmother. Chung centers love as a
subject within a family and love as a deflected ideal that will surely be reached given the foundation
of fertile soil, steady supply of resources, and faith. I will analyze this agricultural dream along
Berlant’s theory of cruel optimism, defined as a “relation of attachment to compromised conditions
of possibility whose realization is discovered either to be impossible, sheer fantasy, or too possible,
and toxic” (24). Despite all the environmental signs and stubbornness that defer the realization of
Jacob’s dream, he fights even more vigorously, citing that his children need to see their father
succeed. While the story is framed on this patriarch’s struggle, the transformative moments of the
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film center around the relationship between the bad-mannered Korean grandmother and her
grandson.
The green environment that the film opens with, from the expanse of land and farms,
imbues the story with the pastoral and the biblical. Jacob, his wife Monica, their older daughter
Anne, and their younger son David are driving towards their new mobile home. The film begins
with a camera shooting from the backseat of a car. The camera pans from Monica’s eyes framed by
the rearview window to the book Anne is reading in the passenger seat and a close-up of David’s
face, covered in shadows. An eye-level shot aligns the viewer’s gaze with David staring out the
window where endless acres of green grass and large hay bales whizz by. Driving behind a large
rental truck, an aesthetic of hope sets up the film, narrowly focused on a single Korean American
family as an origin story.
However, when the family arrives at their home, a wide-shot angle emphasizes the oblong
blocky width of the mobile home. Jacob with his rental truck stares at his family from the left side of
the frame while Monica and the two kids stare from the right side of the frame. The disbelief on
Monica’s face is foiled by Jacob’s enthusiasm. “This isn’t what you promised,” says Monica in
Korean, looking at the interior. “It just gets worse and worse.” The camera cuts to a romantic
montage of the outdoor land, the lush grass and flowers, swathed in warm sunlight. Immediately
through its visual contrasts, the film juxtaposes the idealized promises of the American agrarian
dream with the harsh, dim reality that must be lived in.
Jacob is set on building a successful family farm that will service the demand for Korean
fresh produce in the South. Jacob is particularly fixated on being the model of self-sustainability,
quite literally in his idealization of toiling the land, and also metaphorically in his insistence to create
his family’s own Korean safe haven in rural Arkansas. Not only can this Korean American family
survive on the food of the land on their own, but their Koreanness can also survive without latching
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onto an existing community. In a conversation in the car, Jacob turns down Monica’s pleading
suggestion that he get five acres of land in Rogers, a town populated with more Koreans. He instead
declares that his dream is to have fifty acres of land. Jacob’s metrics for success and his aspirations
are ten times grander than an achievable, comfortable goal. Jacob, in this way, seems to desire an
object of love that is just out-of-reach, never easily fulfilled. Jacob’s delayed gratification of success
is what makes him even more insistent about a well-earned return of investment. Ahmed, in
discussing love articulated toward the nation, writes:
Even though love is a demand for reciprocity, it is also an emotion that lives with the
failure of that demand often through an intensification of its affect (so, if you do not
love me back, I may love you more as the pain of that non-loving is a sign of what it
means not to have this love). (130)
Ahmed’s point about the deferred gap between the desirer and the object of desire suggests that
Jacob’s intense beliefs are motivated by the pain evoked by failure to receive love. Jacob loves this
land and what he could reap from it by hard work, but the land fails to love him back. Love, as a
promise, should guarantee a response from the object being loved. However, Ahmed suggests that
love can be generated even more intensely on its own. In her connection of love to a nation’s failure
to deliver its promise, Ahmed explains this continued faith in a deferred love, writing, “One loves
the nation, then, out of hope and with nostalgia for how it could have been. One keeps loving rather
than recognising that the love that one has given has not and will not be returned” (130). Minari is a
film imbued with both nostalgia, a past-looking, green-tinted gaze with anachronistic artifacts and
1980s paraphernalia, and hope, for the hope for Korean American settlement and permanency with
this family. In his persistent love for the land, Jacob retains his optimism regardless of the daunting
labor ahead and financial troubles, both foolish and slightly admirable.
Contained in Jacob’s hopeful love for an agrarian living and success is the promise of a
better life in the future. When Jacob and Monica are walking across a green field, Jacob kneels down
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in the dirt and begins to dig. “Look at this,” he says. “Look at the color. This is why I picked this
place. This is the best dirt in America.” While farming can never exist without labor, notes of
environmental determinism arise in Jacob’s conviction. Not only will Jacob work to provide for his
family on this plot of land, but this plot of land that belongs to, and is owned by, Jacob is
exceptional, “the best dirt in America.” From his idealization of the Arkansas dirt and its hyperbolic
fertility emerges a promise. Jacob gets up from the dirt and the camera cuts to the two siblings
playing in the field further out. He yells out, “Daddy’s going to make a big garden!” Although
Monica slaps his arm in disbelief and caution, Jacob promises to make a Garden of Eden, and the
camera cuts again to the children, David and Anne, playing. Jacob’s promises are made to his
children, the generation of children raised in the United States. Here we see the immigrant’s dream,
and the rewards that its achievement reaps, directed towards his progeny. Ahmed points out, “When
we talk about an object of desire, we are really talking about a cluster of promises we want someone
or something to make to us and make possible for us” (23). The immigrant parent’s love for his
children is mediated and funneled through his love for a new home and open-ended possibilities for
a new beginning.
In Minari, this sanctified nuclear family structure is challenged when grandmother Soonja
arrives from Korea to stay with the family in their trailer home. The grandmother, bringing her bad
manners, spices and animal organ liquids, and minari seeds, represents the cultural identity that is
transmitted across continents. The grandmother makes cultural loss and erasure jarringly visible
when they have been unnoticed in Korean American families. Throughout the film, Chung points
out that many immigrants freeze the image of the homeland they left in their heads. Even as they
make their new homes in America, they are unable to detach themselves from imagining Korea, but
also imagining Korea anachronistically. Chung testifies to this intentionality behind the set design:
“Inside that trailer is a protected space of 1970s Korea, a Korea of the time that the parents have
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left. The Korea of their memories, basically” (qtd. in Ito). The figure of the Korean grandmother
who visits her grandchildren in America is important in recovering the cultural amnesia that
accompanies immigration. Soonja, the most proximal to authentic Korea, bears gifts from home,
including anchovies, spices, and money, which her daughter Monica tearfully receives. When Soonja
is watching a Korean television program, she points out a song in the background that Monica and
Jacob used to sing together. “They come to America and forget everything,” Soonja disappointingly
remarks. Soonja’s use of “they” has an ambiguous double meaning here. It is a direct reference to
her daughter and son-in-law, who seem to have fallen out of love with each other in America, but
also an indirect reference to the second generation of immigrant children with only a distant
attachment to their ancestral motherland.
The grandmother becomes almost a martyr of cultural revival as she embeds herself into the
hybridized identities of second-generation children in lieu of knowing Korea themselves. When
Soonja meets David for the first time, she offers him a chestnut, a snack popular in South Korea.
David doesn’t know how to eat it though, so when Soonja bites into the chestnut’s shell, and spits
out the meat and hands it to David in her saliva-covered palm, he recoils in disgust. David does not
know his culture, and even further, does not know how to accept it. Anne is more patient with her
grandmother, one example of the film typifying her character as the responsible, precocious older
daughter. Anne explains to Soonja that the green Mountain Dew soda bottle is “water from the
mountains” and relents when Soonja asks for a sip. Anne also cooks herself pasta when her parents
are not home, which Soonja observes with intrigue. In David’s and Anne’s interactions with Soonja,
cultural exchange is enacted in both directions. The Korean American children initiate their
grandmother into knowledge of American culture and rituals — whether or not Soonja accepts
them — but Soonja also visualizes for the children how their Korean heritage can survive in
America. When David and Anne lead Soonja into the leafy green forest, they stop once they reach a
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creek. Soonja asks the children if they know what minari is, a leafy plant prepared in Korean
vegetable dishes. “I brought some minari seeds from Korea,” she says. “We can plant them right
over there.”
As Soonja plants herself into the family’s lives, Jacob’s idealized vision of a self-sustaining
farm begins to crumble. The lack of reliable water dries up the crops, the family slowly begins to
lose money and borrow more from the bank, and Monica and Jacob’s relationship deteriorates
quickly as Monica loses confidence, trust, and respect for her husband. Rather than having a distinct
three-act narrative structure that Western storytelling uses, Minari builds tension in the act of
waiting, a common trope and device in both postcolonial and minority narratives. We watch and
wait to see if Jacob’s dreams will come into fruition or whether he will irreparably lose his
relationship with his wife and his family, desperately trying to prove something that will never
happen. Jacob remains doggedly, stubbornly, stupidly hopeful. To this end, Jacob’s deferred dream
can be read as being evocative of an intertextual gesture toward Black freedom narratives,
specifically Langston Hughes’s poem “Harlem”: “What happens to a dream deferred?” Hughes asks.
A dream is something that has not quite yet been realized into existence. We can apply Berlant’s idea
of cruel optimism to Jacob, as a man attached to the possibility of a successful, profitable farm even
when he is shown reasons to give up, that he is losing more than he could ever stand to gain. Jacob’s
optimism subsequently becomes starkly toxic. It becomes apparent to us, if not to himself, that his
dream is conditional, premised on invisible, unpredictable terms outside of his control.
In Jacob’s persistence and a narrative structure that relies on the painstaking, quiet process
of waiting, Chung imbues love into the anticipation itself. When Jacob and Monica are in the
hospital waiting for David’s test results from his heart condition, Jacob continues to reject Monica’s
pleas to give up his agrarian dream. “They need to see me succeed at something for once,” Jacob
insists. “Even if I fail, I have to finish what I started.” Monica asks, “Isn’t it more important that we
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stay together?” This scene makes clear that it is to the detriment of the family staying together in
love that Jacob remains cruelly optimistic that his dream will come true. Jacob’s agrarian dream is
one manifestation of the American Dream that is leveraged to promise “a good life” for immigrants.
Thus too, we can read Jacob’s dream as part of a subset of the “national love” that Ahmed
discusses. In order to believe in a dream that has yet to be realized, one must love the nation who
promises this. At the same time, we also see Jacob unsure of himself. He admits believing that
failure is an option, but places even greater importance in “finishing” and seeing things through.
Here again, we can turn to Ahmed’s theory of waiting as an act of love:
One could even think of national love as a form of waiting. To wait is to extend
one’s investment and the longer one waits the more one is invested, that is, the more
time, labour and energy has been expended. The failure of return extends one’s investment.
If love functions as the promise of return, then the extension of investment through
the failure of return works to maintain the ideal through its deferral into the future.
(130)
Although Ahmed’s reading of love as the stickiness of emotions in nationalism is different from
Berlant’s reading of love in the context of neoliberalism and late capitalism, their two analyses
emerge conflated in Minari, where American values of socioeconomic success converge with the
nation’s promises to the immigrant, who is caught perpetuating this dream that requires his failure as
a way to intensify his pursuit of it. Jacob’s failures are not deterrents but reinforcements, in that his
investments are worth the potential returns. Eventually, he does become successful in establishing a
sustainable agricultural method. He meets up with Korean grocers in the city who agree to stock his
produce. This should be a celebratory moment in the film, but it only brings a sigh of relief. It does
not bring joy, but it is a necessary thwarting of disaster. Even more, Jacob tastes this achievement,
but it is only fleeting.
When the family is driving back from the city, Soonja, who is in an impaired state after
suffering a stroke, accidentally sets the barn full of harvested produce on fire. All of Jacob’s crops
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are burning when the family pulls up to their barn, smothered in flames. Nothing can be salvaged. In
this climax, Chung seems to be following the trajectory of Langston Hughes’s poem on a dream
deferred, which ends with the question: “Does it explode?” Jacob’s deferred dream does indeed
explode. However, this explosion is followed by a rebuilding stage, an afterlife to Hughes’s poem.
Jacob uses help to find a water source, he replows the land, and he begins planting again. There is a
quiet shift in the farm’s rebirth. Jacob’s dream no longer seems to be tied to his desire to prove
himself or his masculinity. Jacob, through trial-and-error, finds the foundation that works for his
farm and subsequent rebuilding and replication are easy. With his hard work, the land proves to be
fertile after all. The accidental fire is not an end for the family’s dream, but a rejuvenated start.
While the storyline of Jacob’s dreams of owning a successful farm takes dramatic
precedence, Chung reminds us that an immigrant’s dreams are not the only things being sown. The
minari returns in piecemeal moments throughout the film, revealing how the metaphor of sowing
seeds, waiting for harvest, and the formation of cultural identity are intertwined. Following the
planting of minari, Soonja and David go down to the creek where the minari has multiplied. Unlike
the planting of Jacob’s crops, which Chung stages extensive labor of, the planting of minari happens
off-screen. Yet it sprouts like magic, and the viewers are not surprised. “Minari is truly the best,”
Soonja says. “It grows anywhere, like weeds. So anyone can pick and eat it. Rich or poor, anyone can
enjoy it and be healthy. Minari can be put in kimchi, put in stew, put in soup. It can be medicine if
you are sick. Minari is wonderful, wonderful!” Soonja sings. Soonja’s celebration of minari is
infectious, and we can see how Soonja weaves herself, and metonymously, Koreanness, into the
immigrant household and especially the children. She teaches David and Anne how to play Go-Stop,
a Korean gambling card game, how to curse in Korean, and the joys of behaving “badly,” like
stealing a $100 bill from the offering bin at the all-white church they attend. As the film progresses,
David is no longer repelled by her and the unfamiliar culture she brings home but affirmed. He
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reciprocates and replicates Soonja in his own ways. David invites another boy from church, a white
boy, home for a sleepover and teaches him how to play Go-Stop. David’s desire to share his Korean
culture and his emerging pride is infectious. He doesn’t scold Soonja for not acting like a “real
grandmother” but recognizes a tenderness that is forming between them. When Soonja suffers from
a stroke and David is the one who finds her immobilized, he starts to take care of her. He holds her
hand and guides her on walks through the field. They bond even more strongly over the course of
mutual care and affection. Soonja is no longer a foreign relative to David who calls him “pretty boy”
instead of “handsome,” but a loving grandmother in her own way, of small gestures and acts.
There is no explanation or reason for Soonja’s death, but at the end of the film, Jacob and
the family appear in front of a grave site. The film does not grieve or mourn the grandmother’s
death. Instead, life goes on without her. This complicates the Korean grandmother as a martyr
figure, easy to eliminate for the sake of her Korean American progeny, because the grandmother
possesses a cultural afterlife even in her physical death. The film deliberately brackets the stage of
racial melancholia so that the grandmother does not have to serve as a symbol of lost mother/land
that the immigrant family continually and statically mourns, but can be remembered instead through
the minari she plants and that grows beyond her into the landscape. Soonja leaves behind her family
who realizes an ability to nurture their culture on their own. In the ending scenes, David and Jacob
walk to the patch of minari that Soonja planted. The entire half of the creekside is covered in minari.
“It’s growing well on its own,” Jacob comments. The minari has survived, even flourished, without
human help or labor. Chung seems to be giving agency to the minari, and metaphorically, to David
and Anne, as the Korean American children coming-of-age. Attesting to the intentional choice of
planting minari and mirroring the fire that destroyed Jacob’s first batch of crops, Chung says, “I
learned that [minari] dies away in the first year and thrives in the second, which is an incredible
reflection of many immigration experiences” (qtd. in Jarvik). Just like the minari that the
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grandmother brings to America, the seeds of cultural knowledge only need to be sown and reminded
of in the malleable Korean American family in order to self-sustain and thrive.
Chung still harbors concerns of what his Korean parents think of the film. “My parents
worry that a lot of Koreans in the home country will watch this and think, ‘Man, this was a stupid
family,’” Chung says in a profile with The New York Times. “They went to America and really
suffered. Not knowing that suffering was really part of that identity of being a Korean-American.”
What accompanies Chung’s portrait of a Korean American immigrant family is not success and
boundless opportunities and utopian realities. Instead, Jacob and Monica both have day jobs at a
chicken sexing plant where the only light available are fluorescent bulbs above their workstations,
quietly sorting female chicks into white bins and male chicks into blue bins, under the supervision of
a white man. Jacob and Monica were sexing chicks in California, and still continuing the same work
in Arkansas. Even without tangible improvement, this Korean American immigrant suffering seems
tied to an insistent hope for the far-away object of desire to be reached. The film’s aesthetics of
nostalgia are crucial to centering the narrative of love even in suffering. The idealized “what-couldhave-been” must be prioritized over the realities. In some ways, love in Minari and how Ahmed
defines its affectual structures are akin to belief, and faith, in a religion.
Weaving the biblical into the pastoral, the film’s soundtrack, composed by Emile Mosseri,
features tracks including “Jacob and the Stone,” “Garden of Eden,” and “Jacob’s Prayer.” The
biblical allusions of these three tracks all come from the Book of Genesis, the beginning of
mankind. “Jacob and the Stone” alludes to the story of Jacob the Israelite using a group of stones as
a pillow and consecrating it in what it is now known as Bethel. “Garden of Eden” alludes to the
Paradise that mankind eventually falls from, and the crops that Jacob is trying to cultivate. “Jacob’s
Prayer” alludes to Jacob’s prayer for deliverance from fear of his brother Esau murdering him and
his family. Jacob’s prayer comes out of fear of the failures of Jacob’s garden, when the water source
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is indeterminate and unreliable. At the same time, Chung’s choice to utilize these particular
aesthetics achieves a kind of storytelling that isolates a child’s experiences from the political, social,
and economic circumstances of the nation. Chung articulates in an interview that he considers Jacob
and Monica as not stand-in models for Asian American identity but movie characters that he was
familiar with. Even though Chung does not wish for his art to be read as activism or political
polemic, the love that he depicts as woven into early Korean American immigrant realities is a
quietly radical love.
Love lives through a conviction that one’s objects of desire can be realized. While Jacob is
depicted as dangerously foolish for pursuing his agrarian dream, pouring labor into believing what
he believes has to be inevitable payoff, Chung suggests that this is a radical act for a Korean
American immigrant when the logical answer would be to give up and pursue something less risky.
To pursue an object of love when one’s investment has yet to be returned is affirmative not just of
the individual’s persistence but an imagination of a future. For an immigrant, this future is about
permanency. Returning to the aesthetics of Minari as a Korean American family’s origin story, hope
is about deepening one’s roots in new, displaced soil. When Ahmed discusses love in the framework
of nationalism, she explains how hope is necessary in affirming the love of a desired future:
As Ernst Bloch suggests: ‘The emotion of hope goes out of itself, makes people
broad instead of conﬁning them’ (Bloch 1986: 3). To give up hope would be to
accept that a desired future is not possible. Without hope, the future would become
impossible: bodies would not reach for it. (185)
The national love that arises in Minari is concerned with futurity, looking toward the second
generation American-raised children. In order to subscribe to the American values of rigorous labor
and inevitable payoff, Jacob must set an example for his children. Jacob’s obsession with his selfsustaining agrarian dream is what allows the Korean American body, albeit the patriarchal one, to
stretch out of its individual confines toward intergenerational care and nurture. Ahmed writes, “It
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could be assumed that being hopeful was enough to create the conditions of possibility for the
future that one hopes for” (185). In Minari, Jacob’s hopes are manifested into reality. In a way,
reading this notion of radical hopeful agency alongside Berlant’s lateral politics, which seems smaller
and present-oriented, aimed at continuance and survival rather than future-making, offers the
immigrant agency to create more than maintain. Within the story’s narrative, Jacob’s deferred dream
is enough to create the conditions of possibility for David and Anne to feel at home in Arkansas as
Korean Americans.

Crying in H Mart: Eating your affects
While Minari primarily focuses on the generative love within the Korean American family in
rural Arkansas by means of an agricultural metaphor, Michelle Zauner’s memoir Crying in H Mart
focuses on the relationship between the Korean mother and Korean American daughter, a femalecentered relationship missing from Minari, grief and the extinction narrative, and food as cultural
language to articulate a Korean American love. Crying in H Mart explores cultural identity in the
traditions that we keep, re-enact, and essentialize in order to hold onto something members of a
diaspora believe is slipping away. Zauner’s identity as a Korean American woman born to a white
American father and Korean mother highlights the precarity of racial identity in the absence of her
mother. Re-enacting rituals of making and eating Korean food grants Zauner access to a love of
cultural ethnicity and the promise of knowing a mystified motherland, always in the process of
disappearing. In Zauner’s Korean identification with her mother, both physical and cultural, that is
fractured and rendered incomplete in her absence, the Korean American daughter’s grief is a
synecdoche of the melancholy of race that she must redefine, along models of reading such as Anne
Anlin Cheng’s. I propose, however. that racial melancholia is not the only response to cultural loss
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and isolation, and that Zauner’s memoir is testament to the afterlives of grief as generative,
procreative, and most of all, brimming with activity.
With mouthwatering flair, Zauner opens her memoir with a vivid image of H Mart in
Philadelphia, from the aisles of Korean exports to the people in the food courts. Zauner’s placement
of readers into the supermarket H Mart is culturally significant. For the Korean American diaspora,
the Korean grocery supermarket chain, H Mart, is more than just a place to source groceries that
cannot be found anywhere else — especially today, when Korean exports are more readily available
than ever before. The modern-day H Mart is a projected construction of cultural nostalgia, a sacred
space to access “authentic” cuisine when geographically isolated from the motherland. Reading H
Mart alongside Stuart Hall’s essay “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” we can peel back the
significance of this grocery chain to the Korean diaspora. Hall, an early theorist of diasporic affect,
recognizes the desires and attachments behind diasporic mythological imaginings of origins. He
writes that cultural identity “is a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being’ [...] [T]hey undergo
constant transformation. Far from being eternally fixed in some essentialised past, they are subject to
the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and power. Far from being grounded in a mere ‘recovery’ of
the past, which is waiting to be found, and which, when found, will secure our sense of ourselves
into eternity” (225). H Mart is the replicated motherland that Korean Americans suspend in time,
the past Korea they knew in their childhood, that they repeatedly return back to. It is imaginatively
attached to Korean American “origins.” To this end, Crying in H Mart embodies similar strategies of
nostalgia that Minari uses in order to propel a future-oriented narrative of love and care. H Mart is a
designated place in American urban centers and ethnoburbs where Koreans congregate, a gathering
place for meeting each other and meeting a tangible cultural home.
Accentuating the significance placed onto H Mart, Zauner, opens her memoir with a vivid
memory of going to H Mart after her mother’s death. Zauner situates a shared cultural symbol for
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many Korean Americans in a deeply personal remembrance, so that H Mart becomes a concrete
symbol of nostalgia not just of Korea but of her mother:
I can hardly speak Korean, but in H Mart it feels like I’m fluent. I fondle the produce
and say the words loud — chamoe melon, danmuji. I fill my shopping cart with
every snack that has glossy packaging decorated with a familiar cartoon. I think
about the time Mom showed me how to fold the little plastic card that came inside
bags of Jolly Pong, how to use it as a spoon to shovel caramel puffed rice into my
mouth, and how it inevitably fell down my shirt and spread all over the car. I
remember the snacks Mom told me she ate when she was a kid and how I tried to
imagine her at my age. I wanted to like all the things she did, to embody her
completely. (4-5)
Where all else in America Koreanness becomes a lack, in H Mart, Korea becomes whole. The
comforting existence of H Mart not only exposes Korean America as a space of precarity in America
but also articulates its difference and exceptionality. Here Zauner uses language to equate
knowability with authority — only in H Mart does it feel like she is fluent in the Korean language.
Zauner recites the Korean fruits and vegetables “chamoe melon, danmuji” as seamlessly as if they
are part of the English language. In this way, Zauner mirrors the signification of H Mart; through
language, Zauner makes the “minoritized” the normal, expected, and canonical. Moreover, the idea
of familiarity is important here in establishing the author’s cultural authority. Zauner recognizes the
“familiar cartoon” that is plastered on the food packaging, and she tells the reader the un-intuitive
ways Koreans eat food that were passed on by her mother. Here, there is a clear lineage being traced
from Zauner and her mother, as she writes, “I remember the snacks Mom told me she ate when she
was a kid and how I imagine her at my age. I wanted to like all the things she did, to embody her
completely.” By retracing her associations of H Mart as attributes of her mother, the Korean
American daughter finds her mother(land) in H Mart. Zauner takes these associations further by
emphasizing that, as a daughter, she wanted to “embody her [mother] completely.” Zauner does not
aspire for likeness, but she aspires for complete identification with her mother. In her chapter on
love, Ahmed discusses identification as the first emotional tie formed between subject and object:
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Rather, identification is a form of love; it is an active kind of loving, which moves or
pulls the subject towards another. Identification involves the desire to get closer to
others by becoming like them. Becoming like them obviously requires not being
them in the first place. So identification exercises a distinction between the subject
and object of love. (126)
Ahmed points out that love as an aspiring identification reveals the process of “not being them in
the first place.” In Zauner’s identification with her undeniably Korean mother who possesses the
highest cultural knowledge, Zauner asserts the ways she believes she falls short. At the same time,
Ahmed complicates this process of identification by pointing out, “Identification involves making
likeness rather than being alike; the subject becomes ‘like’ the object or other only in the future. The
other’s death is imagined in the desire to take the other’s place only insofar as the other is living in
the present” (126). The absence of Zauner’s mother, the object of her identification, allows Zauner
to desire herself as her mother’s replacement. However, application of Ahmed’s theory of love as
identification is limited here, as Ahmed is working off a psychoanalytic theory of love and loss. In
adherence to Freud’s theories of melancholia, the lost object — Zauner’s mother — is incorporated
into the ego, which is psychically damaging even in the pursuit of desire. We see this ambivalence as
Zauner desires to be like her mother, yet is inundated with the self-deprecating reality that she is not.
In identifying with the lost object, the melancholy preserves it only as a ghostly identification (Eng
and Han 37). However, Zauner’s love as identification is also confounded with a cultural one. The
lost object is not simply the mother who has passed away but Zauner’s motherland — Korea —
which is so intrinsically tethered to memories of her mother.
For Zauner, this endeavor to become as much of her mother for fear of losing her memory
entirely can be traced to the fact that her Korean mother is a validator of, and evidence for, Zauner’s
Korean self. When Zauner speaks about the childhood she spent in Korea with her mother’s
relatives, she remembers being perplexed at being recognized as pretty and noticeably different in
Korean beauty standards, with double eyelids and a small face. Zauner writes, “In Seoul, most
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Koreans assumed I was Caucasian, until my mother stood beside me and they could see the half of
her fused to me, and I made sense” (33). As a half Korean and half Caucasian woman, Zauner
“passes” as white in Korean society. Her ethnic identity is glossed over and rendered invisible, or at
least, minimized to a point where it might as well be erased. Only when Zauner walks with her
Korean “context,” her clearly phenotypically Korean mother, is her existence as half-Korean, halfwhite “made sense.” When Zauner’s mother passes away, Zauner confronts her mother’s absence in
what it would mean for her, to lose the person who made being Korean “make sense.” In one of the
last scenes of the memoir, Zauner goes to a Korean spa alone. This is significant in that, for the
outsider, there is no missing context to Zauner. She stands alone. Zauner displaces her first-person
perspective and inflects it onto a woman who works at the Korean spa:
For the first time it occurred to me that what she sought in my face might be fading.
I no longer had someone whole to stand beside, to make sense of me. I feared
whatever contour or color it was that signified that precious half was beginning to
wash away, as if without my mother, I no longer had a right to those parts of my
face. (226)
Zauner’s concerns about the Korean in her face as in the process of “fading” and washing away
alludes to the dilution of her racial identity in the absence of her mother. Her Koreanness is in
danger of going extinct, and in danger of forgetting. Zauner suggests that her mother’s presence
made her existence feel more stable, secure, and permanent.
In Crying in H Mart, Zauner ties her mother’s absence with food as a way to preserve cultural
identity as it is the primary, concrete way Zauner and her mother speak to each other, transmit
affects, and exist in communion with each other. By suturing memories of eating with her mother,
Zauner constructs food as part of the extinction narrative of language. For the diaspora, the
extinction of language often reenacts the source of dread and feeling that one is undergoing the
dilution of an original “parent” culture. The extinction narrative explores the greater threat of
assimilation and cultural loss in the passing of generations as children retire their mother tongue.
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Zauner gestures to this by equating food to language as she asks, “Am I even Korean anymore if
there’s no one left to call and ask which brand of seaweed we used to buy?” (4). Unlike the Korean
American family in Minari who exist and thrive in isolation from other Koreans in their community,
Zauner as an individual, second-generation, mixed-race Korean American relies on proximity to
Korean “models” in order to reaffirm and, in a way, be accountable for her Koreanness. As she
reflects:
I remember these things clearly because that was how my mother loved you, not
through white lies and constant verbal affirmation, but in subtle observations of
what brought you joy, pocketed away to make you feel comforted and cared for
without even realizing it. She remembered if you liked your stews with extra broth, if
you were sensitive to spice, if you hated tomatoes, if you didn’t eat seafood, if you
had a large appetite. She remembered which banchan side dish you emptied first so
the next time you were over it’d be set with a heaping double portion, served
alongside the various other preferences that made you, you. (14)
For Zauner, food is inextricable from her mother’s love. Of course, it is one that is not necessarily
obvious or transparent, but love is present in these objective acts of care and service. Not only does
Zauner’s mother remember certain preferences, but she magnifies the object of love, “with a
heaping double portion.” Furthermore, Zauner’s mother displays her love in thoughtfulness in
remembering food preferences, a seemingly innocuous, minor detail. However, Zauner draws an
explicit line between food preferences and what makes people themselves. Consumption of food
and its subjectivity make it easy to map preferences onto personhood. This passage is particularly
important to this discussion of Korean American love because Zauner brings out small observations
of her mother’s love in a way that affirms non-Western, non-popular culture representations of
parental love. Love is not necessarily spoken in “I” statements, but delivered stealthily and materially
into actions. As a daughter, Zauner sees these acts as clearly visible and makes them grand and
meaningful for the reader, as these details and specificity all come from memory. Zauner’s memory
is particularly powerful because the mother’s love and care into preparing food ultimately becomes
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consumed. In effect, Zauner’s memoir memorializes the physical and temporal transience of a
Korean mother’s love. While loss in theories of racial melancholia predicates a certain paralysis and
immobility, Zauner writes to declare her loss as something that must be noticed.
In a triangulated manner, food strengthens the bond between mother and daughter. Food is
the umbilical cord that tethers Zauner to the unknowable motherland. This triangulation is further
seen in Zauner’s wandering observations of the H Mart food court. Zauner writes, “I wonder how
many people at H Mart miss their families. How many are thinking of them as they bring their trays
back from the different stalls. If they’re eating to feel connected, to celebrate these people through
food” (8). The act of eating together is obviously an act of communion, but Zauner pushes this
further by implying the act of a diaspora eating their cultural food is an act of reaching toward and
ritualistically re-enacting what they believe is their homeland:
We sit here in silence, eating our lunch. But I know we are all here for the same
reason. We’re searching for a piece of home, or a piece of ourselves. We look for a
taste of it in the food we order and the ingredients we buy … H Mart is where your
people gather under one odorous roof, full of faith that they’ll find something they
can’t find anywhere else. (10)
Not only does the act of eating also mean the act of becoming full, but Zauner’s repetition of “piece
of home” and “piece of ourselves” suggests that eating also fills the emotional consciousness, not
just the stomach. The fragments of pieces are juxtaposed with H Mart as “one odorous roof,” the
sacred space of completions and wholeness.
In the absence of Zauner’s mother in the three-pronged structure, food becomes the
mediator of postmemory. Zauner explains that food is the memory itself. Food is how she explains
people, herself, and her relation to them. Zauner reflects on the loss of her Korean family members
in her lifetime:
So within five years, I lost both my aunt and my mother to cancer. So, when I go to
H Mart, I’m not just on the hunt for cuttlefish and three bunches of scallions for a
buck; I’m searching for memories. I’m collecting the evidence that the Korean half
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of my identity didn’t die when they did. H Mart is the bridge that guides me away
from the memories that haunt me, of chemo head and skeletal bodies and logging
milligrams of hydrocodone. It reminds me of who they were before, beautiful and
full of life, wiggling Chang Gu honey-cracker rings on all ten of their fingers,
showing me how to suck a Korean grape from its skin and spit out the seeds. (11)
Expanding on the extinction narrative of cultural identity, Zauner expends effort in using her trips
to H Mart as a way to defer the death of her Korean identity. She describes H Mart as a “bridge”
that removes the lingering images of her female relatives’ aging bodies. Her sick aunt and mother are
fragmented into unknowable pieces: “chemo head,” a skeleton, and defined in the hydrocodone that
is pumped into them. Zauner describes how these visits to H Mart enable her to reimagine her
mother through the soft glow of nostalgia, “beautiful and full of life.” As Hall refers to the
diaspora’s tendencies to imagine the motherland as a complete, knowable place, Zauner’s visits to H
Mart become fixed projections of a vitality that has disappeared.
For Zauner, this conceptual leap for food as the extension, or replacement, of speaking
Korean is not unfounded. Just as language is metonymized as a fragment of the whole that stands in
for the whole entirely, food is also metonymized to stand in for Korean cultural identity. In some
ways, this reads as some form of essentialism; one’s consumption of certain types of food and the
methodology of how it is consumed can be coded as distinctively Korean. However, Zauner shifts
the markers of possessing cultural identity away from things produced by education — like knowing
a language, possessing cultural and historical knowledge, or consuming cultural products — to the
mediated accumulation of memories and embodied sensory experiences alongside loved ones.
Zauner’s memoir as a guide through her lived experiences with indulging in food and her
relationship to her mother challenges the authority placed on elite, educative, quantitative forms of
accumulating cultural knowledge. To this end, Zauner writes about her experience eating marinated
crabs with her mother:
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We’d giggle and shush each other as we ate ganjang gejang with our fingers, sucking
salty, rich, custardy raw crab from its shell, prodding the meat from its crevices with
our tongues, licking our soy sauce-stained fingers. Between chews of a wilted perilla
leaf, my mother would say, ‘This is how I know you’re a true Korean.’ (28)
Sucking the crab meat out of ganjang gejang is not a glamorous task nor is it easy. It is laborious and
messy and the combination of flavors are peculiar. Food as a cultural product becomes equated to
identity. Zauner also displays this Korean palate and sensitivity almost precociously: “Once, when I
was a kid, I had impressed my mother, intuitively dipping a whole raw pepper into ssamjang paste at
a barbecue restaurant in Seoul” (93). On the page and in theory, these two food combinations
should not go together, the raw, stinging, bitter pepper with the hearty, softly mushy-textured
soybean paste. Nonetheless, this food combination is one enjoyed as a Korean traditional meal.
“‘This is a very old taste,’” Zauner remembers her mother saying (93). In Zauner’s intuition to eat
the way a Korean would is a desire to reassure herself that she is Korean.
However, the consequence of Zauner not being able to perfectly approximate Korea or her
mother is that she feels fraudulently unwhole. As Zauner reflects:
I could never be of both worlds, only half in and half out, waiting to be ejected at
will by someone with greater claim than me. Someone full. Someone whole. For a
long time I had tried to belong in America, wanted and wished for it more than
anything, but in that moment all I wanted was to be accepted as a Korean by two
people who refused to claim me. You are not one of us, Kye seemed to say. And you
will never really understand what it is she needs, no matter how perfect you try to be.
(107)
In the splittage of the Korean/American mixed-race daughter, Zauner feels less than complete. Not
only does she feel the perfection and object of desire are unattainable, but the very object she desires
spits her out. During a confrontation with her mother in her teenage years, Zauner retells: “‘You
don’t know what it’s like to be the only Korean girl at school,’ I sounded off to my mother. ‘But
you’re not Korean,’ she said. ‘You’re American’” (96). In this instance, Zauner’s Korean mother
disowns her daughter. Her mother distinguishes herself from her American-raised daughter, defined
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not by the traumatic act of citizenship on distinguishing national belonging, but by the mother’s
implications that the cultural environment that shaped her daughter is one that is distinctly
“American.” If Zauner’s mother does not see Michelle as Korean, how could Michelle herself?
The most obvious metaphor that Zauner uses to conjoin food and cultural language is the
analogy between fermenting kimchi and the fermentation of cultural identity. In the end of the
book, Zauner begins to cook more homemade Korean dishes with the help of Korean YouTube
Maangchi, who stands in as a proxy mother in the absence of her own. Zauner learns from watching
Maangchi’s videos how to make kimchi:
After two weeks of fermentation, it was perfect. The ideal complement to every
meal, and a daily reminder of my competence and hard work. The whole process
made me appreciate kimchi so much more… My kitchen began to fill up with mason
jars — each stuffed full of different types of kimchi in various stages of
fermentation. On the counter, day four of young radish, still turning sour. In the
bridge, daikon in its first stages, sweating out its water content. On the cutting board,
a giant head of napa cabbage pulled apart from the bottom, ready for a salt bath.
(216)
This depiction of kimchi frozen in staggered temporal stages of fermentation notably suggests that
cultural identity is not formed all at once but transformed, fermented, over time. Zauner continues
this metaphor as she considers her mother her archivist, as someone who is her origin and as
someone who knows everything. Zauner writes:
I had thought fermentation was controlled death. Left alone, a head of cabbage
molds and decomposes. It becomes rotten inedible. But when brined and stored, the
course of its decay is altered. Sugars are broken down to produce lactic acid, which
protects it from spoiling. Carbon dioxide is released and the brine acidifies. It ages.
Its color and texture transmute. Its flavor becomes tarter, more pungent. It exists in
time and transforms. So it is not quite controlled death, because it enjoys a new life
altogether. (223)
This idea of fermentation, of intensification and self-propagation, is a novel take to discourses of
melancholia. In this metaphor, Zauner points to the cabbage that is brined and stored, handled with
care by human hands, as a cabbage that does not decay but becomes something new entirely. The
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cabbage becomes more: “tarter, more pungent.” The plain cabbage, undergoing the process of
fermentation, is intensified and experiencing active changes. Similarly, Zauner shortly follows the
metaphor with a reflection:
The memories I had stored, I could not let fester … The culture we shared was
active, effervescent in my gut and in my genes, and I had to seize it, foster it so it did
not die in me. So that I could pass it on someday. The lessons she imparted, the
proof of her life lived on in me, in my every move and deed. (223-224)
Zauner is in a parallel situation with the cabbage undergoing fermentation. Her mother’s knowledge,
her mother’s food and everything she taught her daughter has “brined and stored” Zauner. It seems
like Zauner had been a passive recipient of her mother’s culture, but she points out that it is active
“in my gut and in my genes.” This moves beyond Eng and Han’s theorization of racial melancholia
and its attendant feelings of despair, unending dread, and grief, as Zauner’s loss of her mother is
something that is generative instead of stunting. Notably, Zauner still subscribes to the extinction
narrative of culture; she must “foster it so it did not die in me.” There is a language of procreation,
or at least dispersal, of Zauner’s cultural knowledge onto others. Zauner’s body becomes a living,
active memorial and shrine to her mother that she lost. In Zauner’s process of fermentation by love,
she moves beyond the debilitated Korean American daughter figure and into a self-replenishing,
intensified version of both her individual self and her mother.
In Zauner’s memoir, food becomes an avenue to substitute the ungraspable with the literal.
Food is powerful in that it mirrors Zauner’s psychological desires, to feel complete even in the loss
of her mother. At the end of the book, Zauner makes the luxuriously simple pine nut porridge,
jatjuk, and reflects:
This was all I wanted, I realized, after so many days of decadent filets and pricey
crustaceans, potatoes slathered in the many glorious permutations that ratios of
butter, cheese, and cream can take. This plain porridge was the first dish to make me
feel full. Maangchi supplied the secrets to its composition step by step, like a digital
guardian I could always turn to, delivering the knowledge that had been withheld
from me, that was my birthright. I closed my eyes and spooned the last of the soup
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into my mouth, picturing the soft mixture coating my mother’s blistered tongue, the
warm liquid traveling slowly into my stomach as I tried to savor the aftertaste. (191)
Zauner declares the porridge as the “first dish to make me feel full.” We can extend this lin
Zauner declares the porridge as the “first dish to make me feel full.” We can extend this line to
mean that this revelation of being able to reproduce one’s culture makes Zauner feel “whole.” There
is some degree of closure here, that Zauner feels for the first time she lays actual claim to her
“birthright.” At the same time, Zauner’s physical being is malleable. She transforms into her mother
as the action of taking the liquid into her mouth is received by her “mother’s blistered tongue,” but
returns back into “my stomach.”

Returning, indebted, to Minor Feelings
To end this chapter on love, I turn to the affect of indebtedness, as it captures what it means
to love and desire an impossible object. While Korean American authors reclaim love from being
attributed as mere products of power, the feeling of indebtedness reveals much trickier to redefine.
Here, the Korean American daughter as the subject of lack and loss becomes poignant. The
challenge becomes not to recuperate the loss, but to identify and contest where the feeling of lack is
coming from. To do so, I use erin Khuê Ninh’s work on the debt-bound daughter, the product of
capitalism in the failure of the Asian American family structure, and examine the indebtedness felt
by Michelle Zauner and Cathy Park Hong.
In much Asian American literature, indebtedness is presented through the affective
repository of the ungrateful Asian American daughter. In Crying in H Mart, Zauner is explicit about
the debt that she feels she owes her mother. She feels guilty watching her mother weaken and tries
to repay her debt to her mother by learning how to cook her favorite Korean meals:
I’d never met [Kye] and I was excited to learn from her, to prove to my mother how
useful I could be. I fantasized about the delicious food we’d make together, finally
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repaying my debts, giving back some of the love and care I’d taken for granted from
so many years. Dishes that would comfort her and remind her of Korea. Meals
prepared just the way she liked them, to lift her spirits and nourish her body and give
her the strength she’d need to recover. (75)
Zauner views food as a way to redeem herself, to make the half of herself earn the whole. In
exchange for emotional care and labor that is transmitted from the self-sacrificial mother to the
child, Zauner feels this need for repayment. She defines the ideal version of herself through
economically valuable terms; she wants to be “useful.” The usefulness that Zauner determines is by
embodying Korea that would comfort her mother. However, the debt that Zauner hopes to repay
does not necessarily have the end goal for making herself more whole, but instead, makes her
mother’s wholeness stronger. Indebtedness is not about self-sustaining or self-replenishing; it is selfeffacing, and perhaps this is what causes the affect to be feminized in literature. Furthermore, feeling
indebted prompts a look back to the past in a way that prioritizes it before the present. Zauner
reflects on all the times she had disappointed her mother:
This could be my chance, I thought, to make amends for everything. For all the
burdens I’d imposed as a hyperactive child, for all the vitriol I’d spewed as a tortured
teen…I would radiate joy and positivity and it would cure her. I would wear
whatever she wanted, complete every chore without protest. I would learn to cook
for her — all the things she loved to eat, and I would single handedly keep her from
withering away. I would repay her for all the debts I’d accrued. I would be everything
she ever needed. I would make her sorry for ever not wanting me to be there. I
would be the perfect daughter. (67)
Zauner lists the “minor” sins of her childhood, the typical coming-of-age transgressions. She
balances them on one side, as the reason for her mother’s illness, and the good acts that she vows to
do to “keep [her mother] from withering away.” In some ways, Zauner expresses indebtedness with
calculation. Zauner repeats, again, “I would repay her for all the debts I’d accrued,” making the
mother-daughter relationship appear transactional. Zauner feels guilty for taking more than she had
given her mother before her illness. Furthermore, the transactional framework of care exposes how
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indebtedness in the Korean American daughter arises from capitalist ideologies seeping into the
second-generation Asian immigrant family. With the family who immigrates for a better future for
their children, their children become a form of capital and proxy citizenship. As Ninh points out,
“Second-generation children become viable capital investments, raised to enter the lucrative mathand science-based professional fields now open to them, in order to repay their parents’ suffering
with prestigious consumer goods” (17). Like Berlant’s theory of cruel optimism, in which something
one desires is actually an obstacle to one’s flourishing, children-as-investments inevitably fail, and in
turn, they hurt the Asian American family. Ninh attests to the predicted failure of the Asian
American daughter:
[T]he second-generation daughter is perpetually produced as the unfilial subject —
caught in a system of ‘designated failure.’ A keystone of familial discourse, the
construct of ‘filial obligation’ defines the parent-child relation as a debtor-creditor
relation, but within this system without contract or consent, the parent-creditor
brings into being a child-debtor who can never repay the debt of her own inception
and rearing. (16)
The child-debtor’s debt has already been set by the parent to be unpayable, thus making the task of
repaying it impossible. Ninh comments, “[F]amilial norms of filial obedience are devised in such a
way as not to be attainable — and are, something like the proverbial carrot on a stick, effective
precisely because they cannot be attained” (46). It is only this promise and illusion of attainability that
furthers the feeling of indebtedness. Like Jacob’s dogged faith in achieving his agrarian dream, this
futile attempt to repay one’s debts is what intensifies one’s indebtedness.
Moving beyond the affective experience of indebtedness, there has been a conscious shift
that includes shaping meta-responses to indebtedness, feelings about being indebted. In her memoir
Minor Feelings, Cathy Park Hong concludes the collection of lyrical essays with the chapter “The
Indebted.” As Hong defines it, “Being indebted is to be cautious, inhibited, and to never speak out
of turn. It is to lead a life constrained by choices that are never your own” (138). Hong makes a clear
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orientation away from indebtedness, as a harmful way of living that stifles the Korean American
consciousness. This feeling emerges with an interview with Minari actor Steven Yeun reflecting,
“Sometimes I wonder if the Asian-American experience is what it’s like when you’re thinking about
everyone else, but nobody else is thinking about you” (qtd. in I. Kang).
The feeling of indebtedness can aptly be discussed alongside love because the structures that
create this pressurized affect exist both externally, as a consequence of racial and cultural identity,
and intergenerationally within the Korean American family. Hong points out the parent-child debt
that is intuitively felt in immigrant families:
If the indebted Asian immigrant thinks they owe their life to America, the child
thinks they owe their livelihood to their parents for their suffering. The indebted
Asian American is therefore the ideal neoliberal subject. I accept that the burden of
history is solely on my shoulders; that it’s up to me to earn back reparations for the
losses my parents incurred, and to do so, I must, without complaint, prove myself in
the workforce. (138-139)
There is a forward fixation on the future in feeling indebted. Although to be indebted is to be
haunted by the past and one’s “owing” to the past, the future signals a way to repair and restore this
imbalance. Hong and Ninh both argue that indebtedness is a product of capitalism, set on terms
predetermined by subjects who are not part of the relationship. Furthermore, Hong points out
where the battleground for the Asian immigrant lies: the workforce. To alleviate one’s debt is to
become a better worker.
Given the negativity that Hong associates with feeling indebted, she declares rebellion
against this narrative. “I am ungrateful,” she declares, but it is more that Hong is trying to convince
herself of her ability to extract herself from this narrative that constricts her. However, even though
Hong attempts to condemn feeling indebted, she also makes it clear that indebtedness and gratitude
come naturally to her when she thinks about the past. Hong writes:
I can’t entirely renounce the condition of indebtedness. I am indebted to the activists
who struggled before me. I am indebted to Cha. I’d rather be indebted than be the
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kind of white man who thinks the world owes him, because to live an ethical life is to
be held accountable to history. I’m also indebted to my parents. But I cannot repay
them by keeping my life private, or by following that privatized dream of taking
what’s mine. (150-151)
Hong’s ambivalent feelings of indebtedness are wrapped up in contrasting practices of selfconsciousness. Hong is not focused on repayment, which is what frees her from agonizing through
the cruel attachment that binds the child-debtor to the parent-creditor. There is power in aligning
herself in the present to the activists and poets and artists who came before her, starting the work
she is continuing now. At the same time, Hong’s feeling of indebtedness is also self-conscious in
that she uses indebtedness to differentiate herself from the entitled “white man.” Therefore,
indebtedness becomes a way to articulate power, to tap into alternative coalitions and to reject
perpetuating the existing power structures. Most of all, in Hong’s chapter on indebtedness, she
seems less intent on defining the necessities and limitations of feeling indebted and gestures towards
a desire to be able to articulate what she is indebted for, on her own terms.
Most poignantly, Hong describes her dissatisfaction with emotional regimes that she’s been
fed and policed by:
I was never satisfied with those immigrant talking points about ‘not belonging’ and
‘the sense of in-betweenness.’ It seemed rigid and rudimentary, like I just need the
right GPS coordinates to find myself. But I also understand the impulse to search for
some origin myth of the self, even if it’s shaped by the stories told to us, which is
why I keep returning to Seoul in my memories, to historical facts that are obscure to
most and obvious to few, to try to find better vantage points to justify my feelings
here. In Seoul, I still found myself cleaved, but at least it wasn’t reduced to broad
American talking points. (147)
Hong challenges the one-dimensionality of indebtedness that places the powerless Asian immigrant
child as the tragic figure at the feet of their suffering parents. She challenges the myths that arise
from the nations of South Korea and America, trying to piece together what Hong has been told
how she feels versus her own self-register. Importantly, Hong suggests there is strength in
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indebtedness because it is entangled in memory and remembrance, especially attached to figures
who normally would be forgotten in history, the activists and Cha.
Moreover, without love for the mother, the Asian American daughter would not feel
indebted to her. Korean American indebtedness grounds the affect centrality in the notion of family.
Although scholars have framed the Korean mother/American daughter relationship with a love
supposedly stained by expectations of capitalism, this love is one that circulates and reshapes the
boundaries that exist between immigrant parents and second-generation children. In understanding
where this affect of indebtedness is coming from, we see that it is inescapable. However, instead of
fixating and anguishing in the failure to repay one’s debts, Hong and Zauner point out the
importance of love and its self-defined parameters when feeling in debt to someone. Debt can exist
alongside mutual care and comfort. Debt can be recentered from love to a nation or love to capital
and toward the family as the fundamental force of feelings.
In order to center the Korean American feeling of indebtedness, we can turn to its
contextualization in the Korean family in which a child is conceived into debt. The Korean word for
debt is 빚 (bit). While its technical use is primarily connected to financial debt, its connotation is
wrapped up in the affect of gratitude. Whether it be gratitude exists alongside being indebted or
Koreans feel gratitude for the indebtedness they feel, the debt felt by Korean Americans is not
always a debilitating one, but an affect that looks beyond the present. Debt exists unconditionally in
the family, almost an affect of respect for elders and for people who are the reason for your
existence. Debt is not a punishment through a call for repayment, but embedded in the social order
of filial relationality. Like the love that Lee Isaac Chung and Michelle Zauner represents in their
multigenerational, hybrid Korean American families, feelings of indebtedness reclaim the Asian
American family unit, the Asian American community, as agents of their own thriving.
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Throughout this project, I acknowledge that I, too, am indebted to my parents who
sacrificed for my flourishing, the Korean women writers who lived generations before me, the
mentors who have taught me what I am working on now. In the fluid, multigenerational, love-filled
notion of family I have found and chosen, I am full of debts, and more of gratitude, that I cannot
imagine repaying.
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